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abreed apart
Woodworkers:

I recently had the enjoyable task

of calling the winners in our first

birdhouse/bird feeder contest, let-

ting them know of their good for-

tune. The ensuing conversations

only reinforced my firm belief that

woodworkers are among the

most generous people anywhere.

! ike other contests we've had, in

I 1 which readers sent in their best
fl toys, clocks, and workshop lay-
outs, the recently completed "For the
Birds" competition just blew us away. The
number of entries (2ll), and the quality
and originality of the designs (see page 96
for photos), was simply staggering.

As impressed as I and the other judges

were with the winning entries, I was espe-
cially touched by -y conversations with
their makers. All were thrilled to have
won, but none of them expected it. They
just enjoyed the chance to contribute to a
good cause (more on that later), and the
opportunity to put in some enjoyable shop
time in the process.

For example, Donald Berard of Mission
Viejo, Calif., who built "The Best
Birdhouse from Existing Plans," told me
he worked "4 to 6 hours a day, 5 to 6 days
a week, for 4 weeks" preparing his entry.
Looking at the intricate and perfectly exe-
cuted copper panels on his entry's roof, I
fully believe his time estimate.

Then there's John Styga of Elmhurst,
N.Y., whose incredibly detailed "Mother
Hubbard's Boot" took the $5,000 grand
pwe. Said John, "A lot of time went into
it, more than I can calculate. I was just

having fun."
Inspecting all of the entries, it's easy to

see that readers devoted thousands of
hours to this competition to benefit The
National Wildlife Federation' s BackyarC
Wildlife Habitat Program. So, on behalf of
the NWF, WOOD magazinq and, of
course, the birds, I want to say a big
"Thank You" to all whoentered.

I must add that there were many out-
standing entries that did not receive a
pize, but which nevertheless enabled us
to raise more than $8,000 for the program.
Based on my phone conversations, I'm
guessing that the news of this generous
donation is reward enough for the winners
and nonwinners alike.

Wetve hatched a new column.
Readers have told us that the woodwork-
ing terms we use in articles occasionally
can throw them for a loop. So, on page

110 you'll find the first installment
of "Wood words" to help you bet-

ter understand every article in the
magazine. Let me know how

you like it.
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soundin boanC
Our bulletin board for letters, comments, and

Arc of unknown radius

H=Height
L=1lzthe length
R=Radius of arc

FINDING AN UNKNOWN RADIUS

I Now, make a trammel, as shown
below, that's 251/z'long. Align one end
with the midpoint of the arc on your
workpiece. Anchor the other end at a
point that's in l ine with the midpoint, and
draw your arc.

Harold F. Leister, Chambersburg, Pa.

timely updates

A sirnple forrnula reveals the radius
Reading "A Short Course on Making
Curves" in issue 147 reminded me of a
mathematical formula I learned years
ago for finding the radius of an arc. This
method is handy for creating a smooth
layout after you've drawn a freehand arc.

As shown al right, all you need to
know is the height of the arc and its
length. Then plug those numbers into
this simple formula in the drawing to
find the radius, and you're done.

Once you have this number, it's
simple to set up a trammel and draw
a perfectly smooth arc.

For example, if you want to draw an
arc that's 24" long and 3" tall at the
center, here's what to do:

I First, plug the numbers into the
formula. In this case, L=12, H=3, so:

(122+s2;  +1zxs;
= ( 1 4 4 + 9 )  + 6

o r 1 5 3 + 6
= 25.5 or 25t/2"

Prciect update
r Baker's Trio (issue 147, p. 56):
The %" dowel used in this project is birch, not walnut.

Article information online
You'll find a listing of all known updates to past W00D maguine projects at uruvw.woodmagazine.com.
Just click on W00D magazine on the left side of the screen, and then select Editorial Extras.

Protect tools with
organized records
In one of your online forums (WOOD Talk
at www.woodonline.com) | read about a
man whose tools were stolen out of his
truck. I have a system to help recover my
tools if they get stolen and found by police.

When I get a new power tool, I first write
its serial number in the owner's manual.
Then I engrave my driver's license number
on the tool in an inconspicuous spot. I also
engrave expensive hand tools. (l don't
engrave rare or collectible tools, though,
because it decreases their value.)

Next, I take a picture of the tool so I
have something to show the police or
insurance company should the need ever
arise. I mark each photo to indicate the
engraving location on the tool.

Now I place these records, along with
the owner's manual and purchase receipt,
in a fire safe inside my house, instead of
out in the garage with the tools. Doing this
also gives me a record for insurance pur-
poses, and forces me to keep track of all
of my manuals and warranty information.

Note: Many law enforcement agencies
suggest using your driver's license
number because stolen tools are often
pawned for cash. (Note: lf your drivels
Iicense number is your Social Security
number, don't use it. Request a new
drivels license number.) Most pawnshops
collect the drivels license number of
anyone who brings in merchandise. lf this
number doesn't match the one on the tool,
store personnel should refuse to buy the
tool, then alert authorities.

Bruce Moore, Eugene, Ore.

Do you have comments, criticisms, suggestions,
or maybe even a compliment relating to a W00h
magazine article? Please write to:

Sounding Board
W00D magazine
1716 Locust St.,  GA-310
Des Moines, lA 5G109-3023

or e-mail soundingboard@woodmagazine.com.
Due to the volume of letters and e-mails we
receive, we can respond to and publish only
those of the greatest interest to our readers.

WOOD magazine june{uly 2003
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wetre here to help
assistance is just a click (or two) away -

rFind the right article,
right now
We've just completed the re-indexing of
all issues of WOODo magazine, includ-
ing over 2,400 articles. You can enter a
keyword search for any word or group of
words, drawing from our keyword files
that contain nearly 40,000 terms. Just go
to woodmagazine.com/search

rGet past issues and
articles here
Order past issues of WOOD magazine at
woodstore.woodmall.com or by calling
8001346-9663. Be aware that many early
issues are sold out. For reprints, send $5
per reprint (no phone orders), including
issue and name of article, to WOOD
Article Reprint Service, P.O. Box 349,
Kalona, IA 52247; make check or money
order payable to WOOD magazine.
I

IOur editors
are listening
Have a comment about some-
thing you've seen, or would
like to see, in WOOD maga-
zine? E-mail your suggestions
to woodmail@mdp.com, caII 800/37 4-
9663 and press option 2, or write:
Editor-in-Chiefl WOOD Magazine, 17 16
Locust St., GA-310, Des Moines, IA
50309-3023.

Il.'earn more about
woodworking basics
From abrasives to shop safety, the info-
packed Woodworking Basics section at
WOOD ONLINEo delivers dozens of
informative articles. We add new features
and projects every two weeks, making it
the site that keeps giving. Find it at
woo dma gazine. com./b a sics

I Subscription assistance
Need to notify us of an addreSs change,
or get help with your subscription? Visit
us at woodmagazine.com,/service, call
8001374-9663 and press option 1, or
write toWOODMagazine, P.O. Box
37439, Boone, IA 50037-0439. Please
enclose your address label from a recent
magazine issue.

IWoodworkincr advice
a\railable arouird the clock
Post your most perplexing questions to
thousands of woodworkers eager to help
you in one of the 20+ online forums at
talk.woodmagazine.com/forums cl

WOOD magazine June/July 2003
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cgllegting
classics '-
fips on finding and buyrng old tools

ot an eye out
for old tools?
Whether

you're looking to buy
your first antique tool
or add a few more to
your collection, you
need to know the ins
and outs of smart buying. Martin J.
Donnelly, an internationally renowned
antique tool dealer of Avoca, New York,
really knows his stuff, and now shares
his best tips.

4 surefire wavs to
hunt down oldtools

r Check tool organizations. Looking
for a specific tool? Get in touch with any
of the dozens of regional and national
tool-collecting organizations. (See below
for a list of several.) Their members sell
and trade thousands of tools and share
knowledge about them.

r Try an antique tool auction. Want
access to a mind-boggling number of
tools in one place? Then attend the ulti-
mate classic tool extravaganza-an
antique tool auction. Chances are you'll
find what you want in multiples. For a
schedule of such auctions, go to
www.midtools.com.

Contacts for major tool organizations
Organization

r Mid-West Tool Collectors Association
r Early American Industries Association
r. South-West Tool Collectors Association
r Rocky Mountain Tool Collectors Association
r The Tool Group of Canada
r New England Tool Collectors Association

r Search the Internet. Online auction
services, such as eBay (www.ebay.com),
list thousands of tools for sale every day,
and have become hot spots for tool sellers
and seekers. Martin says they're worth
looking into, but be sure to check the on-
line buyers' feedback on the seller. Also,
ask the seller about the completeness and
condition of the tool if the listing doesn't
clearly state it.

r took locdly. Many fine antique tools
show up at garage and yard sales, Martin
says, so your treasure could be next door.
Also, check out area flea markets, and
antiques shops and shows. No matter if
you f,rnd a tool, you'll undoubtedly make
valuable contacts along the way.

What tools should
be left on the shelf?
It's okay to put the majority of
antique tools to use. But certain
tools are best kept unused when:
r Their primary value is based on

their unused condition or rarity.
r The tools are fragile.
r There are "modern" tools or less-

expensive antique tools that can
do the same job.

Web site Telephone

www.mwtca.org 919/828-2754

www.eaiainfo.org 508/993-9578

888/889-3340

505/344-9272

416/487-A995

413/586-2114

Martin's comprehensive "Catalogue of
Antique Tools" contains descriptions and
photographs of more than 6,500 tools. lt
sells for $2S at www.mjdtools.com.

3 qolden rules for a
sudcessful purchase

I Know the toolts nalue. To be sure
you're getting afair deal, determine the
tool's value up front. You can find help
on the Internet by searching for "antique
tool values" or going to tool dealers' Web
sites. Also, check out tool catalogs, like
the one shown in the photo, above, that
identify tools and establish their values.

r Find out the tool's condition. Don't
be afraid to ask a collector or dealer to
point out any problems with a tool. The
antique tool business holds itself to a high
standard of integrity, Martin notes, and
most dealers will reveal any flaws to you.
Should you be wary of reproductions?
No, Martin says. That's because tool
values are quite low in relation to other
antique items, so counterfeiters don't find
it worth the effort, at least for now.

r Ask for the best price. Before you buy
a tool, always ask the seller for his or her best
price. A discount will certainly follow. *

Martin J. Donnelly

www.woodonline.com



great ideas for your shop

fast-forrnincl
fairing sticfi
The only thing simpler than making
this bowlike layout tool is using it.

hen he needed to lay out
smooth arcs on the Adirondack
chair on page 74, WOODa

Tie knot in end.

, /ax3/+"
tempered hardboard
' (Length to suit)

stick, then goes through the holes in the
toggle, loops through the other end of the
fairing stick, and ties back to the toggle.

To use the fairing stick, start by figur-
ing out the endpoints and midpoint of
the arc you want to create. Here's where
you'll appreciate Chuck's toggle device.
Instead of using clamps or nails to hold
the ends of the stick in place, just slide
the toggle to flex the stick until it
matches your desired arc. Friction locks
the toggle in place, retaining the correct
shape. Now align the stick on your
workpiece and trace. If you have
multiple pieces to mark, you can pick
up the stick and move it without losing
your setting.

When you're not using the fairing
stick, slide the toggle to release tension
on the stick. That minimizes any

FAIRING STICK

Toggle
l a x V q x 2 "
tempered
hardboard

Nylon cord

Note: All holes are't/a" diameter,
located 1/q" ttom ends of piece.

"memory" setting in. If this happens,
just adjust the cord and flex the stick in
the opposite direction.

Also, if you need a fairing stick
greater than 3' long, increase the stick's
width to about lVz" to keep it from
twisting sideways under tension. For a
really long stick, switch to /+"-thick
hardboard..l

magazine Master Craftsman Chuck
Hedlund turned to his shop-made fairing
stick. Chuck's version, shown here,fea-
tures an adjustable cord with a sliding
"toggle" that locks in the desired arc for
hassle-free use.

To make your own, start with a3/q"-
wide piece of Vs" tempered hardboard.
The length is up to you; but at 24", this
ohe handles most layout chores. Also cut
a piece to size for the toggle. Now drill
the four /e" holes, as dimensioned,
through the ends of both pieces.

Next, thread a length of #18 nylon
mason's cord (ours measured 38"), fol-
lowing the arrows in the drawing. The
cord gets tied to one end of the fairing

1 0 WOOD magazine June{uly 2003



blades and bits

\Alhrat you need
to lcrow about

Forstner
bits
r! |! lhen it comes to boring holes,

tlt woodworkers have lots of
U U options at their fingertips. You

can cover the gamut of hole diameters
with inexpensive twisrdrill bits, spade
bits, and-for the really big holes-a
drill-mounted holesaw. So, why spend
more money on Forstner bits that cover
many of the same hole sizes as the others?

There are two reasons, really. First,
Forstners equal finesse: The cutting rim
scores the circumference of the hole first
so the bit enters the wood with a mini-
mum of tear-out, resulting in smooth walls
and a flat bottom. And that's important
when, for example, you're boring holes to
hold candles or counterboring screw holes
that will be plugged.

Second, a Forstner bit is guided by its
rim, rather than by a center point like a
spade or twist-drill bit. So it bores accu-
rately in situations where other bits can't,
such as overlapping holes, in end grain, at
an angle, into the edge of a workpiece, or
wherever grain direction or surface orien-
tation would deflect the point of a non-
Forstner bit.

When is a Forstner bit
not a true Forstner bit?
Most of the so-called Forstner bits on the
market today are really variations on the
original designed by Benjamin Forsbrer
almost 120 years ago. All, though, cut in a
similar way. As the outer rim scores the
circle, lifters radiating from the center of
ttre bit act like tiny hand planes, slicing
away material and ejecting the waste. The
drawing below shows the four basic
Forsfirer-stvle bits available todav.

True Forstner bits, with an outer rim
interrupted only twice by hand-sharpened
lifters, have a vinually nonexistent center
spur, and are made in the U.S. exclusively
by Connecticut Valley Manufacnning
Company, or CONVALCO (8601827-

0823, or www.convalco.com). Machined
from solid carbon steel rather than cast
and forged like other bits, a ffue Forstner's
beefy body absorbs heat, reducing work-
piece burning and the bit overheating that
can keep a bit from holding a sharp edge.
It also makes this style among the most
expensive bits you'll find ($26 plus ship-
ping for a l" bit).

These bits are as aggressive as any other
Forstner-style bit we've ffied, yet they cut
cleanly. The lack of a prominent center
spur (see photo on page 14) makes them
good for boring into thin materials.
However, it also makes it more difficult to
center the bit on a mark-you must peek
between the lifter and the bit body, or

Continued on page 14

TRUE FORSTNER

4 TYPES OF FORSTNER BITS
IMPORTED FORSTNER CARBIDE.TIPPED

' Center spur Carbide lifter with center

.J
Notch for
machine
grinding

1 2 WOOD magazine June/fulY 2003



blades and bits

mark the outside dimensions of the hole
rather than the center.

fmported Forstners differ from true
Forstners by the long center spur and tell-
tale notch in the rim behind the lifter. This
notch facilitates machine sharpening of the
lifter-a less costly method than hand
sharpening-helping make them the least
expensive style of flat-bottomed bit
($5-$10 for a 1" bit).

Carbide-tipped bits resemble import-
ed Forstners, but have a carbide lifter
brazed onto the bit body, much like a
router bit. About as expensive and cool
running as true Forstners, they should
outlast steel bits many times over.
However, as you can see from the draw-
ing on page 12, the cutting rim comprises
onlv about one-fourth of the bit's circum-

We bored these 1"-deep holes with (from left to right) true Forstner, imported Forstner,
and spade bits. Note that the center spur of the spade bit broke through the bottom of
the 1%"-thick board.

ference-so it chatters more than other
styles of Forstners when boring at an
angle or into the edge of a workpiece.

Multi-spur bits are similar to imported
Forstners. but with sawlike teeth on the
cutting rim. Without a long rim continu-
ously contacting the workpiece, they're
less prone to overheating than other styles
of bits. That's especially important on
large-diameter holes, which is why you'll
often find this design on bits larger than
l" in diameter. Like carbide-tipped bits,
they tend to chatter in angled and partial-
hole cuts.

The steel spiel
Most imported Forstner bits today are
made of high-speed steel (HSS)-a rela-
tively inexpensive material that keeps the

Sharpening Forstners
Perhaps nobody knows more about
sharpening Forstner Sits than Tony
Garro, president of CONVALCO, who
offers these tips:
tForget sharpening the rim. The cut-
ting edge of the rim has to stay on the
same plane, and that's nearly impos-
sible without special machinery.
CONVALCO resharpens its own bits
(rims and all) for $9 per bit if you
return them to the factory.
tFocus on the lifter. Use a small, fine
fi le, a thin stone, or a strip sander.
Sharpen the flat face of the lifter, as
shown at right, then remove the burr
on the cutting edge with a stone.
tGo easy. Don't abrade away too
much of the l ifter, especially near the
rim. Forstner bits have a slight back
taper, and if you sharpen too much,
you can change the geometry of the
bit, which may cause it to overheat.

A strip sander quickly renews a dulled
Forstner bit. Use 100-grit abrasive and a
light touch, and keep the lifter flat against
the sander's platen.

bits affordable. If you've ever "blued" a
bit, you overheated it to the point where
the steel softens and won't hold a sharp
edge. That occurs at a lower temperature
in HSS than other materials.

Some makers coat their bits with titani-
um, which helps the bits run cooler. We
found that Titanium-coated bits tend to cut
less aggressively than uncoated bits, but
you can apply more pressure without fear
of overheating them.

Speed kills
The larger the bit, the slower it must turn
to prevent overheating. If the manufactur-
er provides a maximum speed limit, don't
exceed it. And remember, you can run the
bit slower with no loss of quality or con-
trol. To be safe, follow these guidelines:

Which should you buy?
If you need only a few sizes of bits,
and you'11 use those a lot, true
Forstners are your best bet. CONVAL-
CO makes them in diameters ranging
from Vq" to 3" in t/ro" increments. They
bore fast and clean, but they're not for
the checkbook challenged.

If you need a variety of sizes for occa-
sional use, and you have more patience
than money, opt for a set of imported
Forstners. You can buy a 7-piece set
that covers the most common hole sizes
(/+" to 1" by Vs" increments) for about
the same price as a l" CONVALCO bit.
Clockmakers and others who routinely
bore larger-diameter holes will be well
served by multi-spur bits at proportion-
ally higher prices.i

Softwoods (such as pine)
Bit diameter I Maximum rpm

1/F5/e' | 2,400

13/a-2' | 500

Hardwoods (such as maple)
Bit diameter I Maximum rpm

1/+-3/au | 700

1 4 WOOD magazine June/July 2003



sho ti
Helping you work faster, smarter, and safer

l["g"..dust bag
tor mrtersaws
Collecting sawdust from some mitersaws
is about as efficient as catching a thun-
derstorm in a shot glass. But the "big ol '
bag" dust catcher that I built for my
mitersaw collects about 90 percent of
the debr is.

I started by making a 1t/qx10x32"
frame out of t/2" hardwood, glued and
screwed together, and stiffened by cor-
ner blocks. To install the frame, I made
a couple of hardwood mounting brackets
that t i l t the frame back 20", and attached
them to the bottom of the frame.

lf you decide to make one of these for
your shop, you'l l have to figure out the
best method to install the frame behind
your saw. For example, I C-clamped the
brackets to my mitersaw's plywood sub-
base, as shown at right, back when I
mounted the saw on my poftable clamping
workstation. Now that I have a dedicated
mitersaw stand, I permanently attached
the frame.

The frame should be centered behind
the saw, and installed as close to the
back of the saw as possible without
interfering with the saw's operation. To
catch the dust, I drape an ordinary

33-gallon trash bag through the frame
and secure it with binder clips from the
office-supp'u tto" 

,, e Godfrey, Forest city, N.c.

Joe Godfrey's
passion for
woodworking
goes back to
his father,
who built a
lot of furniture
in his day.
Although our
Top Shop Tip
winner's first
love is carving
decoys, he,
too, likes making furniture. Joe has
crafted a Sam Maloof-inspired rock-
ing chair, and recently completed the
Hal Taylor-designed rocker, above.

Joe Godfrey
wins a Laguna
Tools LT1414"
bandsaw for
submitt ing this
issue's Top
Shop Tip. Way
to go, Joe!

Describe how you've solved a work-
shop dilemma, and you'll earn $75 if it
appears here. And, if your tip garners
Top Shop Tip honors, you'll also win
a tool prize worth at least $250.

Send your best tips, along with pho-
tos or illustrations and your daytime
telephone number, to: Shop Tips,
WOODa Magazine,lTt6 Locust St.,
GA-310, Des Moines,IA 50309-
3023. You can also e-mail tips to
shoptips @ woodmagazine.com, or
post them on the Top Shop Tip forum
at www.woodonline.com.

Because we try to publish only origi-
nal tips, please send your tips only to
WOOD magazine. Sorry, but submir
ted materials can't be returned.

Simple router bit storage anyone can tackle
I use a plastic f isherman's tackle box to
hold my router bits, with one bit in each
compartment to protect the cutters.
Actually it 's more of a "routing center"
because it holds pretty much everything
I need for several routers: bearings,
allen wrenches, screws for mounting
subbases, etc.

Larger tackle boxes have a big open
area beneath the compartmentalized
trays, and that's perfect for storing
wrenches, template guides, and oversize
bits that won't f it into the compartments.
Some boxes even have enough room
below to stow a trim router. My advice:
Buy a big box and f i l l  'er  up!

-Wayne Van Coughnett, New Milford, Conn.
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Time to untie
the apron strings
I'm in and out of the shop all of the time,
so I'm constantly putting on and taking
off my shop apron. To make it faster
and easier, I attached a 4-ounce sinker
from my fishing-tackle box to one apron
string, and an old shower-curtain ring to
the other. Now instead of tying knots
behind my back, I just slip the sinker
through the ring, as shown, and I'm
ready to go to work.

-Gordon Van Roekel, Mission, Texas

lnspired by your tip, Gordon, we noticed
a box of inexpensive aluminum snap
clips called "carabiners" at the hardware
store. When coupled with a 2" key ring,

a carabiner also makes a dandy quick-
release for apron strings.

-W00Do magazine

Detachable mount makes filling feeder easy
Hanging a bird feeder high where our
feathered friends can feel safe using it
makes it more difficult for us earthbound
creatures to fill it. But I devised a mount-
ing system that you can make in a few
minutes, and that permits easy removal
of a birdhouse or feeder for cleaning,
refilling, or storage.

I tilted my bandsaw table 15'when
cutting the wedge from the holder. I

Determined by
roof overhang

then attached the wedge-wide face
out-to the feeder 

-Joe Lehosky, Etdred, pa.

STEP 2.
Start saw cut,

./ and cut to
clearance hole.

STEP 3.
Rotate workpiece
and make exit cut.

\

Determined t
length of feer
or birdhouse

Y4"

Continued on page 19
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A jig for rounding turning squares
Before turning narrow pieces, such as i
chess pieces or dowels, between cen- i
ters, it 's easier on the workpiece (and ;
the woodworker) to knock off the four
corners, making the square spindle into I
an octagon. This s imple guide clamps to i
your bandsaw table to do the job. i-Franklin Zia and Arthur Mendel. Richmond. Calif. :

GUIDE

Use bevel blade for tablesaw
After months of saving (and pleading), | :
f inally got my new tablesaw. But late in .
the assembly process, I accidentally .
knocked the blade out of parallel with i
the miter slot. I started digging through i
drawers, trying to jury-rig some kind of '
alignment tool, when I stumbled upon .
my sliding bevel gauge. lt was then that l
the solution hit me. :

I took the blade out of the bevel gauge i
and the washer off the bottom of the .
saw's miter-gauge bar, and mounted the i
blade to the bar. as shown in the draw- ;

tuneup
ing below. I raised the tablesaw blade
fully and set the bevel-gauge blade so
that its point was touching one saw
tooth near the back of the slot. Then I
rotated the saw blade by hand so that
the same tooth was near the front of the
slot. By sliding the barlbevel blade
assembly forward to that tooth, I quickly
saw how much I needed to adjust the
blade to make it parallel. The process is
easy, accurate, and, best of all, didn't
cost me a penny!

-Ray Vojtash, North Ptainfietd, N.J.

Contintted on page 20
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Hanq tem hiqh-vour
proj6ct plans-, thart is
When building a project, I l ike to keep
my plans close at hand, which means
dragging them from tool to tool for differ-
ent operations. lt also means having to
hunt them down from time to time when I
forgot where I left them.

The "bright idea" l ightbulb went on one
day when I found a spring-clip-style
pants hanger in the closet. Now, I cl ip
my plans to the hanger, and hook the

hanger onto a wire hung from the ceil ing
(or a nail on the wall) near each of my
workstations.

This method has two other advan-
tages: My plans never get buried in dust
or tools on the workbench, and they
hang closer to eye level, making them
easier to read.

-Chris Smrth, Clackamas, )re.

$ave benchtop space
by going up
lf you're l ike me, you never seem to
have enough shelf space, so you end up
keeping more things than you'd l ike on
your benchtop. I store l ighter things,
such as boxes of t issue, latex gloves,
and garbage bags, up under my wall
cabinets. Hotmelt glue makes it easy to
stick them up there, and easy to pop
them loose when it 's t ime to replace an
empty box with a full one.

DRIVES 4 STZES
OF NAILS r,yITH

NO EFF RT
I Comfortable

Fgonomrc
Stylingwith
Cushioned
Iilon.Slrp
Gnp,

sTrtgger and
Surface
Safefyl,ocfts.

t{onlllaning
Eunpen

ll/4"rort

I ltlew Heayy Dutv
NailDrivihapowuwifr
Builtin 10'Cord.

F#&"

ffiFl wr _r
tS I f@ ff I o*,oo* ar home cenren rumberyardsl*,Jffi
l?r l lh#LLlandhadwanstorc twheteverr in i toor

and hadwan storct whercver fine tools are sold,

Arrow Fastener €o., Inc., 271 Mayhil l  Street, Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07663
Canada: Jardel Distr ibutors, Inc.,6505 Metropoli tan Blvd. East, Montreal, Quebec HIP 1X9
United Kingdom: Arrow Fastener (U.K.) Ltd., Unit 5 ZK Park, 23 Commerce Way, Croydon CRO 4ZS, Surrey
wwwarrowfastener.com Rev.l002

-Jeff DiBattista, Edmonton, Alta.
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Hane a face-to-face with biscuits
While laminating two pieces of 3/q" medi-
um-density fiberboard (MDF) to make a
router-table top recently, I ran into the
problem I always run into when gluing
two large pieces face-to-face: The slip-
pery glue makes it hard to keep the
pieces aligned during clamping.

I solved the problem with my biscuit
joiner, I made matching index marks on
two adjacent edges of the stacked work-
pieces, as shown below, then cut biscuit

Make a clean break
I had to trim about 1" from a piece of
glass I was installing in a cabinet door,
but even after scoring the glass with a
cutter, it kept breaking off in small pieces.
I wasn't getting the snapped-clean edge I
see on professionally cut glass.

I figured if I could snap the whole
length at once, l'd get a nice clean break.
So I sandwiched the waste piece of glass

slots in the mating faces of the pieces.
After spreading glue on the surface, I
put a little glue in each biscuit slot,
dropped a biscuit in each slot in the bot-
tom piece, and put the top piece in
place, fitting it over the biscuits.

Using this technique, there was no
slippage during assembly. And I saved
time by not having to retrim the edges
with my tablesaw' 

, Morgan, Dickson, Tenn.

between two scraps of hardwood as
long as the scored line and clamped
them in place as shown in the drawing
below. Using the clamp as a handle, I
gave a quick downward snap, and the
piece broke off perfectly. I've used this
technique with narrower strips of glass
and it has worked eve*rrl)[rlo,* 

John, N.B.

Continued on page 22
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Protect and add luster to your wood floors.
Do-it-yourself, and do-it-with-ease.

Sand floors
quickly and easity
with Varathane's
revolutionary,
dust-free
ezV" Sander.

lf you wish to,
add color to your
floors, apply the
stain color of, ,
your choice. ,i

i,;
T-qa.rs n qq!ffietsf@. F6FFE

2. Stain (Optional)
t ! . .

* '"_, 
r\ 

\ f nppV Varathane
;b. -i Premium"1r' '"  -

.. ..'''. $ Polyurethane
$ fot Floors; over\ * I ' $-.,.. f twice as durable, ,

-\ 
i as other finishes hr
t  1 l
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floor protection.
3. Protect :

Floors this beautiful ' ,
have never been so easy-r

For a free brochure, , .
go to www.varathane.com.

Gircle No,,tl8

f

qufqr*somwrys{

O2OO3 Rust;Oleum Corporation
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Sanding-disc shim cuts plugs close
I l ike to use wooden plugs to hide
screws in my projects, but tediously
sanding the plugs f lush with the sur-
face around them isn' t  h igh on my l is t
of  fun th ings to do. Even when I  saw
the plugs off f irst, no matter how care-
ful I am, the teeth of the saw often mar
the workpiece, which means even
more sanding.

I  minimize both damage and sanding
t ime by s l ipping a wel l -worn random-
orbi t  sander disc,  gr i t  s ide down, over
the plug, as shown below, before saw-
ing it off. The disc protects the work-
piece from the saw's teeth and leaves
just  the shal lowest nub on the plug that
sands away quickly.

-John Hell.lnver Grove Heiohts, Minn.

Scrap strips form a finish line
At the end of nearly every project, I end
up with strips of stock ripped from the
edges of workpieces. I drive 4d finish
nails spaced at 4-5" intervals through
these scraps, place them points-up on
my f in ishing table,  and use them to sup-
port  a project  whi le I  apply f in ish.  For
large panels,  l ' l l  somet imes tape these

strips to the top of a pair of sawhorses,
as shown in the drawing below.

I recently had a huge project with lots of
doors and panels. So I stretched my 20'
extension ladder across sawhorses,
taped the strips end to end on the ladder
rails, and finished 12 panels at a time!

-Robert Reed, Roaming Shores, )hio

Contirrued on page 21
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Enlarqe a hole of almost
?any shape accurately

Have you ever cut a hole in a work-
piece only to find it needed to be just
a l itt le bit bigger? Here's a way to
resize that opening while sti l l  keeping
its shape.

Let's say you need to enlarge a
hole's diameter by ,/r". Install a rab-
beting bit in your router using the
bearing for a 1/q" rabbet (/+" on both
sides of the hole yields a total
enlargemenl of 1/2"). Rout a rabbet
around the hole as deep as you can
while sti l l  keeping the router bit 's
bearing in contact with the edge of
the hole. Finally, f l ip the workpiece
over and f in ish the cut using a f lush-
trim bit, with the bearing riding on the
rabbet you cut f irst.

My rabbeting bit l imits me to 1/2" rab-
bets maximum, so I  can enlarge
almost any hole by 1".  l f  I  need more,
I simply repeat the rout-fl ip-rout-again
process unti l the hole is sized the wav
I want it.

-David Kantor, East Meadows, N.Y.
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Usg-a littlg glue,
hold a little-screw
Two things I love to do in the woodshop
are carving small f igures and building
small treasure or jewelry boxes. I get frus-

trated when attaching hinges to a box (or
a basswood figure to its base) because
the screw can strip or split the wood.

To prevent this, I f irst dri l l  a pilot hole,
then ' lap" the hole with a steel screw the
same size as the brass screw l ' l l  install
permanently. (l f i le a small notch in the
screw threads to make it cut like a self-
tapping screw.)

When it's time to install the brass
screws, I first add a drop or two of cyano-
acrylate (CA) glue to the hole, then insert

and tighten the screw. This really sets the
screws in place. I find I still can back the
screws out, but it's definitely more work.
l 've also used this method successfully to
screw into the edge of plywood.

-Ed Twilbeck, )cean Springs, Miss

Sgeanewo. .

. . .shop t ip  da i ly  a t

' .  : i :

-
I

A clean, shprp hote
every ilme.

No chips,
no splits,
ilo €t'IofS;

It takes skill
t  t ,  Iano a snarp
drill bit,

"And, {fni
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askwood
Answers to your questions from letters, e-mails, and W00D ONL|NEo

Drawer insides
need finish, too
fl.l bought a chest at an auc-
!r fion, cleaned it up, and
plan to varnish the insides of the
drawers. But I've seen lots of fac-
tory-built drawers lett unfinished
on the inside. Which way is best?

-Keith Andrerynt, Latayette, La.

[ . Go a]read and start varnisir-
-- I ing, Keith. A drawer that's
finished inside looks better, resists
wear, and is less likely to snag its
contents. Some furniture factories
skip this step to save time, which
just gives hobbyists one more
opportunity to outshine the profes-
sionals when it comes to small
details. After you've finished the
drawers inside and out, allow them
to dry and cure before slipping
them into the chest, and you won't
have a problem with a lingering
finish odor.

To avoid puddles and runs, first brush finish into the four vertical corners of the drawer. The
next step is to coat the bottom, then complete the job by doing the sides.

Ghoose the right sfird router bit
flr Would a spiral router bit give
!r me a cleaner cut than a straight
bit When I make circles and ovals in
solid wood? lf so, should I buy an
upcut or a downcut bit?

-Boyd Ash, St. John9, Newfoundland, Canada

[ . Boyd, you do get a stightly
-- r cleaner cut with a spiral bit. A

the three styles can
handle the task you
mention, as long as
you orient the work-
piece appropriately.
For funue reference,
here's a brief goide.
rUpcut: Use this
bit for making mor-
tises in solid stock
because it pulls out
the chips as it cuts.
You also can use it
for edge fteatnents
with the face of the stock away from the i downcut bit tends to pack the waste mate-

straight bit chops at the wood with its
vertical flutes, but a spiral bit's
corkscrew-shaped cutting edges stay in
continuous contact with the workpiece,
shearing the wood fibers.

An upcut bit shears toward the router
base, and a downcut bit shears in the
opposite direction. Combine the two
designs, and you get an upcut/downcut or
compression bit, which shears upward
and downward at the same time. Spiral

router base.
rDouyncut: This bit style produces a

rial into the cut.
rupqrYdowncut or compression:

clean cut on the face closest to the router i Here's the bebt choice for cleaning up the
base, so it worla well on rabbets, dadoes, ! edges of hardwood plywood or melamine-
grooves, and shallow mortises. Make sev- ! coated particleboard. It prevents chipping

bits ae made of solid carbide, and any of i eral shallow passes, though, because the I on both faces.
I i Conthued ot page 28

The ups and bits

F
\

Compression

Here's a look at the way spiral bits cut wood. The anows
show the dircction of each bit's shearing action.

downs of spiral(fu
Downcut

\

f,
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Esh a slider, pull a radial-arm
ff r The experts tell you to push a , board forward upon the initial contact.

!. sliding mitersaw through the i Note, however, that the cutting action
workpiece, but pull a radial-arm saw i from that point on creates a lifting force.
toward you to make a cut. Why are : That's why you use a hold-down. (We
they used ditferently? ; removed the hold-down in the photo for

-Chris Satow, Walnutport, Pa. 1 clarity.) Also use a blade with negative-
hook teeth to reduce the lifting force.

[ .It's a safety issue, Chris, based i H.r.', one more detail to consider:
fl r on one essential difference in i Because the teeth on a radial-arm saw
design: The sliding mitersaw head piv- i blade cut down as they contact the
ots up and down, and the radial-arm saw i workpiece, any tear-out will be on the
head doesn't. Let's consider the radial- i bottom. To compensate, place your
arm first. As you noted, the proper way i workpiece on the saw table with its
to crosscut with this machine is to place i good face up-our preferred way to cut
your workpiece tightly to the fence, line i wood. However, the sliding mitersaw
up the cutline with the blade edge, turn i blade cuts up at the point of contact, so
on the saw, and pull the blade slowly i any tear-out will be on the top, and the
toward you, as shown in the top photo at : good face should rest on the table.
right. All through the cut, the teeth force
the workpiece down on the
table and back against the
fence. The head ofthe saw
can't jump upward in
response, because it oper-
ates in a fixed horizontal
plane. However, if you
started with the saw head
on the near side of the
workpiece, and pushed the
saw blade through the cut,
the teeth would tend to
pick up the front edge of
the board.

Now, for the sliding
mitersaw. Some models
allow you to lock the head
in various positions while
cutting, but there's always
the chance that it will be
left unlocked. If so, the
blade would tend to climb
up the workpiece if you
started your crosscut on
the far side of the work-
piece and pulled. The
proper method is to place
your workpiece on the
table and against the fence,
secure it with a hold-
down. center the arbor
above the front edge of the
workpiece, turn on the
saw, and lower the blade
into the wood, as shown
in the bottom photo at
right. The teeth force the

Just follow the arrows shown here for safe results on the
radial-arm saw, top, and sliding mitersaw, bottom.

Continued on page 30
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Kgep your projects
clean, not taclqr
f|. I was taught to tlean otf sand'

Y. ing dust with a tack cloth
befdre finishing, but some of my fel-
low woodworkers disagree with that
advice. Can you shed some light on
the subject?

-Larry Hall, lndePendence, Mo.

[ . You're better off avoiding a tack
Il r cloth, Larry. For one thing, it
won't pull dust out of the pores. Also, the
sticky, varnish-like substance that picks
up sanding dust can leave a gurnmy
residue that interferes with the bonding
and smoothness of your finish. That's a
particular problem when you use water-
borne finishes.

o
thuh,tha

#e
Naphtha evaporates quickly and won't
interfere with your finishing steps, so it
works well for giving your sanded project
a final wipe-down.

For better results, vacuum the surface,
or blow it out with compressed air out-
doors or in a well-ventilated area. Then,
moisten a cloth with mineral spirits or
naphtha and wipe the wood. As you
remove the last specks of sawdust, you'll
also highlight any missed scratches or
glue splotches.

Hqw to safely table-rout without a fence
f|r I notice that a lot of woodwork- i small, /q" roundover bit. That will give

!. ers rout "freehand" on.routel i you a feel for th3.fg1c1s at work befo13
taO-iEs, using a guide-bearing bit and i you try a larger bit that generates much
no fence. ls this Safe? ' more torque. Always grip the workpiece

-Louis Rebideaux, Sparks, Nev. i well away from the router bit.

i Finally, Rick encourages the use of a

[ . With the right techniques, Louie, i plastic ttti"tO like the one shown, to keep
fl r it's a safe procedure. But it does i your fingers out of harm's way. Use a

call for caution, because a spinning : screw to mount acrylic or polycarbonate

router bit can throw a piece of wood or i plastic on a piece of wood that's slightly

yank your fingers toward it in an i thicker than your workpiece. Make this

instant. We checked with Rick i wood base large enough so that you easi-

Rosendahl, who appears on public tele- , ly can clamp it to your router table.

vision's "The Router Workshop" with i Position the plastic over the bit, and tight-

his dad, Bob, and got his advice. , en your clamp. Now your fingers can't

Rick recommends the use of a safety i touch the bit from above.
guide pin, or starter pin, when ..:, :

you rout freehand. Use a Vq" ,.:, ',,

rod or dowel made of steel,
brass, or a dense hardwood,
and drill a hole of the same
size in your table, located
about 2" from the bit, as
shown below. The pin must fit
snugly in the hole, and project
above your workpiece. Push
the workpiece against the Pin,
and use the pin as a fulcrum
point to support the wood as
you carefully ease it into the
spinning bit.

Rick suggests that a novice
practice first with a good-sized
scrap of wood and a nice,

We cut a safety guide pin from a t/a" steel rod, and fitted
it into a hole we drilled into our router table insert. We
used a hole saw to cut a shield lrom 1/e" acrylic plastic.

Continued on Page 32
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Qood woods for cutting boards
f|. Which woods work best for ! tfrat some species can con-taminate
!. making cutting boards, and : food and make people sick.
which ones should I avoid? l've heard i -Barbara McKay, St. Louis

r Barb, you
r don't have

to worry about that
kind of toxicity
with any species of
wood. However,
some woods are
better candidates
than others for cut-
ting boards.
Choose a dense

For a handsome
and durable cut-
ting board, try hard
maple. Add details
with darker wood,
like these walnut
stripes.

one, such as maple, rather than an open-
pored species, such as oak. The lack of
large pores means fewer places for food
particles to lodge, making the cutting
board easier to clean. Also, avoid oily
exotics, which might affect the flavor
of food.

We recommend boiled linseed oil or
mineral oil as a finish for cutting boards.
Allow the finish to dry and cure before
using the board. When you want to
remove scratches, just sand and apply
more oil.

lf you're looking for an answer to a woodworking
question, write to Ask W000, 1716 Locust St.,
GA-310, Des Moines, lA 503{19-3(123 or send us
an e-mailat askwood@mdp.com. For immediate
feedback from your fellow woodworkers, post your
question on one of our woodworking forums at
wwrY.woodonline.com.
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rrvorkshop woods

lacewood
The down-under lumber
with over-the-top figure

ith its striking flecked figure,
pinkish hue, and lustrous
sheen, lacewood (Cardw ellia

At a glance
rColor: Pink to light brown with a silvery
sheen. Fairly colorfast over time.
rAvailability: Many hardwood dealers carry
an excellent supply of 4/4 and 8/4 boards.
Find small pieces through mail-order and
online suppliers.
r Price: Varies widely by supplier from $8
to $13 per board foot for 4/4FAS stock.
r Density: Moderate
rWorkability: Good

r Growtr range: Australia, Europe
r Uses: Decorative accents, door panels,
small projects, veneer.
r Special considerations: Tear-out can be
a problem when planing. Lacewood
sawdust is an initant, so wear a dust
mask when sanding and machining to
avoid respiratory problems.
r0fier names: Silky oaksublimis) makes a great choice for

creating knock-' em-dead small projects,
or for adding accents on furniture and
cabinetry. The wood machines easily,
holds a crisp edge, and accepts glue well.

Lacewood's famous flecks run through-
out the log, and are visible however it is
sliced. Quartersawing, however, produces
the tightest, most uniform pattern. Choose
your boards carefully and examine the
grain on both faces to get the best figure.

To achieve a surface free from tear-out.
sand lacewood to final thickness using
60- or 80-gnt paper. Proceed through 220
grit to impart a high luster. Oil finishes
bring out the best in the grain, and aniline
dves can be used to color the wood. Q

When the Sawdust Settles.'.:
,-it . Premium Quality ZAR@ Rises Above the Rest!

lyThether you're creating your own masterpiece or want to give new life to a treasured famil)f W
W heirloom only the best wood stain will do. ZAR Wood Stain is formulated using only the ;h

finest ingredients. ZAR Wood Stain's controlled penetration formula allows you to work at your Hk
r'; own pace. ZAR wipes on easily and penetrates evenly for uniform color tone without streaks,

lapmarks br blotches. Z{R Wood Stain's efira rich formula makes it ideal for all types of wood;
, from Oak to Aspen to Poplar to Pine with beautifr.rl results every time. So whether you're a \

professional or just want
''*professional looking results -

ZAR Other Brands Match Color Tone on
Vipes on Leave Uneven, Different Kinds ofVoods.
Evenly! Blotchy Color

Tone.

"'For a free brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer call
1{,0-272€235, or visit us at
www,ugl.com.

www.woodonline.com



workshop sawy

I For projects with
I alphabetized pieces,
use letters to match the
materials list and draw-
ings in the article. Even
when you build from
your own design, it
helps to letter your
drawings and project
parts. Without such a
system, it's easy to cut a
part to the wrong size.

!)Sometimes, the grain
Er pattern dictates the

best orientation for plan-
ing or jointing a board.

After you determine
which face or edge you
wish to machine, make a
pencil mark on the end
grain near the face slated
for removal by the planer
or jointer.

mke
youtmrk

A line here, a letter there,
and projects go together
more smoothly than ever.

s you cut the pieces for a project,
you often lay them down around

the workshop, and sometimes
don't return to them for a day or two. The
result? You forget which pieces have been
planed, which board you intended to become
Part A, and so on. To avoid this problem,
develop a surefire system for marking your
pieces as you work. That way, you elimi-
nate any confusion whatsoev,er.

Here's a selection of useful marking
methods, the same ones we use when
building projects in the WOODomagazine
shop. You can use a pencil on surfaces still
to be sawn, planed, or jointed. Because
chalk removes more easily, it ranls as a
better choice for fully machined parts prior
to final sanding.l

rltwnen squaring up a workpiece, keep
tftrack of your progress with a few quick

marks. Make a distinctive mark on the first
jointed face, such as the pigtail shown here.

With that face against the fence, joint an edge
and draw two lines to indicate the 90o intersec-

tion. Now, you're set to rip and plane the remain-
ing surfaces.

Edge

f Each of these
rJchalked arrows
points to the face side
of a part. Work with the
face up during all
machining operations,
and everything (such as
these mortises) will align
during assembly.

f Aner jointing and planing your
'f boards, arrange them to get the best
grain match when you prepare to glue
up a panel. Then, mark them as shown
above to avoid an assembly mix-up. lf
you're sorting stock for more than one
panel, mark the second grouping with a
double line, as shown below, a triPle
line for a third panel, and so on.
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BOSCH 2-LI4 HP Elecuonic
Plunge Router

*-*'*1lS.5

#I6T3AEUS

* * * * *
This is likely one of the nicest tools I've ever used. lt
is so smooth and quiet, I don't even have to wear
earplugs.
-An Amazon.com customer from Concord, CA

Micro-fine bit-depth adjustment can be
made after setting plunge position

Variable speed, soft-start, constant
response circuitry maintains desired rpm

3-5116-inch base opening with 2-inch
sub-base opening for large bits and
improved visibiliry

Exclusive precision-centering design for
centering template guides

Includes dust hood, ll2- and ll4-inch
self-releasing collets, and comfortable
drop-forged wrench

*\Ve will match our competitors price plus
beat it by l0o/o of the dffirence. Find out
rnore at uuw. amazon. com/oice-match.

Cdl for your FREE Tool Crib catalog

1-800 -635-5140

just-right joinery

steps
to perfect
plugs
Visible screwheads
really detract from any
woodworking project;
here's the easy way
to hide them.

hopmade wood plugs are quick and
fun to make, and do a greatjob of
dressing up your projects by hiding

screwheads. See the photos and captions
at right for the keys to this technique.

To get started, you need to choose
among several styles of plug cutters. We
prefer those that produce tapered plugs
(like corks), which are more likely to give
you a perfect fit than snaight plugs. After
cutting the plug and removing it from the
cutter, flip it over and insert the small end
into the screw hole.

You can buy a set of three Veritas Snug-
Plug cutters (for V4" ,3/8" , and Vz" holes)
from Lee Valley Tools for $27.95, plus
shipping. Call 800/871-8158, and order
item number 05J05.10.

Prepare a home for each plug by coun-
terboring a hole centered on the marked
pilot hole location for the screw. A coun-
tersinking drill set drills a pilot hole and a
counterbore in one operation. Or you can
use a Forstner or brad-point bit. Drill the
counterbore first, then drill the pilot hole
in the counterbore's center. The counter-
bored hole must match the inside diameter
of your plug cutter. Drill it atleast V+"
deep, but no deeper than the capacity of
your plug cutter.

Cut a plug from your project's scrap-
wood to match grain and color. Spread
yellow glue in the hole, and tap the plug
into place. Use a mallet, or place a wood
block on the plug and use a hammer. iF

Find a spot on your scrap-
wood with the grain lines

you need, and clamp the workpiece to
the drill-press table. Select a plug cutter,
and bore at about 1,250 rpm.

After drilling your plugs,
mark the grain direction on

each one with a pencil or pen. Cut them
free on your bandsaw, and then transfer
the line to the newly exposed "top" end.

You might not get a tight fit
when inserting a tapered

plug into a shallow hole. In that case,
hold the plug with a spring clamp and
trim off the smaller end with a chisel.
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Tear-out ruins the look of a
plug hole, so dri l l  a clean

counterbore. A Forstner bit works best.
Next, drill the pilot hole, install a screw,
and glue the plug in place.

After the glue dries, trim the
plug with a f lexible f lush cut-

ting saw. To protect the surface, make a
hole in cardboard (a business card, for
example) and f i t  i t  over the plug.

Sand the plug f lush with
1OO-grit sandpaper, using a

random-orbit sander or a handheld
block. Continue with finer grits to match
the surrounding surface.

wurw.woodonline.com 37

WnnnnilTv I GunnnnTEElr louursT PnrcE
AllWoodline USA Products Feature

Tough Micro Grain Carbide

SET
6 Piece GABIilEI DOOR SEf
1/2 Shank RouterBits
.2-pc Rail& Stile (Roman Ogee). Drawer Lock
.3 1/4" D Panel Raiser (Ogee). Door Lip. Glue Joint

wL-2020-1 $175 VALUE
oUR PRIGE olrlY $l | 9 set

2 FlushTrim,l PanelBit 5 Piece GABIIiIET DOOR SEf

wl-2noqtR PRIG Oi|lY$l O9 r"t

5 Piece DOUETAII SET
. 14" 3/4". 14' 5/8"
,8" 112' , 14" 112'

.14 '3 /8 "
1/2" Shank Router Bils

i wL-2017
$30 VALUE

bun pnlcE ottY $l9 set

8 Piece PICIURE FRAilE SEf :
Perfect lor making great looking picture frames. Bits can be combined to hrm comdex

GREAT ROUTER BITS AND SHAPER CUTTERS
BEST SELECTION / BEST PRICE!

ORDERTOLL FBEE

f -800-472-6950
WOODLINE USA. PO. BOX 298 . TEMECULA. CA 92593

'rwt-tso5 $2z9VALUE
1''., PRIGE OttV $l 79 tet

ffi
1/2"ShankRoutersits WL-2011 $175 VALUE

OUR PRIGE OIILY $99 ret

| 3 Piece DOUEIAII SET
1/2' Shank Router Bits

.3 Straight Bhs
. 10 DovetailBits

:, wL-2014
$1zs

VALUE
OUn PnICE OIULY $49 set

5 Piece GOUE SET'I /4"R . 3/9,'R . 1/2'R . 5/g'R . 3/4'R
WL.2O15 $99VALUE-OUn 

PnlCr OiltY $49 set
E-mail: woodline @ woodbits.com

lncludes:
5 Straight Bits
6 Roundovers

3 Dovetails
3 Core Box
3 Cove Bits

2 Roman 0gee, 2 Slot Cutters, 1 "V" Groove
1 Chamferand 1 Bevelliim Bit SUPER BUY

flfl 3/4'BoreShaper

ffilffi; cutter
m6 b54L, !  r-uuRail  &sti le
t r e i l

$;lc* (RomanOgee)

EqryIT .45/8"panel

f 5 Piece ll2"
SHAilK SET

lncludes:
r QhSmfgy r Qgyg =
'tl2"R,3/8'R, 1/4'R

. Roundover =
1/2'R,3/8',R, 1/4'R

. Roman Ogee = 1/4"R
. straight Bits = 3/4"R, 1/2'R, 1/4'H

. 1/2" Dovetail . 1/2" Roundover . 1"CL Flush Trim . Rabbet Bit
WL-20221or 112" or WL-2021for l/4"SHANK SET

OUR PRIGE O|U,Y$59 each set

9 Piece ]I|IASTER DAD0 Sff
Includes Undersize for Plvwood. Standard for Hardnrood
and Oversize for Melamine
orVeneered Malerials,
In 3 Popular Sizes:
114' ,112' andil4" .

w1.2030
$89VALUE

.'dff, PilIGE 0iltY $39 set

3 Piece GABffiEf ffifi ,
1i2 Shank Router Bits .2-oc Roman 0oee Rail& $ile

.3 1i4" Panel Raiser
wL-2019-1 $129VALUE

"Jb-',rt* - ;  \ -gArSa #fi':iall
-

-

WOODLINEUSAVisit us
at ourWeb site:

wooDBtTs
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v e r t i s m e n t

You're not the only
one who puts effort
into making your
lawn look good. Your
mower works hard
too. Just an hour of
simple preventative
maintenance once a
year assures smooth
operation and actually
extends the life of

CHANGE THE EIIIGI]IIE OIL
Clean oil coats and protects
engine components and can
prolong the life of your mower.
Check the owner's manual for
the right SAE viscosity grade.

REPLACE THE SPARK PIUG
A worn plug wil l make your
mower hard to start.

REPTACE THE BLADE
A bent, chipped, or dull blade
not only cuts your grass poorly,
but can even ruin your lawn.

REPTACE THE AIR FILTER
A dirty filter can allow dirt to
get inside the carburetor and
may restrict air flow.

By properly addressing these
maintenance points, not only
are you keeping your lawn
healthy, but you may also be
prolonging the life of your
mower
Sears has parts and repair
expertise for all major brands
of lawn equipment-no matter
where you bought them.

THREE WAYS TO BUY
PARTS FROM SEARS:
o GALL l-800-4-MY-H0ME@

oGUGK SEARS.GOM &
VISIT THE PARTS PAGE

TVISITAPARTS&REPAIR
CENTER NEAR YOU

FOR TOCATIONS,
cAtL 1-800 -488-1222

your mower.

STEPS TO
A HEATTHY
MOWER

short cuts
News and notes from the woodworking world

Have a capital time at the Renwick
The next time you find yourself in
Washington, D.C., schedule time to see
the special permanent furniture collection
at the Smithsonian American Art
Museum's Renwick Gallery. In addition
to exhibits featuring items made of clay,

fiber, glass, and
metal, you'll be
pleased to
know that
wood is

Windmills of the mind
During the final days of WOODa maga-
zine's "For the Birds" Birdhouse/Bird
Feeder Contest, we received a well-made
entry from a7{-year-old woodworker
who faced one challenge that other partic-
ipants did not. Ed Pritchard of Fallbrook,
California, is blind.

Due to unsuccessful cataract surgery,
coupled with a sffoke, Ed's vision deteri-
orated to a complete loss of sight by
1997. But thanks to his supportive family,
and their purchase of a tape measure for
the blind, mitersaw, drill-press, router,
and sander, Ed was able to ply his
favorite hobby.

Ed started making numerous styles of
small birdhouses, using a miniature bird
house as his model, something he could
feel. To work safely, he made jigs to keep
his fingers away from the bits and blades
when machining parts. Assembly
involved spreading glue with his fingers

equally well represented. The museum's
curator, Kenneth Trapp, says that visitors
typically will see between 75 to 90
exquisite furniture pieces by post-World
War tr craftsmen.

You'llfind the Renwick on
Pennsylvania Avenue at 17th Street, NW.
Admission is free with visiting hours
from 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. every day
except December 25. For more informa-
tion, call 2021357-2700, or go to
www.AmericanArt. si.edu.

This Sam
Maloof double
rocker made
of fiddleback
maple (lefi)

7 is just one
of several
woodworking
masterpieces
found at the
Smithsonian's
Renwick
Gallery (right).

Over 13" wide and 15" tall, this windmill
birdhouse was made by blind woodworker
Ed Pritchard of Fallbrook, California.

and holding parts together with rubber
bands and pins. When the small bird-
houses were no longer challenging, he
turned to.making windmill birdhouses
from memory, based on plans he had
purchased some 15 years before.

Continued on page 40
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Does your state have a champion tree?

shorl cuts

While not every state can lay claim to
having the biggest tree in a selected
species, most can. According to the
National Register of Big Trees, Georgia
has 15, for instance. Kansas, on the other

hand, has none. To discover the giants in
your neck of the woods, or to report a
giant, go to the Web, and look up
www.americanforests.ors. and fi nd out
how to proceed.

A contest
you can
bond with
Have you tried or regularly use Frankhn
International's HiPURformer Advanced
Bonding System in your shop or around
the home? If so, you qualify to enter a
new contest where monthly winners will
come away with a HiPURformer
Advanced Bonding System (worth $100)
or two cases of HiPURformer cartridge
adhesives of your choice (retail value,
$160.) What a deal!
A product of Titebond Glues &

Adhesives, HiPURformer is a polyurethane
hot-melt adhesive that lends itself to
countless applications in woodworking,
crafts, and home improvement and repair
assignments. Judges will evaluate entries
based on "practicality, clarity, creativity,
and sincerity." Go to www.titebond.com
to enter and click on the HiPURformer
link to the contest. Here you'll find the
entry form and detailed instructions. Then,
fill out the entry form and submit it elec-
tronically, or make a copy of it and send it
to: HiPURformer Contest Entry, Franklin
Internation al, 2020 Bruck Street,
Columbus. OH. 43207. Good luck.
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This magnificent Maryland tree, named the "Wye Oak" after the surrounding town of
Wye Mills, was the largest white oak, until tipping over in June of 2002.lt stood 96' high,
measured 31 '10" around, and lived for more than 450 years.

Yes, Virginia, there is more than one Santa
For the past five years, the 46-member
Livingston County Woodcraft Guild of
Michigan has pulled its talents together to
make toys and other items for patients at
children's hospitals. This past year alone,
the Guild crafted and dis-
tributed more than 1,000
wooden toys and 15,000
wooden silhouettes to
such locations as the chil-
dren's hospitals in Detroit
and Philadelphia, as well
as Give Kids The World
in Orlando, Florida.
Word of these wise

men's gifts have traveled
fast and afar. Guild vice
president Bob Penfil says
that additional requests
have come in from hospi-
tals across the country.
To learn how you can
help contribute to this
worthy cause, contact

Bob at Livingston County Woodcraft
Guild, P.O. Box 1165, Brighton, MI
48114. He has blueprints of the toys and a
catalog of the silhouettes that he can pass
along, as well as other key information.

Hard facts on
hardwood usage
According to the United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA), red oak leads the
pack as the most produced hardwood lum-
ber in the country. Here's a look at the total
hardwood production picture:
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From left: Gary Saum, Bob Penfil, and Tod Kovach display a
sampling of the thousands of wooden toys and silhouettes
made by their guild for children's hospitals.

Red Oak 37
White Oak 15

Poplar 11
Ash 5

Cherry 4
Soft Maple 4
Hard Maple 4

Alder 3
Other Species* 17

*Other species include bass-
wood; beech, birch, cottonwood,
elm, hackberry', hickory pecan,
tupelo, sap gum, wirlnut, and
other hardwoods. .F
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uild a base, a top, and as many
bookshelf cases as you wish to
go in between. All the parts sim-

ply stack up and screw together. You'll
make your own wood door guides, and,
aside from wood screws in various sizes,
the only hardware needed is the knobs.

Note: The Materials List and Cutting
Diagram show the number of parts need-
ed for a one-bookshelf-case bookcase.
Multiply the number of case parts and
door parts by the number of bookshelf
cases vou wish to make.

Build the case
I Cut the upper and lower panels (A) to
I width, but about I " longer than listed

in the Materials List. Rip the bandine G)
to width, but about I " longer than listed.
Glue and clamp the banding to the pan-
els. With the glue dry, sand the banding
flush with the panels, and cut the assem-
blies to length, trimming both ends.

I Wittr the panels oriented so their
Cr good sides will face into the case,
rout l/r0" chamfers on the banding, where
shown on Drawing 1. Finish-sand the
assemblies to 220 gnt.

QEor the case sides, cut the stiles (C),
tJrails (D), and mullions (E) to the
sizes listed. Install a 3/8" dado blade in
your tablesaw, and cut the centered
grooves, where shown on Drawing 2.

Ato form the tenons on the ends of the
llrails and mullions, switch to a t/+"

dado blade. To set the tenons' length,
position the fence to the right of the blade,
and3/s" from the blade's left side. Attach
an auxiliary extension to your miter gauge
so it just grazes the fence. First testing
your cuts in scrap, form the tenons, where
shown on Drawings 2 and 2a, making two

passes over the blade.
:- - : ,

%0" chamfer
E cnse EXPLoDED vtEW

#B x 1" F.H. wood screw
3/a"

t/2" dowel
11/2" long Mitered

end

/+" chamfers 1/2"

#4 x t/z" F.H.
wood scrE_-r

r/q" rabbet
Ta" deep

th" rabbel s/e" deep

fl sroe
(lnside face shown)

#20 biscuit \

21/2" h-gz"

I
I

t c

I
l

tocation ot@

1 3

%0" chamfer
For the board feet of lumber
and other items needed to build
this project, see page 48.

7e" grooves
.3/a" deep

5"

I
I
l_

103/q'

pllreltoN DETATLS (Case side shown)

43rvrvw.woodonline.com

7e" grooves 7e" deep
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(l Adjust your biscuit joiner to center a
[J slot in the thickness of the t/q" ply-
wood. Mark their centerlines, and plunge
slots for #20 biscuits in the ends of the
case top and bottom assernblies A/8.
Aligning the back edges of the top and
bottom assemblies with the edges of the
rabbets in the case sides. transfer the bis-
cuit centerlines to the case sides. Plunge
the slots in the sides. Glue. biscuit. and
clamp the case together, making certain
it is square.
fI Plane stock to s/s" thick for the door
llguides (G), and cut them to size. Cut
the grooves on your tablesaw with a dado
blade, where shown on Drawing 3. Chuck
a Vz" Forstner bit in your drill press, and
drill the holes. Drill the countersunk
shank holes. Make certain you have mir-
ror-image parts. Finish-sand the guides,
and clamp them in place, where shown

..- Front

on Drawing 1. The ends of the guides are
flush with the edge of the sides' back rab-
bets. Using the shank holes as guides,
drill pilot holes into the case sides, and
drive in the screws. Cut four lr/2"-long
oak dowels and glue two of them in the
guides' front holes. Set the other two
aside for the stops that will later be
installed in the rear holes.

I ftlPlane stock for the bumper blocks
lllf(H), and cut them to size. Finish-

sand the blocks. Glue and clamp them in
place, where shown on Drawing 1.

| | Cut blanks for the side trim (I) and
I I the upper trim (J) about I " longer

than the sizes listed. With a chamfer bit in
your table-mounted router, rout the cham-
fers, where shown. Miter-cut the side
trims to length. Finish-sand the trims, and
glue and clamp them in place tight against
the end of the door guides (G) and the
front sides of the bumper blocks (H).
Miter-cut the upper trim to length. Finish-
sand the trim, and glue and clamp it in
place, aligning it with the side trims.

1D Cut the back (K) to size, and dril l
LOcountersunk shank holes, where

shown on Drawing 1. Finish-sand the
back, and set it aside.

Build the door
I Cut the stiles (L), upper rail (M), and
I lower rail (N) to size. In the same

manner as in making the case sides, cut
the centered grooves. where shown on
Drawing 4. Drill the t/z" holes in the stiles
for the dowels.

!) Form the tenons on the ends of the
A door rails in the same manner as in
making the case sides. Glue and clamp
the door frame together, making sure it is
square and flat. With the glue dry, cut the
/2" dowels to length, and glue them in
the stiles' holes.

2 To make the rabbeted opening for
rJthe glass, chuck a3/s" rabbeting bit in
your handheld router. With the bit's pilot
bearing riding on the groove's outside
lip, rout away the groove's inside lip,
forming a eAs"-deep rabbet. For best
results, see the Shop Tip on page 46.
Square the corners with a chisel.

lllMark the knob locations, where
*! shown on Drawing 4. Drill the screw
holes, and finish-sand the door.

f Resaw and plane stock for the verti-
tJ cal stops (O) and horizontal stops
(P). Cut them to size. Clip the head off a
#17 wire brad, and use it to drill pilot
holes in the stops, where shown. Sand
the stops to 220 gnt.

With the mullion and rails assembled, slide in the panels without glue. Glue and clamp the
stiles to the rails, keeping them flush at the top and bottom.

f Resaw and plane stock for the side
tJpanels (F), and cut them to size. So
seasonal wood movement won't expose
unstained wood after the project is com-
plete, finish-sand the panels and apply
stain. We used ZAR no. 114 Provincial.

f, Before assembling the case sides,
V apply pieces of masking tape to the
rails (D), and mark on them the centered
location of the mullions (E). Guided by
the marks, glue and clamp the mullions
between the rails. Add the.stained side
panels (F) and stiles (C), as shown in
Photo A.

7 With the glue dry, cut rabbets along
tr the case sides' inside back edges, for
the back (K). Rout t/te" chamfers along
the sides' outside edges, and the front
top and bottom corners of the front stiles
(C), where shown on Drawing 1. Finish-
sand the side assemblies.

p oOOn GUIDE (lnside face shown)

+,: -i
)'i 'r+
1 " +

1 13/q'

7sz" shank hole, countersunk

17/sz" gloove a4" deep

2V4'
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@ OOOn ffiewed from back side)

Note: The vertical and
horizontal stops (O, P)
are butted at the corners,
rather than mitered.
Once mitered stops are
nailed, one piece locks
the other in place, mak-
ing them dfficult to
remove without break-
age. Butted stops avoid
interlocked corners for
easy removal.

11/z'

13s/a'

I
I
I
-{

41/z'

#8 x 1 1/z' F.H. wood screw

13e/a' I
\

7%+" pilot hole
s/q" deep \

282/a"

t/a" chamfer

ends and centers of the arches, where
shown on Drawing 5. Bend a fairing stick
to these points, and draw the arches.
Bandsaw and sand them to shape.

tZ" dowel 1sl0" long

t/2" hole 3/4" deep

21/+'

I
2/+" l-_

r/6 y $'t s/16 x 283/q" si ngle-stren gth glass

E ense

Mitered ends

t/a" chamler
36Y4"

Q Aaiust your biscuit joiner to center a
tJslot in the thickness of the feet. Mark
the slot centerlines on the outside faces
of the feet, where shown on Drawing 5.
Plunge the slots. Align the rails with the
feet, keeping their top edges flush, and
transfer the slot centerlines to the outside
faces of the rails. Readjust your biscuit
joiner to center a slot in the thickness of
the rails, and plunge the slots. Finish-
sand the feet and rails.

91Aa

7sz" shank hole,
countersunk

dffi #20 biscuits

0'm)

t
3

10

Biscuit slot
centerline

(Mark on leg's
outside face.)

)(
1/a' mOn to the base and top

I Plane down thicker stock or laminate
I thinner stock for the feet (Q), and cut

them to size. Rout %" chamfers on their
bottom edges.

)Cut the front and back rails (R) and
Er the side rails (S) to size. Mark the

wrvrv.woodonline. corn

-^#1 
7 xs/a"

wire brad

1 0 "

45
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Fit the mitered ends of the side and front bands around the panel's
first corne6 temporarily clamping them in place...

1ll Glue, biscuit, and clamp a pair of
'f 

less to the front and back rails. With
the glJe dry, form a frame by gluing, bis-
cuiting, and clamping the side rails in
place. Make certain the feet/rails assem-
bly (Q/R/S) is square and flat.

f Cut the base panel (T) to the size list-
rJed. Rip the front banding (U) and
side bandings (V) to width, but about 1"
longer than listed. Miter one end of each

band. Fit and mark the front band. as
shown in Photos B and C, and miter-cut
it to length. With all three bands clamped
in place, mark the side bands flush with
the back edge of the base panel (T), and
trim them to length. Glue and clamp the
bands to the base panel. With the glue
dry, sand the bands flush with the panel,
and rout chamfers, where shown. Finish-
sand the base panel assembly.

Base panel

...then using a sharp pencil and a ruler, mark the miter's heel on
the front band at the panel's second corner.

Afo complete the base assembly,
lJmark the centerpoints of the counter-
sunk shank holes in the base panel,
where shown on Drawing 5, and drill
them. Clamp the base panel assembly
(Trul$ to the feet and rails assembly
(Q/R/S), flush at the back, and centered
side-to-side. Using the shank holes in the
base panel as guides, drill pilot holes into
the rails. and drive in the screws.

Climb-cutting avoids tear-out
When creating a rabbet for the glass by removing the door
frame groove's s/0"-thick inside lip with a rabbeting bit, it is
all too easy to tear out long splinters, ruining your frame. To
avoid this, employ a routing method called "climb-cutting."

First, to provide clearance for the router bit's pilot bearing,
insert scrap spacers between the frame and the workbench,
as shown in the photo, right.Then clamp the door frame
securely to your workbench. You'll have to stop routing
several times, shifting your clamps as you work your way
around the frame.

Holding the router firmly, ease the bit into the frame until
the pilot bearing contacts the outside lip. Slowly move the
router in a counterclockwise direction around the inside of
the frame. You'll have to resist the bit's tendency to grab the
wood and pull the router along. Because the bit's clockwise
rotation pushes the wood fibers toward the frame members
as it cuts, rather than trying to pull them away as in normal
routing, tear-out is eliminated.
Once you've worked your way around the frame, make a

second counterclockwise pass to clean up the edge.
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R=1/q"

7/aq" pilol hole s/q"

7gz" shank hole,
countersunk on bottom face 15/a"

35Y2"
/a" chamter 13/+'-1

TOP

14s/a'

#4 x t/z" F.H.
wood screw

)

17" bevel along
front and ends

t/r0" chamfer

=>=

CASE

383/q"

Vz" dowel
1t/2" long

s/se" shank hole,

t/2" dowel'11/2" 
long

t/2" -diameter tack bumper

BASE

j countersunk on bottom side
r\

\
# 8 x 1 1 / + " F . H .
wood screw

lEnge-join an oversize blank
I for the top (W). With the

glue dry, cut it to finished size.
With your tablesaw set up as
shown on Drawing 6, cut bevels
along the bottom of the top's
ends, then front edge, where
shown on Drawing 7. Sand away
the saw-blade marks, backing
your sandpaper with a firm block
to keep the bevels' edges crisp.
Rout chamfers along the upper
front edge and ends, where
shown. Finish-sand the top.

(lCut the crest (X) to the size listed.
OUut. marks at the center of the top
edge and l3/+" up from the bottom at
the ends, where shown on Drawing 7.
Connect the marks with a straightedge,
and draw the top profile. Draw the
radii at the ends. Bandsaw and sand the
crest to shape. Rout the chamfer.
Finish-sand the crest.
(lCtue and clamp the crest (X) to the
r/top (W), centered, where shown on
Drawing 7. Drill pilot and countersunk
shank holes through the top into the
crest, and drive in the screws.

El rop PRoFILE DETATL
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Apply [hp finish, and
assemJcre
I Examine all the parts and assem-
I blies, and resand any areas that need

it. If you wish, apply a stain, and let it
dry. We used ZAR no. 114 Provincial.
r| Apply a clear finish. To add an
Ct amber tone to the stain's color, we
brushed on oil-based satin polyurethane.
Ol-av the bookshelf case on its back on
Oyour workbench. Clamp the base to it,
flush at the back and centered side-to-
side. Drill pilot and countersunk shank
holes through the base panel (T) into the
case's lower panel (A), where shown on
Drawing 7, and drive in the screws. Clamp
the top assembly to the case, flush at the
back and centered side-to-side. Drill pilot
and countersunk shank holes through the

case's upper panel (A) into the top (W),
where shown, and drive in the screws.
Stand the assembly upright.

/lHave single-strength glass cut V8"
t! 

smaller in width and length than the
door's rabbeted opening. Lay the door
facedown, and install the glass. Position
the stops (O, P), and drive brads through
the previously drilled pilot holes. Set the
brads, and fill the holes with a matching
color putty stick.

E Apply wax to the grooves in the door
rJ guides (G) and their dowels. Install
the door from the rear, sliding it over the
door guide dowels at the front, and
engaging the door's dowels in the
guides' grooves. Retrieve the two door-
stop dowels, and tap them into the
guides' rear holes. Do not glue them in.

fiCtamp the back (K) in place. Using
\f the previously drilled shank holes as
guides, drill pilot holes into the case.
Drive in the screws.

lf Install the knobs. Drill pilot holes for
I the tack bumpers, positioning them
to leave 3A" between the bumpers and the
bumper blocks' front edges. Tap in the
tack bumpers. Q

Written by Jan Svec with Chuck Hedlund
Project design: Kevin Boyle
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

3/qu 113/+" 34'

B- banding a/. t l 3/qu 34' Q0

C stiles 3/q' 21/c', 15" Q0

D rails s/q, 21/2, 91/4' Q0

E mullions 3/q, 11/z' 103/q" 00

F side panels 3/a, 41f8tt 1011a6" o0

G door guides 5/s' 21/q' 11/q' Q0

H bumper blocks s/e, 11/t" 21/e' Q0

l- side trim 5/B' 5/a' 131/z' Q0

J. upper trim s/ao s/eu 34' Q0

back 15' 343/t' 0P

stiles 3/qu 21/q, 133/e', Q0

M upper rail 3/tu 213A6tt 287/Btt Q0

N lower rail Vcu 21/q' 287/s' Q0

0 verticalstops 3/a' 3/a' 91Aa QO

horizontal stops

11/z' 41/4' LQO

R front and back
rails 3/qu 3u 321/2' Q0

S side rails 3/t' 3 "  10"

T base panel 125/s' 343/t' 0P

U- front band 3/,, 3/q' 361/q' Q0

V. side bands 3/to 3/t' 133/a' Q0

W. top 3/q' 145/a' 38Vq' EQO 1

X crest 3/q, 21/z' 351/z' Q0
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: OP-oak plywood, QO-quartersawn
white oak, LQ0-laminated quartersawn white oak,
EQO-edge-joined quaftersawn white oak.

Supplies: #20 biscuits; 1/2" oak dowel; #8x1",
#8x11/t", #8x11/2", and #4xt/2" flathead wood screws,
#17 xs/a" wi re brads; sin gle-strength glass; t/2"-diameter
tack bumpers; putty stick; paraffin wax.

Blades and bits: Stack dado set, %" Forstner bit,
chamfer router bit, % rabbeting router bit.

Buying Guide
Knobs. Antique brass %"-diameter knobs with 1 '

back plates no. MS-8, $4.75 each (2 per door).
Horton Brasses, call 800/754-9127, or go to
www. horton-brasses,com.

A- upper and lower
panels OP

Gutting Diagram

s/q x71/q x 96" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 BF)

3/q x 51/z x 96" Quartersawn white oak (4 BF)

1/ax24 x 48" Oak plywood

Seemoreoo.
.. .mrssron furnt ture I

plans at

wt,l,tll|.tll|00dst0re.tlj00dmall.c0m/misf un
s/q x 48 x 48" Oak plywood

48

feet

UU

s/a x71/q x 96" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 BF)

*Plane or resaw to the thicknesses
listed in the Materials List.

3/qx71/q x 96" Quaftersawn whi te oak (5.3 BF)
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tiltimate shop-made

Kfl3-to width with this rock-
so l i d ,  se l f - a l i gn ing  f ence .

.i

, j  r-- cur clRcLES
'* F uP to 32" in diameter

2 ----- with this adjustable
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slider and Pivot Pin'

CROSSCUT
parts  to  length
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T-tracks.

RESAW
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supports
large work-
pieces.
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-l
o
83/a'

maximum

I
f
@
83/a'

maximum

I
t

How to determine if
the jig will fit your

-t

l! ooking to take your bandsaw to a
I a whole new level of performance

I and versati l i ty? Here's your
chance. After you build the jigs, see page
56 for tips on putting the system to work
in your shop.

Note: Because the bandsaw table system's
hardware comes from several suppliers,
we've listed convenient kits in the Buying
Guide onpage 55 so you can purchase all
of the items from a single soLtrce, saving
you time and money. You won't find the
hardware listed in the supplies section
due to the number of pieces and sources.

Start with the table
I Cut the table (A) to the size listed in
I the Materials List. On the table's top,

lay out the l%xl8%e " slot, where dimen-
sioned on Drawing 1. Jigsaw the slot to
within %a" of the l ines.

I Chuck a top bearing pamern bit wirh
fa l" cutter length in your router.
Align a straightedge with one of the
slot's long layout lines, and clamp it to
the table (A). Next, rout along the edge
of the slot. Repeat the process to trim the
slot's end and other long edge.

QRefit your router with a 7s" rabbeting
tJbit. Rout a j/a" rabbet Vs" deep along
the slot's edges on both faces of the table,
where shown on Drawing 1, to receive the

ll rneu

bandsaw
Take four measurements
on your bandsaw where
shown on the drawing,
right. The table will fit
your saw provided your
measurements stay with-
in the l imits shown.

Bandsaw
frame

%"-thick aluminum bars, where shown
on Drawing 2 on the next page.Square
the rabbet corners with a chisel.

Note: For safe operatiortwhen using the sys-
tem's jigs, ensure that all of the aluminum
pans fit flush with the table's top surface.

Al,uy out the l3/qx2" enlarged throat
Tarea at the end of the slot, where
dimensioned on Drawing 1. (This pro-
vides clearance to facil i tate blade
changes.) Jigsaw the opening to shape.

f Using a dado blade in your tablesaw,
rJcut the ls/tz" dadoes t/2" deep in the
table's top, where dimensioned, to
receive the T-tracks shown on Drawing 2.

Gut the aluminum parts
I From a 48"-long piece of l-7r:"-wide
I aluminum T-track. hacksaw a 19t/s"-

long piece and two 9"-long pieces to fit the
exact length of the table's dadoes, where
shown on Drawing 2. Cut the 3/s" notches
t/a" deep in the inboard ends of the 9"-
long pieces, where shown. Position the
notched pieces in the dadoes.

)nrom a t/sx2xl2" aluminum bar, cut
Lt four 2"-long pieces for the table clamp
plates and a 2t/s"-long piece for the table
insert, where shown on Drawings 2 and
2a. Drill a 5/ro" hole through each clamp
plate where dimensioned. Set the plates
aside. Place the insert in the table. (You'll
cut the slot in the insert later.)

QPosition a t/s,xvzx36" aluminum bar
fJin the rabbet along one edge of the
slot on the top of the table (A), flush
against the table insert, as shown in
Photo A. Mark the bar for the exact
lengths of the pieces, where shown on
Drawing 2, so they'll fit flush with the

Rabbet

inside corner

Using a fine-tip permanent marker, mark
corners of the T-track and at the table's

Notched
end

1/ax1 /2x36"

aluminum bar

the bar exactly at the inside

- ' ,  {
t '

I
Table
insert

end and crosscut to length.

BANDSAW TABLE
(Top view)

@
91/q'

@

:T
Table slot

- 1012" -
minimum

,..- 15/sz" dado tZ" deep
/

'/':f
2',

Material removed -
after routing rabbets

, l

M
W
tfl

3/'ta"

@r-
l -r-'
I
\
I  l q "
t/

3/q x 2" enlarged
throat area

rabbet /a" deep
along top and

bottom face

'r
1s/sz" dado
t/z" deep

13/a x 18slro" slot----.
, : ,

1
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b a n d s a w  t a b l e  s y s t e m

B rneu EXPLoDED vtEW

T-track 197a" long
193/e'

7se" shank hole, countersunk

7s" notches
t/a" deep

T-tracks 9" long

1/a x 1/2" aluminum bars
crosscut to fit s/a+" hole, countersunk on outside

face with a %+" pilot llple
7a" deep in'part@

.#6  x3 /q "  F .H .

./ wood screw

/ir"" 3/q X 3/q"

a luminum angle ,
7e" thick, 27" long

. !

I
I

7oa" pilot hole
7a" deep

7sz" shank hole,
i  countersunk

Tsz" shank hole,
countersunk on

bottom edge with a
3/sz" pilot hole

t/2" deep in part Q!

t  #6 x 1/2" F.H.

16 "  l ong l:=_ wood screw

2"

t
-\

\
# B  x  1 "  F . H .
wood screw 7sz" shank hole

l
2"

t7sz" shank hole,
countersunk

T-track
27" long

7sz" pilot hole 11/4" deeq

'l 7sz" groove
7Aa" deep, centered

5/ro" counterbore 1/q" deep on bottom
edge with a 7sa" shank hole,

countersunk, centered inside and a
3/ez" pilolhole 1/z" deep in pad@

Bandsaw ta;l;'"'*-,

7 sz . . shankho |e , coun te1s . ' un [ . . | -N^b4 . ya
ll::t:".8*""'yg;"2';pilotnole 

! 
a1V l - 

'

i l- rirt/z" deeP in part @ #B x 1 1/q, F.H.*ood..rJF.H. wood screw // h. ,/ | o:r'

7a" counterborel/a" deep./ . . vr-t !--\
with a s/ro" hole."nt"i"E inside 

-<t 
^ ^ ) .

x" )x<,^- h'":i {'...1*,
r/a" aluminum clamp prate-Xff-.' into part @

inside corners of the T-track. Crosscut vq-2o x 11/c, R.H.machine 
"Kl 

s/ro" hole

the pieces to length. Repeat this process
on the opposite side of the slot.
rl oritiJounrersun* shank holes *rough f, From a 32"Jong piece of T-track. COmplete the table
tl 

th. fout bars where shown. Position llcur a 27"Jong piece for the lence I Cur rhe front and back rails (B) lo

the ba$ in the rabbets. Using the holes as rail (F), shown on Drawing 2. From a I the size listed. Position the ruils on
guides, drilt pilot holes in the table. 36"Jong piece of /txt/t" aluminum the bottom ofthe table (A), where shown

Remove the bars and table insef. anglerls" thick, cut a 27"Jong piece for on Drawing 2. Drill mounting holes

f From a l/sxlx36" aluminum bar, tlle back fence rail. Set these pieces aside. through the bottom edge of each rail.
iJhacksaw two l6'-longpieces for the lf Sand the table (A) to 180 gril. Glue and screw the rails to the lable.

rabbets on rhe bottom of rhe table. I Abrade the bottom and sides of the !)Remove the round insert from your

Position the pieces in the rabbets, flush thee T-track pieces for the table's top Abandsaw table. Place the plywood

with the end of the table. Mark the loca- with 40-grit sandpaper. Remove the dust. bandsaw table assembly (A/B) on your

tions for the screw holes, making sure Apply five-minute epoxy along the bot- bandsaw table. Align the plywood

they do not line up with any of the screw tom and sides of the table's dadoes. table's /e" slot between its bottom alu-

holes for the top bars. Drill countersunk Install and clamp the T-tracks in the minum bars with the bandsaw table's

shank holes through the bars. Place the dadoes. Screw the aluminum bars in slot. Locate the end of the aluminum

ban in position, and drill the pilot holes. their rabbets. Set the table aside while bars in the throat area %r" from the

Remove the bars. the epoxy cures. blade, as shown in Photo B. Inselt a piece

7/a'1 7
,"I

TABLE INSERT
21/8" ------>1

I
I
2"

I

t/e" aluminum plate

Slot centere
on the blade

1,,,hg/ro" deep &.-<-- 
+e x21/2" iH)l

\\ NooO screw g

%" rabbets
7e" deep
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With the plywood table correctly positioned on the bandsaw table, Find the width for the fillers (E) by measuring the space between
insert a /s" hardboard scrap between the tables' aligned slots. the front and back rails (B) and the bandsaw table.

of Vs" hardboard between the tables'
slots, as shown, to keep them aligned.
On the plywood table's bottom, scribe
along the bandsaw table's sides.

QM.utut .  the th ickness of  your
9bandsaw table. (Ours measured
lt/q".) Cut the side rail (C) and split
side rails (D) to the lengths l isted and
width equal to your measured table
thickness. Position the side rail (C)
under the plywood table, tight against
the side of the bandsaw table, where
shown on Drawing 2. Make a mark
across the bottom edge of the rail I " in
from the front and back edges of the
bandsaw table. These marks locate
the centerlines for the clamp-plate
screw holes. Repeat the process to
mark the split side rails (D), holding
them tight against the front and back
rails (B). Remove the plywood table.
A At the marked centerlines on the
rlrails (C, D), drill a /+" counterbore
t/s" deep with a 5/ta" hole centered
inside, where shown. Install a t/+" T-nut
in each counterbore.

Rwith the plywood table bottom side
tfup. place the side rail (C) and split
side rails (D) in position, aligning their
inside edges with the scribe marks. Drill
counterbored mounting holes through
the rails, where shown. Drive the
screws. Use a screw length appropriate
for the width of your rails. Note that if
the rails directly align with the T-tracks
in the table's top, you'l l need to attach
them from the top by drilling counter-
sunk shank holes through the T-tracks.

fioritt pilot and counrersunk shank
lJholes throueh the front and back rails
(B) into the slde rails (C, D), where
shown on Drawing 2. Drive the screws.

fReinstall and align the plywood
I table on the bandsaw table. Measure

urww.woodonline.com

between the side rail (C) and split side
rails (D) for the length of the fillers (E).
Measure for their widths as shown in
Photo C. (The widths may be different.)
Cut the pieces to size. Place each filler
in position. Dril l  mounting holes
through the fillers where shown. Drive
the screws.
()Cut the fence rail (F) to size. Cut a
(OrsA:-" groove 7/ro" deep centered
along the front face of the rail, where
shown, to receive the 2J"-long piece of
T-track. Drill countersunk shank holes
through the T-track where shown. Place
the T-track in the rail 's groove. (The
T-track sits /rr," proud of the rail's face.)
Position the raiUtrack assembly against
the front rail (B) with the bottom edges
flush. Using the holes in the T-track as
guides, drill mounting holes through the
fence rail and into the front rail. Glue and
screw the assembly to the front rail.
(lRetrieve the aluminum-angle back
r/f'ence rail. Drill countersunk shank

holes, where shown. Position it on the
back rail (B) /8" below the top of the ply-
wood table, where dimensioned on
Drawing 2. Drill pilot holes in the back
rail. Screw it in place.

t ofiiy,.Jffi ,:"ff: .:|",i:,:l
plywood table. When the finish dries,
fit the table on the bandsaw. Screw the
aluminum clamp plates to the side rails
(C, D) with W-20 roundhead machine
screws. You may need to use a different
length screw than shown to suit your
rai ls 'width.

Add the slider
I To enable your system to cut circles,
I you need to make the slider (G). Cut

the part to size. Chuck a rabbeting bit in
your table-mounted router. Cut a Vs" rab-
bet t/e" deep along the top edges of the
slider, where shown on Drawing 3.

flnsert the slider in the plywood
Atable's slot, flush with its rieht end.

-2qo",

#10-32 nut epo
in counterbore

t/2" counterbore
1/4" deep on bottom face with a
t/sz" hole centered inside

S suoen
r/a,, hexhead bort fit- f"1i;1?,XJ'ii:""1"'"*
1rl2" lonq, cut =rfi T
perinst i .r 'ct ions V i  -perinstructions V i ^
ior pivot pin Aqr\r/-2"/""

,,-w ,( 13/a,1/a" nul epoxied /t i
in counterbore ,,/ I | // //- - 

),,---ffi ,'!;',',, lZf;B
,/-,

1611/'ra"



b a n d s a w  t a b l e  s y s t e m

Scribe along the inboard ends of the
Vsx/2" aluminum bars to mark the loca-
tion for the slider's dado. Remove the
slider. Cut the 3A" dado 3/s" deep.
Bandsaw, with the slider resting on its
edge, the notches in the sides of the dado
at the bottom, where dimensioned on
Drawing 3a.

Q Mark the centerpoints for the t/2"

9counterbores on the top and bottom
of the slider, where dimensioned on
Drawing 3. Note that the center of the top
counterbore and the front of the bandsaw
blade must be the same distance from the
plywood table's front edge for proper

circle-cutting operation. (You may need

HINGE DETAIL
(Viewed from back of fence)

2 x 1s/e"
h inge

Four-arm knob
with 1/q" insert

1/q-20 x 21/q' F.H.
machine screw

7sz" shank hole,
countersunk

e/sz" pilol hole 1s/+" dea?

7sz" shank hole, countersunk

to adjust the counterbore's location from
the dimension shown to suit your saw.)
Using a /2" Forstner bit, drill the counter-
bores t/q" deep at the centerpoints. Then,
drill a l/tz" hole centered inside the bot-
tom counterbore.

rtEpoxy a t/q" ntrt in the top counter-
'f bore and a #10-32 nut in the bottom
counterbore. When the epoxy cures, sand
the slider. Apply two coats of finish.

f Thread a #10-32x5la" setscrew (for
rf locking the slider) into the #10-32
nut. To make a pivot pin, mark a V2"
length on a V+" hexhead bolt I Vz" long
that includes Vq" of thread and Vq" of
smooth shank. Cut the length from the
bolt, and file its ends and edges smooth.
Thread it into the t/q" nut. Now, insert the
slider in the table.

Time for the fences
I Cut the fence (H) and stiffener (I) to
I size. Bandsaw and sand the Vz" radir

on the fence, where shown on
Drawing 4, and the stiffener, where
shown on Drawing 5 on the WOOD

@ rerucr ASSEMBLY
1/q" tlal washer

#B x21 /2 "  F .H .
wood screw

s/ro" hole

2554e

R=1/2"

a*q*

PATTERNSo insert. Mark the angled end
on the stiffener, where dimensioned, and
cut it to shape. Sand the parts smooth. Do
not drill the holes in them yet.

I Position the stiffener against the
Ct fence, where shown on Drawing 4.
Drill mounting holes where shown. Glue
and screw the parts together.

Q Cut the fence plate (J) to size. Lay
tJout and cut the plate's angled sides,
where dimensioned on Drawing 5.

/ Position the fence/stiffener assembly
'l 

enl on the fence plate (J), where
shown on Drawing 4. Square the fence to
the plate's back edge. Clamp the assem-
bly together. Drill two mounting holes
through the bottom of the plate into the
fence where shown. Drive the screws.

f Cut the clamp plate (K) to size. Drill
J as/ro" hole. centered side-to-side and
top-to-bottom, through the part. Set the
fence assembly (HlIlJ) on the plywood
table with the back edse of the fence

plate (J) flush against the
table's front edge. Position
the clamp plate under the fence

Four-arm knob with tZ" insert
1/q-20 x 3" F.H. machine screw

#8 x3/q" F.H. wood screw

* )
*/

2 x 1s/a" hinge

/ "
i

i

is
i S
i f
i I
: t

2 " i  I--i>i
-  l ' /  |

/  s/ro" holes

R 
%"r-nut-r45 

f
\ /A

#B x 2"  F.H.  /

E/' 
wood screws *g x 1)/o,, F.H.

fi ;p 
wood screw

$ A,'@'\- r/+" hexhead bolt

i rul 2" long
- ' t  , / '  \  T ^ 1 ,_ ot nuton bottom face with a

7sz" pilot hole
1t/q" deep in partQ!)

7q" counterbore
/e" deep with a
s/ro" hole centered inside

7sz" shank hole, countersunk
with a 3/ez" pilol hole 1 t/q" deep

*  ' - -
E 5Aa" hole, centered side{o-side and top-to-bottom
l

&=- #8 x 2" F'H' wood screw 
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7sz" shank hole,
countersunk with a

7sz" pilot hole
1't/+" deep

1/+" tlal washer .--_,.. L

Four-arm knob with 
&rbt/+" insgrt 
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plate, flush against the T-track in the
fence rail (F). Clamp the plates together.
Drill mounting holes through the top of
the stiffener (I) and fence plate where
shown. Glue and screw the plates togeth-
er. Insert a Vq" hexhead bolt 2" long with
a T-slot nut through the hole in the clamp
plate from the rear. Secure with a tA" flat
washer and four-arm knob having a V+"
insert as shown.

ftCut the rear top and bottom clamps
lr(L, M) to size. Place clamp L on top
of clamp M, aligning their back edges.
Drill a pilot and countersunk shank hole
through the bottom clamp, where shown
on Drawing 5. Glue and screw the parts
together. When the glue dries, mark the
Vz" radius on the assembly. Bandsaw and
sand the radius to shape.

lfPosition the clamp assembly (L/M)
I at the rear of the fence assembly,

where shown on Drawing 4, aligning
their back edges and Vz" radii. Clamp
the parts together. Screw a2xls/s" hinge
to the back of the fence and clamp
assembly, where shown on Drawing 4a.
Drill a 3/q" counterbore Vt" deep in the
bottom clamp (M), where dimensioned
on Drawing 5. Now, drill a sAo" hole
centered inside through the clamp
assembly and stiffener (I), where shown
on Drawings 4 and 5. Install a Vq" T-nut
in the counterbore-
CDtvtate a four-arm knob with at/q-20x3"
(CDthreaded stud forthe rearclamp assem-
bly. See the Shop Tip, above right.hstall
the knob with a V+" flat washer in the %0"
hole in the stffiener (I), where shown.

QCut the resaw fence'(N) to size.
{Lav out its contour. where dimen-
sioned on Drawing 5. Bandsaw the
fence to shape, and sand it smooth.
Drill the needed holes. where dimen-
sioned. Position the resaw fence
against the right side of fence H, with
their front ends and bottom edges
aligned. With a backer board placed
against the left side of the fence to pre-
vent tear-out, and using the centered
holes in the counterbores as guides,
drill 5/16" holes through the fence.
Apply two coats of finish to the fences.

I fllnstall /+" T-nuts in the resaw
llffence's counterbores. Epoxy two

V+-20x2%" flathead machine screws in
two four-arm knobs. Secure the resaw
fence to the fence with the knobs and
Vq" flat washers.

| | Finally, place the aluminum table
I I insert in the table opening against

wrYrv,woodonline. corn

firis stud's for you
Finding knobs with custom-length
threaded studs can be a challenge.
Here's an easy way to make your
own. Thread aV+-20 flathead
machine screw of sufficient length.
(cut it if needed) completely into the
knob. Mark the threads immediately
below the knob with a permanent
marker. Back out the screw until you
see the mark. Apply five-minute
epoxy to the threads above the mark.
Tighten the epoxied screw in the
knob, and wipe off any squeeze-out.

Gutting Diagrarn

3/ax24 x 30" Baltic birch plywood

3/q x 1Vz x 24" Maple*Plane or resaw to the thickness
listed in the Materials List.

the blade's cutting edge. Referring to
Drawing 2a, mark a %" slot lVz" long,
centered on the blade, on the plate.
Hacksaw or scrollsaw the slot, and
install the plate. Now, it's time to put this
awesome system to work. fl

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: Jeff Mertz
I llustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

A table Tq' 19%" 27' BB

z', 27', BB
C side rail 3/tu I 177/e' BB

D solit side rails Vq' 1 8t/e' BB

E fillers

F fence rail Vc' 2', 27', BB

13/a" 161Y1a" M

fence Vc* 25546" BB

I stiffener /q' 2' 25s/rc" BB

J fence plate 3/+, 313/ro" 5u BB
K clamp plate

L rear top clamp 3/r' 13/e' 24q' BB

M rear bottom clamo 7a" 2' 23/q' BB

N resaw fence s/qu 5t/2, 141/4, BB

tDimensions determined by your bandsaw measure-
ments. See the instructions.

Materials key: BB-Baltic birch plywood, M-maple,

Supplies: Five-minute epoxy.

Blades and bits: Dado-blade set, top bearing pat-
tern bit with a 1"-long cutter, %" Forstner bit, t/e" and 7e"
rabbeting bits.

Buying Guide
Hardware kit for ultimate bandsaw
table. Contains all hardware (screws included)
required for one table. 0rder kit no. UBT, $39.95 ppd.,
from Schlabaugh and Sons Woodworking. Call 800/346-
9663, or go to www.schsons.com to order.
Lumber kit for ultimate bandsaw table,
Enough Baltic birch plywood for one table. Order kit no.
LP-UBT, $39,95 ppd. See abovefor Web address and
teleohone number.

Master hardware kit for ultimate band-
saw table and accessories. Contains all
hardware (screws included) required for one table and
all accessories. Order kit no. MAS-BAN, $74.95 ppd,
Address and telephone above,

Master lumber kit for ultimate band-
saw table and accessories. Enough Baltic
birch plywood for one table and all accessories except
the duplicating jig. Order kit no. LP-MAS-BAN, $49.95
ppd. Address and telephone above.

B front and back
rails {c'

BB3/"\

BB

3/+x24 x 30" Baltic birch plywood
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The bandsaw table and fence system
on page 50 makes your bandsaw super

versatile. But you'll unlock its full
potential if you build the accessories

found on page 64. Here's a guide to
getting the most from them.

56

Fence

To resaw a thin slice (/a" or less) from any board, you need
rock-solid support on both sides of your stock to hold it in position
verlically. This system's bolt-on resaw fence and feather board deliver,
especially when you're working with stock more than about 5" wide,
such as you'd use when creating your own veneer.

First, position the fence and lock it down with the front and rear
knobs. Slide the feather board end of the feather board/single-point
resaw fence into the T-slot to supporl the outside face of the stock.
Now lock in the feather board so the workpiece contacts the laminate
just in front of the blade, and flexes the laminate to provide support
without binding. Make sure to crank up the blade tension to keep the
blade taut, and push the workpiece slowly as you cut.

UIOOD rnagazine June/July 2003
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When resawing thicker slabs (./o" or greater), or
when working with narrow stock, verlical support
isn't as important as keeping the workpiece
running true. Bandsaw blades sometimes twist
slightly as you push the workpiece, meaning
you'l l have to angle the workpiece slightly to
compensate for this "drift." You can do this by
guiding your stock against the bullnose end of
the feather board/single-point resaw fence.

Align the bullnose end with the blade's teeth,
leaving a gap equal to the thickness of the piece
you wish to cut. Tighten the knobs to lock the
fence in the T-slot. Mark a layout line on the top
edge of your workpiece, and push the piece
through the cut while pressing one face against the
bullnose. Note that the standard fence does not
get used in this resawing technique. (To learn
more about resawing successfully, see issue 147.)

The standard fence
provides sturdy
supporl for ripping
boards to width, or
other precise opera-
tions, such as cutting
tenons. Just loosen
the front and rear
locking knobs, slide
the fence into place,
then tighten the front
knob. This locks the
fence and automati-
cally aligns it with the
blade. Then lock the
rear knob for sure-
footed cuts.

Need to cut multiple curved
pieces to the exact same
size and shape? This dupli-
cating jig is just the ticket,
with its hardboard guide
that's notched to fit snugly
around the blade. Attach a
hardboard pattern, cut in
the exact shape you
require, to your workpiece
using double-faced tape.
Then just feed the work-
piece into the blade with the
pattern riding against the
duplicating j ig. Adjust the
position of the jig to control
how close the blade cuts to
the pattern. You can then
sand right up to the l ine
using a drum sander, or
rout to the pattern using a
flush-trimming bit.

This system feature takes the hassle out of cutting
circles from 6" to 32" in diameter, thanks to its
adjustable slider and pivot pin.
To use the circle cutter, starl by cutting a square

workpiece about tAa" larger than the diameter of the
circle you want to create. Carefully mark the exact
center of the square, on the underside, by placing a
straightedge from corner to corner in each direction.
Then drill a t/+"-diameler hole t/+" deep.

Next, loosen the setscrew that locks the slider
in place, pull the slider to
position the pivot pin, and
retighten the setscrew. Now
lower your workpiece onto
the pivot pin so one edge is
against the blade, and turn
on the saw. Rotate the work-
piece to clip off the corners
and create a perfect circle.

----:* pivultpin
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Sled
Fence

f-d/'

# 
s,ed

u \
r "...
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Hold-down

Sled
Fence

Guide bar

/
' I  You might not th ink of  using the bandsaw for cut t ing tapers,  but  th is taper ing j ig

makes the process so effortless that you'l l forget about tapering on the tablesaw.
The j ig holds your workpiece securely in place, and r ides smoothly on a guide
bar that  s l ides in one of  the table 's T-track s lots.

*  
To precisely set  the cutt ing angle,  f i rst  lay out the taper on your workpiece.

Al ign those marks wi th the edge of  the taper ing j ig 's s led,  then sl ide the fence
against  the workpiece, and t ighten the two knobs that secure i t  to the s led.
Secure the clamps to hold the rruorkpiece in place.

Now, wi th your leg blank in posi t ion,  lower the j ig 's guide bar into the r ight-hand
T-slot ,  wel l  ahead of  the blade. Then simply s l ide the j ig foruuard to cut  the waste
away. Rotate your workprece for the second taper, and cut again. lf you need to
taper four sides of a parl, such as a table leg, tape the cutoffs from your first two
tapers back to your workpiece as shims. Now readjust the fence as necessary to
al ign your layout marks for  cuts three and four,  and make the cuts.

You'l l also find thrs 1ig handy for putting a straight edge on rough-cut stocK.

Ghange blades in no time
It's plain to see that
this bandsaw table
system offers gobs
of features you just

can't get with a
bare-bones stock
saw. In addition to
all of those great
accessories, there's
one impofiant
feature that's a little
harder to see: You
can change blades
without removing
the table! Just
pop the blade
inserl out of the
table and remove
the sl ider. This
exposes the slot in
the stock bandsaw
table, allowing you
to easi ly sl ip blades
in and out in
normalfashion.

F
3
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I
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f
.'r./&

, 8 6

# #r*le

Got more great ideas?
We've packed this system with features, but we know you' l l

come up wi th  mcre,  and we would l ike  to  see them! Send
your  submiss ions to  the address l is ted on page 4. lP
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A bandsaw is the perfect tool for safely crosscutting small
parls to size. The table system makes the process even
easier by offering two slots--the aluminum T-tracks-for
your miter gauge to s l ide in.

Wr i t ten  by  Dav id  S tone
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Do you know what sheet goods work best for shop fixtures? Or which ones excel

in furniture construction? Armed with our chart, you'll be an instant expert.

ost woodworkers know the
major virtues of plywood:
strength, stiffness, size, and

stability. You may not be nearly as famil-
iar, though, with the wide array of other
sheet goods available today. No matter
the project, you'll find a type of sheet
stock ideally suited for the task at hand.

Enhanced performance
through en-gineering
All sheet goods, including plywood, fall
into a broad category called "engineered
wood." Unlike solid lumber, which is
simply cut from the tree and dried, engi-
neered products are further altered dur-
ing the manufacturing process to
enhance or suppress certain properties.

Plywood, for example, consists of mul-
tiple thin layers glued together with the
grain of one layer running at a right angle
to the neighboring layer. This enhances
strength, decreases dimensional changes,
and allows desirable wood to be placed
only on the visible outer faces.

wwrin woodonline.com

While plywood remains prevalent,
more and more sheet goods are produced
from ground wood chips or wood pul-
verrzed into powder, mixed with adhe-
sives and additives, then pressed into
sheets. This, in turn, becomes such
products as medium-density fiberboard
(MDF) and parlicleboard. Even tradi-
tional plywood has changed, with the
addition of new core materials, face
coverings, and increasingly popular

"high density" varieties made up of
ultra-thin plies.

You can familiarize yourself with the
uses, properties, costs, and sources of l0
contrasting sheet goods using the handy
chart on the following two pages.
Note: We purposely excluded some nxate-
rials, such as oriented strand board (OSB)
and pressure-treated plywood, which are
designed for building construction and
lnve lindted usefulness in the shop.

Surefire steps to sheet goods success
1. Always measure the thickness of sheet goods before machining mating
pieces. Plywood, for example, is 1/sz" thinner than its stated thickness.
2. When cutting sheet goods on the tablesaw, place the good face up to
prevent tear-out. Place the good face down if using a handheld circular saw.
3. lf you work with particular sheet goods often, invest in saw blades
designed for that material to get the smoothest cuts and least chip-out.
4. Rather than wrestle a sheet onto the tablesaw, lay 2" rigid foam insulation
on the floori place the sheet on it, and rough-cut using a circular saw.

Continued on page 62
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I\4aterial Description Uses .f,vailable sizes

PARNGEBOARII Wood shredded into tiny chips (essen-
tially sawdust, often frcm waste wood),
combined with adhesives, then heated
and compressed to form sheets.

Widely used as a substrate for
flooring and countertops, and for
building inexpensive knockdown
furniture and cabinetry. Also suitable
for some shop fixtures.

SOfd in thu,t/2",s1r",
3/4tt,1", and 1la"
thicknesses. Half and
quarter sheets ate
often available.

tutElAttill{E Particleboad faced with paper
impregnated with melamine resin,
a type of plastic. Paper on low-cost
types is simply adhered. Higher-cost
sheets are thermally fused (essentially
melted together).

Great for making cabinet carcases
because it wipes clean easily.
Use it, as well, for shop fixtures or to
make an economical rcuter-table top.

Sold in 49x97"
oversize sheets
in1/q"rVzt ' ,%tt,  and
gZ" thicknesses.

]IARDBOARD Ground wood pulp combined with
resins and pressed into sheets.
May be smooth on one or both faces.

Excellent for shop fixtures and jigs
(especially the variety with two
smooth faces) and benchtops.
Use perforated hardboard for
hanging tools.

Available in two
thicknesses: /s" and
t/q" in 4x8' sheets.

MEDIU]TI-DEI{S]TY
FTBERBoARD (MDD

Cellulose fibers combined with
synthetic resin and formed under
heat and pressure.

Excellent for shop jigs and fixtures,
cabinets, painted projects, molding
and millwork, furniture, and as
a substrate under veneer and
plastic laminate.

1/4", {8", Vz", s1g'rs1o",

andt/g" thicknesses
in both 4x8'and
49x97" sheets.

SOFTWOOII PTYWOODFace-glued layers of thin softwood
veneer.

Outdoor projects (exterior rated),
carpentry and construction, shoP
cabinets, substrates, underlayment
for floors and countertops.

1/4" ,5/16" ,11/3ztt , lzt' ,
5/s",2%2", and{c"
thicknesses in
4x8'sheets.

tulEDturrl-DEllsrY &
HIGH.DEI{SITY OI'ERIAY
PrYW00D (MD0/||D0)

Exterior-rated softwood plywood
covered on both faces with
resin-impregnated fi ber (papefl.

Used extensively for highway signs,
great for outdoor projects, siding,
painted projects, watercraft, cabinets,
shop fixtures, and concrete forms.

1/4tt, V16t', {8", t/z" r s1r",

and%" thicknesses
in 4x8'sheets.

IIARIIWOOD PTYWOODVeneers (soft- or hardwood)glued in
layers with alternating grain, and
covered with hardwood veneer.

The traditional sheet good of choice
for everything from furniture and
cabinets to wall paneling and boxes.

1/4",1/2",ands/c" are
most common.
Occasionally, you'll
find /a", 3/s", ands/s"
in some species.

BAING AilD
FII{TIISH BIRGH

Made from ultra-thin (t/ro"), void-free
birch veneers. Finnish birch is like
Baltic, but is made with exterior
adhesive for outdoor use.

Use to create shop jigs and fixtures,
cabinets, drawer sides, fumiture,
and as a substrate.

ln millimeters:
4 (/e"),6.5 (%),
9 (%"), 12 (Vz"),
15 (%"), and 18 (s/c")
in 60x60" sheets.

APPIEPtY American version of Baltic birch with
alder and birch core plies and quality
veneer faces. Birch face is standard,
other woods available.

Same uses as Baltic above, plus
applications where a f ine-hardwood
face veneer is needed.

Availabfe inl+",a1r",
1/2", 3/4", 1 ", and 1/rtt

thicknesses, in 4x8'
sheets.

BEIIDABLE PTYWOODPlywood with a single face veneer
and core plies with allgrain running
perpendicular to face to allow
cross-grain bending.

Used mostly as a substrate for
building cabinets, etc. with rounded
corners. Sheets with clear face
veneers are suitable for furniture.

t/s" and s/8" are com-
mon, though thicker
sheets are prcduced.
Sold in 4x8'sheets.
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Gommon gnrades Pros Gons Where to find it kice (/cux4,x$,
sheet irnless noted)

PBU-for floor underlayment.
M-S, M-l, M-2, M-3 industrial
grades are best for making
shelving and countertops.

PBU grade is readily available
and inexpensive. Particleboard
cuts easily and is fairly stable.

Low stiffness, heavy,
holds fasteners poorly,
not moisture resistant.

Home centers carry
Y4-Y4n PBU grade. "M"
grades (mostly M-2)are
found at building-material
and millwork suppliers.

$12+ per sheet for PBU grade.
"M" grade prices range about
20 percent higher.

There are no standard grades for
melamine, but there are "vertical"
and "horizontal" types. Higher-
pdced sheets generally feature
thermally fused coatings and are
made with thicker paper.

Inexpensive, readily available,
easy-clean surface, avaihble
in a variety of colors and in
wood-grain pattems. Also
available with kraft paper or
rcal-wood veneer on one face.

Not moisture resistant,
heavy, edges chip easily
when cutting unless you
use blade designed for
cutting laminates.

Home centers carry Vz"
and 3/" sheets, shelves,
and closet parts. Colors
other than white and
patterned papers arc
available by special order.

$25+ for adhered-surface,
vedical-grade white sheets
common in home centers.
Colors and wood-grain pattems
cost slightly more. $40+ for
thermally fused sheets.

Selice (2 green stripes)
Standard (1 green stripe)
Service-tempered (2 red stripes)
Tempered (1 red stripe)
51S (smooth one side)
S2S (smooth two sides)

Readily available, easy to cut,
relatively stiable, available with
two smooth sides or one.
takes paint well.

Standard and Service
grades are susceptible to
moisture, can't sand
faces, flexible, edges
easily damaged, holds
fasteners poorly.

Home centers carry
4x8'sheets plus half
and quarter sheets in
standad and tempered
grades. Lookforthe
edge stripes.

$10 (/0" 4'x8', tempered).
Perforated sheets are also
available at a similar price.

One main grade: Industrial. Lower
grades, which aren't commonly
available, carry "B" or "shop" grade.
Also classified by density: Medium-
density (MD)is standard; low-
density (LD) is a lightweight version.

Flat, no face or core voids,
consistent thickness, glues
easily, has machinable edges.

Heavy [100lbs. per
sheet in MD grade;
low-density version (LD)
weighs approximately
60lbs.l, standard wood
screws hold poorly.

Home center carry
medium-density (MD)%"
sheets. Low-density (LD)
is available thrcugh
millwork suppliers and
some hardwood retailers.

$20+ for both MD and LD.

Veneer grades: A, B, C, D.
Panel grades: include sheathing and
"Sturd-l-Floor."
Exposure: Exterior, Exposure 1,
Exposure 2, lnterior.

Cheaper than hardwood ply,
readily available, face veneers
can have a nice appearance in
higher grades.

Built more for perfor-
mance than appearance;
thick plies reduce stiff-
ness; interior plies may
have voids, face veneers
often patched.

All home centerc and
building-supply stores
carry an anay of
softwood plywood
for construction.

$25+ forA-C sanded, varies by
type and material.

Follows softwood plywood grading.
Face and back plies (which are
covered with paper) rate as B grade
or bette[ inner plies are G grade.

Resistant to weather and
wateq flat, smooth, surface is
easily paintable, machines
easily, and is very durable.

Not widely available,
heavy.

Some home centers,
wood specialty stores,
sign shops.

$35+ for MDO, HDO costs
slightly more.

Face: AA, A,B,ClDlE, Special.
Back :1 ,  2 ,3 ,4 .
Core: J, K, L, M.
Panel types: Technical type, Type l,
Type ll (Iype ll most common for
interior use.)

More stable and less
expensive than solid wood,
widely available, made in a
varie$ of species, and with
many choices for veneer
matching on faces.

Thick sheeb arc heavy,
exposed plyedges may
mean yo.r'll have to band
wih solld wood, trin face
veneem (t/sz') are easy to
sand firough and damage.

Home centers carry a
few species, such as
oak, birch, maple. Turn
to building suppliers
and hardwood retailers
for other species.

$35 to $100+
Prices vary greatly due to
species, face and back gndes,
ply count, and cut of veneer.
N2 or B/2 is rcasonably priced
and suitable for furniture.

No standardized grades, but manu-
factured with void-free plies and
face veneers carrying a grade of B
or better.

Stiff, stable, consistent
thickness, no voids,
nice-looking edge, holds
screws.

Had to find, costly,
odd (60x60") size sheet,
available only with
birch face.

Woodworking-supply
storcs, hardwood retail-
ers, mail-order catalogs
(smallsizes).

$45+ for standard-size
60x60" sheets.

No standardized grades, but manu-
factured with void-free plies and
face veneers carrying a grade of B
or better.

Stiff, stable, void-free,
nice-looking edge, holds
screws, offers a variety of
face veneers.

Difficult to find, costly,
requircs large orderto
get optional veneers.

You'llfind distributor
information at
www.statesind.com.

$50+

Able to conform to tight radii with-
out splitting or cracking with no
need for kerf-bending or steaming.

Flexibility allows radiused
corners, decorative shapes.

Not designed for
structural use, quality
of face veneer varies
grcatly.

Building-supply stores
and hardwood rctailers.

$35+ (/a" 4'x8'sheet)
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accessorres
forthe bandsawtable systent *'

AdC even more versattlity with
these hardworking jigs

q"#
'
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Tapering Jig

Feather Board/
Single-Point Fence

Start with the sled
Cut the sled (A) to size from Baltic birch

plywood. Drill a'l+" hanging hole. where

shown on Drawing 1. Bandsaw and sand
th" radii on two coffters, and rout %"

chamfers along one side and both ends of

both the sled's faces and around the hang-

ing hole, where shown. Cut dadoes, where

dimensioned, to accept the T-tracks.

Measure the distance fron-r the side of

your bandsaw's blade to the edge of the

miter-gauge slot in which the ji-9's miter

-euide bar will run. Cut a'7+" groove Vta"

deep at this location in the sled's bottom

..;, face.. Resaw and plane the guide bar (B)

l  to size, and shape i ts end. as shown on
r 

Drawing 1a. Clamp the guide bar in the

groove. Dri l l  pi lot and countersunk

shank holes through the guide bar and

into the sled. Drive in the screws.

Note: Do ttot glue the guide bar irt place.

Bt' renroving the guicle bar, \'otr also curt

use the taper.iig otl rour table,satr, u'sirtg

the savt"s.fence to guide tlte iig.

Draw lines tangent to the two 5/ro" holes,
and saw out  the s lot  wi th a coping saw.

Note: To build the bandsaw table,
see page 50; for instructions on
using the accessories with the table,
see page 56.

,;

Duplicating Jig
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E rnpenrNc Jrc

R=1/2"

3u

t/2" counterbore
V+" deep on the
bottom face with a
V+" hole
centered inside

910'1

t/a" hexhead bolt
2t/2" long

t/e" chamfers 3\l .2-
/  \ 1 "

t/+" hexhead bolts
2r/z" long i...-

t/a" chamfer

- - i

,-l
t/+" hexhead

bolt
.2/+" long

-r'

R=Vz"

Cut the guide (E) to size. Bandsaw and
sand the 2" radius, where shown on
Drawing 2, then file the blade notch. Cut
the riser (F) from stock that is Vrc" thick-
er than the parts you will be sawing with
the duplicating jig.

Note: You may want to make several
duplicatin7 jiss to accommodate com-
mon stock thicknesses.

Glue and clamp the guide to the riser,
keeping their ends and edges flush. Drill
pilot and countersunk shank holes, and
drive in the screws. Drill 3/8" holes to
form the ends of the slots. Saw them out
in the same manner shown in Photo A.
Bandsaw and sand the Vz" radii. Apply
polyurethane. Install the hardware.

E ouplrcATrNc

No chamfer ------- N
%o+" hole, countersunk r---..-
on bottom face $5- \ 

-\

#6 x3/q" F.H. wood screw

GUIDE BAR END

Cut two pieces of aluminum T-frack to
the length shown. Mix quick-setting
epoxy, and epoxy and clamp the ffacks
into the dadoes. To prevent the possibil-
ity of the blade coming in contact with
the tracks, position the tracks flush with
the sled's chamfered edge.

Add the fence
Cut the fence (C) to size. Mark the cen-
ters of the four counterbored holes for
the hold-down clamps on the bottom of

www.rroodonline.com

the fence. Drill the counterbores and
holes. Mark and drill a Vq" hole for the
first clamp knob. Drill two %e" holes for
the second clamp knob's slot. Form the
slot, as shown in Photo A. Cut the stop
(D) to size, and glue and clamp it to the
fence. Bandsaw and sand Vz" radii,where
shown, and then rout %" chamfers along
all the top and bottom ends and edges.

Sand the sled and fence to 220 git.
Apply two coats of satin polyurethane to
the parts. Install the hardware.

R=lz"
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Cut the base (G) to size, and plow the
centered dado, where shown on
Drawing 3. Drill 7s" holes to form the
ends of the slots, and saw out the waste.
Bandsaw and sand Vz" radli on all four
corners. Cut the upright (H) to size.
Rout a pair of 3/e" round-overs on one
end, forming a full round. Bandsaw and
sand the Vz" tadius, where shown, then
finish-sand the parts. Glue and clamp
the upright into the base's dado with
the feather board end flush with the

E renrHER BoARD/
SINGLE.POINT FENCE

71/z'

th" llalwasher ---.-@

t/ra" kert 1" deep

3x 41/2"
plastic laminate

s/o+" holes

base's edge. Drill pilot and countersunk
shank holes through the base into the
upright, and drive in the screws.

Form the groove for the plastic-laminate
feather, as shown in Photo B. Cut a piece
of laminate to the size shown, and sand
the Vz" radii. Insert the laminate into the
kerf, aligning its bottom edge with the
upright's bottom edge. Drill pilot and

countersunk shank holes.
Remove the laminate and
apply two coats of satin

7e" round-overs

%o+" shank hole't/q" deep,
countersunk with a centered
7sz" pilot hole t/2" deep

#6 x 1/2" F.H. wood screw

With the base (G) and upright (H) assem-
bled, bandsaw a centered ked for the
plastic-laminate feather.

polyurethane. With the finish dry, rein-
sert the laminate, drive in the screws, and
install the hardware. lP

Written by Jan Svec
Project designs: Jeff Mertz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

Materials List

B guide bar s/qu 37'

C fence 3/q' 21/z' 36' BB

guide

G base 3/q, 51/tu 83/q, BB

H upright s/qu 5u 71/z' BB

tThickness varies. See the instructions.

Materials key: BB-Baltic birch plywood, M-maple,
H-temoered hardboard.

Supplies: Quick-setting epoxy.

Blades and bits: Stack dado set, chamfer and %"
round-over router bits.

Buying Guide
Hardware kits. Kits contain allthe hardware
shown on Drawings 1, 2, and 3, including the plastic
laminate for the feather board. Tapering jig hardware kit
no. BTJ, $18.95 ppd.; duplicating jig hardware kit no.
DUP, $13.95 ppd.; feather board/single-point fence
hardware kit no. FB-SPF, $15.95 ppd. Schlabaugh &
Sons Woodwo rking, 7 20 1 4th Street, Kalona, lA 52247 .
Call 800/346-9663,

Hardware plus lumber kits. Kits contain all
the hardware shown on Drawings 1 and 3, including the
plastic laminate for the feather board, plus enough Baltic
birch plywood and maple lumber to build the tapering jig
and the feather board/single-point fence. Tapering jig
hardware plus lumber kit no. LP-BTJ, $24.95 ppd.; feath-
er board/single-point fence hardware plus lumber kit no.
LP-FB-SPF, $16.95 ppd. See the address and tele-
ohone number listed above.

sled

stop 3/^u

€n-^T-stot nut

7/aq" pilol hole 17e" deep

R=1/2" all corners
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s/a" slot

E---.,
g %l' hexhead bolt 2" long
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o you postpone sharpening
until your tools will barely cut
balsa wood? We have a way to

make it so quick, simple, and inexpen-
sive that you'll find yourself whipping
those chisels and plane irons into shape,
and keeping them that way.

It's worlh the effort because sharp
tools make your work easier, more accu-
rate, and even safer. When a chisel slices
neatly through wood, instead of requir-
ing brute force, it's less likely to slip and
nick the project or a finger. And, with the
right technique, sharpening doesn't take
long. Although the t ime involved

6B

depends on the hardness of the steel and
the condition of the edge, you can take
the typical chisel from banged-up to
extremely sharp in l0 minutes or less.

Get hicrh-mlalitv results
with bisiimateirials
You have many choices for sharpening,
including natural, synthetic, and dia-
mond stones, as well as horizontal and
vert ical grinding wheels. However,
sandpaper offers several advantages over
all of these. It cuts steel efficiently, pro-
vides a consistently flat surface, and
costs relatively little.

For best results, rely on silicon carbide
sandpaper, the black, wet/dry type.
Silicon carbide is harder than the abra-
sives found on other types of sandpaper,
such as aluminum oxide and garnet, so it
does a better job of removing steel, and
lasts longer.

Stockpile a series of grits-I00, 150,
220, 320,400, and 600-and you'll be
ready for practically any tool-sharpening
task in your workshop. Look for silicon
carbide paper at a home center, hardware
store, or auto supply outlet, or call
Klingspor's Woodworking Shop at
800/228-0000.
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I R=1/2" ging into the paper with the cutting edge.
To begin the sharpening process, let's
first make the jig.

Build our side-to-side
sharpening jig
The jig detailed in the exploded view,
left, rs suitable for any chisel or plane
iron with a blade at least 3" long. It's
designed to sharpen tool edges at a 25"
angle. You might decide to make one for
each angle that you need.

To build one for yourself, first make
the base (A) from a piece of hard maple
longer than the completed jig. Start with
a workpiece measuring approximately
th.x3xl}". Install a dado set in your
tablesaw, and cut a groove %0" deep and
l3/+" wtde,3/q" from the rear edge, where
shown in Step 1 of the Making the base
drawing. Now, install a ripping blade,
and set rt at 25". Use double-faced tape
to fasten your workpiece to a slightly
larger backer board. Now, place this
assembly as shown in Step 2, and rip a
bevel. Return the blade to 90o, and cut
the base to its finished length of 7t/2".

SHARPENING JIG

" flat washer

t/q" 
,

=-1
1 "

/ io"  hole

o/ra" hole with a
7a" counterbore

t/q" deep on bottom face

eAa x 11/q '  R.H.
machine screw

Base

commonly used to examine photographs
and negatives. Use it to check your
sharpening results as you move from grit
to grit. We stopped by a camera store,
and for just $7.95 bought a loupe that
magnifies objects to eight times their
actual size.

Finally, because sharpening tool edges
with sandpaper on a flat surface requires
precision grinding, we developed a stur-
dy hard maple jig to help you every srep
of the way. When using the jig, you'll
find it holds the tool at the perfecr angle
without rocking or ripping. And it allows
for a side-to-side motion to avoid die-

';,+
)+

13/q"

You also need a can of scouring pow-
der for final honing. We got great results
with Barkeepers Friend, which contains
oxalic acid, feldspar, soda ash, and other
proprietary ingredients. Look for it at a
supermarket or hardware store, or order
it online at www.barkeepersfriend.com.

You'll need a flat, hard, work surface,
such as medium-density fiberboard, on
which to place the sandpaper sheets. If you
use a slicker surface, such as glass or plastic
laminate, and your sandpaper slips, wet it
with water to hold it in place.

Though optional, you also might bene-
fit from a magnifying loupe of the kind

www.woodonline.corn

carrier----i- 
/ l"lo,

4" dado %o" deep

,u)
\

au
V

1e/q" g(oove g/ro" degp



Make the carrier (B) from a piece of
t/+xl3/qxl}" hard maple. Tilt your blade to
25o, and bevel-rip the bevel on the carrier,
again relying on a backer board and dou-
ble-faced tape, as shown in Step 1 of the
Making the carrier drawing. Return the
blade to 90o, and crosscut the carrier to its
finished 

'7t/2" 
length. Drill two counter-

bored holes from the bottom, as shown in
Step 2, for the machine screws that pro-
vide clamping power. Locate each hole
1t/+" from the carrier end. Drill the coun-
terbore first, and then follow with the %0"
through hole. Reinstall your dado set, and
use your miter gauge, equipped with a
long auxiliary fence, to cut a t/ro" dado 4"
long, as shown in Step 3. This dado helps
you clamp tools at a right angle to the
work surface.

EEIEI

7a" Forstner bit

\

Drill-press table

Cut the hold-down (C) to the dimen-
sions shown, and drill holes for the
machine screws. Locate the holes I /+"
from the hold-down ends, and centered in
the width of the hold-down. Cut the han-
dle (D), and glue it to the hold-down.
After the glue dries, add the machine
screws, washers, and wing nuts to make
the carrier/hold-down assembly. Apply a
coat of furniture paste wax to the groove
in the base so that the carrier slides easily.

From dull and dinqed
to shiny and sharp-
To begin the sharpening process, dig out
a dull chisel-or select a brand-new one,
like the one shown in the photos, and
you'll still see dramatic improvement.
Place the jig on a sheet of 100-grit sand-

paper. Insert the chisel bevel side down
into the canier (B), under the hold-down
bar (C). Now, adjust it so that the blade
aligns against one edge of the dado, and
lies flat on the carrier, while the bevel
rests flat on the work surface, as shown
in Photo A. Firmly tighten the wing nuts
to clamp the chisel in place. The tool
now sits perpendicular to the sharpening
surface and its tip extends ever so slight-
ly lower than the bottom of the jig base.

Now, place the jig so that its base and
the tool's bevel contact the sandpaper.
Press on the coffrer of the sandpaper with
one hand, and grip the carrier with your

other hand, as shown in Photo B. Slide
the carrier and chisel away from your
body while also pressing down. Draw it
back with little downward pressure. After

You can place the chisel against either edge of the dado. Just make
sure that it's flush with that edge, flat on the carrie[ and has its
beveled edge flat on the work surface.

70

As you begin to remove steelfrom the chisel, a line appears on the
sandpaper. Move the jig away from the line to place the chisel on fresh
abrasive. Your pressure on the jig helps keep the sandpaper in position.
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After only a few strokes on 1OO-grit paper, the scratches left by the
manufacturing process begin to disappear. Keep working at the
same grit untilthe entire bevel shows an equal shine.

several such strokes, lift the carrier from
the base and inspect the chisel bevel,
as shown in Photo C. Whether the chisel
is new or used, your -eoal is the same. You
want to place a fresh, r"rnifonn pattern of
fine sclatches parallel to the cutting edge
across the entire bevel. If more strokes are
necessaly to accomplish that, move the
jig back slightly to place the bevel on an
untouched surface.

Before changing to the next grit of sandpaper in your sequence, rub
the flat side of the chisel on the paper. This step helps to assure
that the cutting edge is sharp as can be, with no burr.

Remove the chisel fr"om the j ig. lay i ts
face f-lat on the sandpaper. as shown in
Photo D. and rr-rb it from side to side.
Again, yoLl want to replace coarse
scratches with f iner ones. Also. tnany
chisels come fiom tl-re factory with a
sli-ehtly dished face, so spend some time
on the coarser grits to make it f-lat.

Repeat these two steps with each -erit
that you r"rse. refinin-e both facets of the

cLltting edge equally. Rely on your loupe
to inspect the steel for a uniform scratch
pattern, zrs shown in Photo E, and decide
whether it 's t ime to move to the next grit.

Of course. you can keep going with
finer and finer -erits-consider 2,000 as
the maximum-but we suggest stopping
at 600 -qrit and honing the edge. You'll
have a chisel that's plenty keen enough
fbr all of your woodworking needs.

chisels on an expensive hollow-grind
system, and then stropped it. That result
is shown below right. The final verdict:
our low-tech method produced compara-
ble results at a fraction of the cost.

High-tech analysis of low-tech sharpening.
We sharpened some chisels with our jig
and sandpaper, and took them to Iowa
State University. John Verhoeven,
retired professor of metallurgical engi-
neering, photographed the edges with a

scanning electron microscope. As a final
step, he stropped the samples on leather
charged with abrasive compound. One
of those samples is shown below lefi.
Verhoeven also sharpened one of the

Here's one tiny section of a chisel edge that was sharpened with
the side-to-side method. The view is magnified 150 times. At that
extreme, you can see slight scratches left even after stropping.

wwrrv.woodonline.com

Also magnified 150 times, this chisel was sharpened on a high-end sys-
tem. The scratches run perpendicular to the edge, and arc less promi-
nent than those at left, but therc's little difference in sharpness.
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()ur cufting-edge expert
Steve Oswalt
has been
honing his
sharpening
and wood-
working
skills since
his first high
school shop
class more
than 30
years ago.
He has test-
ed products
tor WOODa
magazine for more than 15 years.

Seemore.oo
...shop-tested
techniques at
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Most of us need a little magnification to examine the chisel edge
for a consistent scratch pattern. This simple loupe allows plenty of
light to reach the subject, and magnifies it eight times.

Sprinkle some scouring powder on a flat surface, such as this
medium-density fiberboard, and proceed as you did on the
sandpaper. lt doesn't take many strokes to thoroughly hone the edge.

Now voutre in the
hone'stretch
Honing removes the last tiny sandpaper
scratches, and gives you the smoothest
possible cutting edge. We honed our sam-
ple chisels on a leather strop charged with
green chromium oxide compound. You
can buy both items from Woodcraft by
calling 800/225-1153. A 2x8" leather
strop mounted on maple is item 18H21
and costs $22.99: a 6-ounce bar of com-
pound is item 85H28 and costs $6.95. Or,

you can substitute any piece of available
leather for a strop, and use household
scouring powder as the abrasive.

We also got fine results with an even
simpler approach. Sprinkle scouring pow-
der on a flat piece of dense wood, such as
maple, or a piece of medium-density
fiberboard (MDF). Now, as shown in
Photo F, use the jig one more time.
Remove the chisel from the jig, and hone
the face, too. The fine abrasives in the
powder remove most of the remaining

scratches to produce a gleaming edge.
Store each sharpened chisel in its own slot
or compartment, so the edge can't get
dinged. Put each plane iron back in its
plane with the edge above the sole.

Once you have your cutting tools up to
snuff, get in the habit of keeping them that
way with frequent resharpening. You won't
have to stafi at 100 grit; you might be able
to start at320, and go from there. lF

Written by Jim Pollock with Steve Oswalt
l l lustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

To grind, or not to grind?
By itself, the sandpaper
sharpening method creates a
flat bevel. Every time you
sharpen, you have to remove
steel from the entire bevel.
As long as you resharpen on a
regular basis, that's really not
a problem.

If you start the sharpening
process with a grinding wheel,
you produce a hollow-ground
edge, as shown in the drawing
at left. You can go this route,
then follow your grinding
with the sandpaper method.
But we recofilmend doing all
of the work on sandpaper. A
hollowed-out bevel results in
a weaker edge.

r#
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For the lumber and other
items needed to build this
project, see page 79.

ere are two projects that let you
spend a lot more time relaxing
than building. But don't let the

easy deck-screw-and-bolrtogether con-
struction fool you. This duo is both sturdy
and supremely comfortable.

Assemble the
chair frame

Cut the rear legs (A) to the size list-
ed in the Materials List. Make two

74

copies of each half of the chair rear leg
full-size half pattern on the WOOD
PATTERNSo inserl. Adhere them to the
legs with spray adhesive, mating the halves
where shown on the small-scale drawing
on the pattem. Bandsaw and sand the rear
legs to shape. Rout the chamfers.

Cut the rear rail (B) and front rails
(C) to the size listed. Lay out the cen-

terpoints of the shank holes and the end-
points and midpoints of the arcs, where

shown on Drawing 1. Use a fairing stick
to draw the arcs, as shown in Photo A.
To make the adjustable fairing stick
shown, see page 10. Drill the counter-
sunk shank holes, and bandsaw and sand
the rails to shape. Set aside one front rail
for the footrest.

Glue and clamp the rear and front
rails (B, C) to the rear legs (A),

where shown on Drawing 2. (The front
edge of the rear rail aligns with the end
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,1 "

31/q'

11/z"l--l
r

51A', T-
51/q'

i___] ,
23/ra"/

i l
21/a'---------l

FRONT RAIL
(Front view)

7e" hole

s/0" shank hole,
countersunk

t/e" round-overs

3/re" chamfer

1 \

1 1/q'

V

REAR RAIL
(Top view)

3/e" gaps

/
t

17e" deck
screws

l
\
\
h_

,.ornJtu",,. fl
To draw the rail's arc, bend a
narrow strip of hardboard to
connect the marked endpoints
and midpoint.

e/ro" shank hole,
countersunk

s/0" shank hole.
countersunk

3" deck screw

3" deck screw

17e" deck screws

7/aq" pilol hole 1 t/2" deep

front rail (C), flush with its top edge and
centered side-to-side. Drill pilot and
countersunk shank holes through the
cleat into the rail. Drive in the screws.

: Cut the front legs (E) to size. Drill
. the carriage bolt holes and counter-

sunk shank holes, where shown on

t
I
I
I

I

I

I

7o+" pilot hole
2" deep

s/a" tlaI washer

3/e" nut

E exploDED vrEW

9'
7sz" pilot hole 7+" deep

17a" deck screw

7e" hole

Tsz" shank hole,
countersunk

/io" chamfer

1 1" -r-
of the seat's curve, where noted on the
pattern.) Use a water-resistant glue, such
as Titebond II. With the rails' shank
holes as guides, drill pilot holes into the
rear legs, and drive in the screws.

, Cut the cleat (D) to the size listed.
, Glue and clamp it to the back of the

)
3" deck

Ta" carriage bolt
3rlz" long

s/0" shank hole.
countersunk

Ta" carriage bolt
3l/2" long

| 3 "
193/q'

31/2"
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E spmr RAIL ASSEMBLY

21/8"

I
3/e" hole, with a
t/z" counterbore on bottom face

Drawing 2. Make sure you have a mir-
rored pair. Rout the chamfers.

Note: Chamfers at the bottoms of the

front and rear legs prevent their edges

from splintering as the chair is moved
around on your patio, porch, or deck.

ffi Make two copies of the brackets (F)
rc# on the pattern insert. Adhere them to
|Vz"-thick stock, and bandsaw and sand
them to shape. Drill countersunk shank
holes, where shown. Glue and clamp the
brackets to the legs' outside faces, flush
at the top and centered side-to-side.
Using the shank holes in the brackets as
guides, drill pilot holes into the legs, and
drive in the screws.

ffiMeasure up 12V4" from the bottom
# of each front leg (E), and make a
mark on its inside face. Working on a
flat surface, glue and clamp the front
legs to the rear legs and rails assembly
(AlBlClD). Position the face of the front
rail (C) Vz" back from the front legs'
front edges, and align the top of the front
rail with your marks, where shown on
Drawing 2. Using the shank holes in the
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front legs as guides, drill pilot holes into
the front rail, and drive'in the screws.
Using the 3/s" holes as guides, di.II 3/8"

holes through the rear legs. Insert car-
riage bolts, and fasten them with washers
and nuts.
(l Cut the splat rail (G) to the size list-
{Jed. Once again using your fairing
stick, lay out the curves, where shown on
Drawing 3. Bandsaw and sand the splat
rail to shape.
flcut a lVzx3Vqx23/s" piece of stock
llror the two wedges (H). Draw the
diagonal on one end, where shown in the
End View on Drawing 3. Bandsaw on the
line to separate the two wedges, and sand
the sawn faces smooth. Apply glue to the
wedges' sawn faces, and clamp them to
the splat rail (G), where shown on
Drawings 2 and 3.
l flChuck a lVs" Forstner bit in your
fllJdrill press, and drill counterbores

in the splat rail for the bolts that hold the
splat rail and wedges assembly to the
arms (I), where shown on Drawings 2
and 3, and as shown in Photo B. Switch
to a3/s" brad-point bit and drill holes cen-
tered in the counterbores.

-!tlr,  ;" . ,*". i .  tai lTi: l i : : i f f i

Position your drill-press fence 13/c" lrom
the bit's center. With assembly G/H sup-
ported on a scrap board, drillthe lz"'deep
counterbores.

Clamp a scrap stock straightedge to your
workbench. Apply double-faced tape to
the back of one center splat, and stick it
to the bench so it is square to the scrap.

Inserting g/e" spacers, position the other
splats. Adhere the tree patterns with spray
adhesive. Apply masking tape, and mark
the hole locations. Draw the radius.

Location of part @ I-
3'tA"

WEDGES L

Cutline

I-rs
3lz"hf-ffD
Lr$-
- - | r f

\ 1 /2 "

(End view)

-) 2"6"1

(Top view)

E nnnlt

SPLAT RAIL
(Top view)
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p ancr SPLATS

@ nenn sLAT
fiop view)

Make the arms,
back, and seat 

-

i: Plane lVz"-thick lumber to 1" thick,
,", oild cut the arms (I) to the size listed.

Using a beam compass, mark the front
radii, and then mark the tapered outside
edges, where shown on Drawing 4.
Bandsaw, joint, and sand the arms to
shape. Lay out the centerpoints of the
countersunk shank holes. Make sure you
have a mirrored pair of arms, and then
drill the holes. Rout VB" round-overs
along the top and bottom edges.

: Cut the back splat blanks (J) to the
, ,, size listed. Draw the 43/s" to 2" taper
along one edge of each of the six blanks,
where shown on Drawing 5. Bandsaw

t/a" round-over on front and back ends
(routed after the top curve is cut)

Cutl ine

7se" shank holes, countersunk

21/2"

lil" shank hote,
I 

countersunk

and joint the splat blanks to shape. Make
5o cuts on two blanks and 9o cuts on two
blanks, where shown above.

. Make a copy of the tree cutout pat-
' 'tern on the insert. To locate the

cutout and shank hole centerpoints, and
draw the seat back's top radius, lay out
the splat blanks on your workbench, as
shown in Photos C and D.
',i Bandsaw and sand the ends of the
- splats and the tree cutouts. Drill the

countersunk holes. Rout t/a" round-overs
on the splats' front and back edges,
including the cutouts, and their top ends.
, I Cut the rear slat (K) to the size listed.

Lay out its shape, where shown on
Drawing 6. Bandsaw and sand the slat to

shape. Rout /s" round-overs on the top
edges. Drill the countersunk shank holes.
r: : Cut the nose blank (L) to the size listed.
',.. Make a copy of the two nose pafferns

on the pattern insert, and adhere them to
the ends of the blank. Rough out the pro-
file on your tablesaw by making the four
cuts shown on Drawing 7. Refinethe shape
with a block plane and sandpaper. Rout
the Vs" round-overs. where shown.

E snnprNc THE NosE
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Using the holes in the splat rail assembly (G/H) as guides, drillTs"
holes through the arns. Backing blocks prevent splintering.

With a center splat in place, insert 3/e" spacers, and add the rcst of
the splats, one at a time, drilling pilot holes and driving in the scrcws.

I Cut the slats (M) to the size listed.
I Rout Vs" round-overs on the top

edges. Drill countersunk shank holes,
where shown on Drawing 2.

Note: Six of the slats (M) will be used on
the footrest.

Applv an outdoor finish
thbt protects for years
I Ease the edges of all the parts with a
* sanding block, and sand all surfaces

to 120 git. Apply an exterior water-
repellent oil finish. We used Wolman
Rain Coat Water Repellent with cedar
toner, fully saturating all the surfaces.
Wherever possible, dip exposed end
grain in the finish, especially the bottoms
of the legs and the tops of the back
splats. Let the parts dry for 48 hours.

!} Apply a color to the frame assembly
k(NBlClD/ElF), splat rail assembly
(G/H), and the tree cutouts on the back
splats. We used Olympic acrylic latex
solid color deck stain in the Faulkland
color. Wipe away any finish that gets on
the rounded-over edges of the tree
cutouts. Set the parts aside to dry.

Assemble the chair
I To support the arms (I) during
& assembly, cut two I93/q"-long tempo-

rary supports from scrap. Clamp them
vertically to the rear legs just forward of
the rear rail @). With their ends resting
on the supports, position the arms on the
front legs, where shown on Drawing 4.
Using the shank holes in the arms as
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guides, drill pilot holes into the legs and
brackets, and drive in the screws.

!! Inserting scrap blocks between the
6l clamps and the arms, clamp the splat
rail assembly (G/H) to the arms. The
arms overhang the back and inside edges
of the wedges (H) by Vq". The distance
between the arms is 21V2". Drill 3h"

holes through the arms, as shown in
Photo E. Fasten the arms to the splat rail
with carriage bolts, washers, and nuts.

{Vtart the centerlines,of the rear rail
tJ(B) and the splat rail (G). Position
one center splat3Ad" from the marks with
its bottom end flush with the bottom of
the rear rail, and clamp it in place. Using
the shank holes in the splat as guides,
drill pilot holes into the rear rail and splat
rail, and drive in the screws. Add the rest
of the splats, as shown in Photo F.

,1d Insert 3/a" spacers between the back
-Isplats 

and the rear slat (K). Drill pilot
holes into the rear legs (A), and drive in
the screws.

@ roornEsT srDE RAIL

where shown on Drawing 2. Drill pilot and
countersunk shank holes through the
cleat (D) into ttre nose. Drive in the screws.

ALuy four of the slats (M) in place,
lJseparated by 3/s" spacers. Make any
adjustments needed for uniform spacing,
drill pilot holes, and drive in the screws.

f,ssemble and finish
the footrest
I Cut the side rails (N) to the size list-
* ed. Make two copies of the footrest

side rail partial pattern on the pattern
insert, and adhere them to the rails with
spray adhesive, where shown on
Drawing 8. Make the 15' angle cuts on
the ends. With your disc or belt sander,
form the two angled flats where the two
top slats (M) will rest.

$ Retrieve the previously cut front rail
ft(C). Glue and clamp the side rails
(N) to the front rail, flush at the sides and
top, where shown on Drawing 9. Using
the shank holes in the front rail as guides,
drill pilot holes into the side rails. Drive
in the screws.

--\ 
15' 

[..-_---

f Clamp the nose (L) in place, over-
ghanging the front rail (C) by V4",

r
I
I

t/4

l_
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3" deck srcrew 
r,z

Y7

Cut the front legs (O) and rear legs
(P) to the sizes listed. Make the 15'

angle cuts at the top ends of the rear legs,
where shown on Drawing 9. Drill the
countersunk shank holes and :/s" bolt
holes. Rout the chamfers. Glue and
clamp the legs to the front and side rails
assembly. Using the holes in the legs as
guides, drill pilot holes into the front and
side rails, and bolt holes through the side
rails. Drive in the screws, and fasten the
bolts with washers and nuts.

Finish the footrest frame assembly
(CN/O/P) the same as you did the

chair parts. After 48 hours, give the
frame assembly its color coat.

With the finish dry, retrieve the six
slats (M). Position one slat flush with

the front edges of the front legs, and
another flush with the rear edses of the

t/+" overhang

s/0" chamfer

rear legs. Drill pilot holes, and drive in
the screws. Position the rest of the slats.
inserting 37/"rr spacers between them.
Make any adjustments needed for uni-
form spacing, drill pilot holes, and drive
in the screws. ?

Written by Jan Svec with Chuck Hedlund
Proyect design: Jeff Meftz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

p roornesr
EXPLODED VIEW

Te" gaps

Ta" washer

z/o+" pilot hole
1t/2" deep

t/a" round-overs

I '/!'
r.'---"

s /ro" shank hole, countersunk7sz" shank hole, countersunX 

1

1 5' bevel
11/z '

121/z '

s/0"  shank hole.
countersunk

re r' \ /  
-L

/>N 3/e" hole

rbz"-{

,21/2" 
deck screw

{

-------\

\
3" deck screw

51/a'

7',
t , /
V

Gutting Dragraln
, ___ ___.-._-_.. r^.r , ,._.:.....''-:--'---'--"--"- . . 4t.. . 

--'

11/z x 51/z x 96" Cedar (2x6)

i ",:g'.:':".,::.:::.: : : ' : . ' t ' - ' : ; . - - ' - . . . . - -  " , -O

1t/zxSt/z x 96" Cedar (2x6) *Plane or resaw to the thickness listed in the Materials List.

21/z'

A rear legs 11/z' 51/q' 307/s'

B rear rail 11/z^ St/a' 22'

C- front rails 11/z' 5Y4' 22'

D cleal 3/,u 3/q' 171/2" C

E front legs 11/z' 31/z' 19Vq' C

F brackets t f 2  , J

G splat rail 11/2" 51/q' 263/q' C

H wedges 11/2' 31/q' 23/a"

I arms 1" 51/z' 28'

J back splat blanks r/+" 43/a" 27'

K rear slat Vtu 51/4' 22'

L nose blank 11/2" 31/2' 22'

M- slats

N side rails 11/2" 41/q' 161/8' C

0 front legs 11/2' 31/2' 121/z' C

P rear legs 11/2" 31/2' 97/s' c
.One front rail and 6 slats required for the footrest,

Material key: C-cedar.

Supplies: Water-resistant glue; spray adhesive; 1%",
2t/2", and 3" deck screws; %" carriage bolts 3tl2" long;
%" flat washers; %" nuts.

Bits: 1tle" Forstner bit, %" brad-point drillbit, t/e"round-
over router bit, chamfer router bit.

Buying Guide
Double settee plan. Plan no. WP-OFS-1075,
$13.95. To order, call 888/636-4478, or go to
woodstore.woodmall.com/outproj,htm l,
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11/2x51/z x 96" Cedar (2xO)

3/ax51/z x 96" Cedar (1x6) (2 needed)

11/z x 51/z x 96" Cedar (2xG)

3/+ x 51/z x 72" Cedar (1 x6)

3/q x 51/z x 72" Cedar (1 x6)



reate a LlniqLle -qarden focal
point and give climbin-e plants
an upscale home with this -qeo-

metric gem. The rou-qhly 5O"-tall tllteur

can be used freestanding or moLlnted

atop its companion planter, f-eatured in

the May 2003 issue and shown on the

oltposite poge, bottont. Need sug-eestions
for suitable plants? See the sidebar,
"Vine ideas."

For the lumber and other i tems
needed to bui ld th is project ,  see
page 82.

Start with the sides
'ffi From a lt/:x5t/2x48" cedar board
.  tZ"Ol planed to l "  th ick.  cut  the legs

(A) to the size l isted in the Materials
List. Mark the locations for the rail
blanks (B, D, E, F) on the legs, where
dimensioned on Drawing 1.

ffi Plane a lt/zx5thx24" cedar board to
&# l " thick. Rip sixteen /+"-thick, I "-
wide strips from the edge of the board for
the rail blanks (B through F), refen ing
to the Cutting Dia-eram fol layout.
Crosscut the strips to the listed lengths.

ff From scrap 3/1" plywood, make a
# 5x t 9-7x" spacer, and miter-cut its ends
at l l t/zo. where shown on Drawing 1.

F,# Lay two legs (A) on your workbench
% with the markings visible, and posi-
tion the spacer between them with the
bottom edges flush. Clamp the legs to
the spacer.

ffi Glue and nail a rail blank (B) to the
n# legs, where shown on Drawing 1,
aligning it with the marks and roughly
centering it end to end. Use an exterior-
type adhesive, such as Titebond II or
polyurethane glue. In the same way,
attach a rail blank (C) to the legs with
the top edges flush and the legs spaced
3" apart at the rail's bottom edge, where
shown on Drawing 1a. Now, attach the
other rail blanks (D, E, F) to the legs.
When the glue dries, trim the rails' ends
flush with the legs' outside edges, as
shown in Photo A.
# From a lt/:x3t/:x32" cedar board, rip
ffi fou, %"-thick, I %"-wide strips for

W'h;x€ is
l , : i ' ' l r  r '  i r  i

i r r i r r t  l i ; t t j ' . ) , t l

e*. tffittlatc':b

i i ;  l i i i r ; t  r i ' , 1 ' , ; ' . t r ;  I

, ' i l l  ; l  i  l ] . ' , ' '  i ' t 1 i : ' . 1  t t

I  r i l r : i r i  i : ! i )  t \ i i t t l i ' 1 " '
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p venrcAl TRIM

(y"
Trim ends .
f lush with (!

@ @
after attaching.

Attach full-size
vertical

trim pattern
at both ends.

Draw l ines
to connect
trim patterns.

81/z'

B1/2"

193/a'

Vine ideas
Wondering what vines will work best with this
tuteur? The selections below enjoy full sun and do
well in most areas of North America. You'll want to
tie miniature climbing roses and clematis to the
tuteur for support, and help vines that have tiny
rootlets, such as ivy, get a foothold by twining
them around the structure. ln areas with cold win-
ters, bring tender vines indoors in fall before the
first frost.

Annuals: Sweet pea, hyacinth bean, climbing
snapdragon, moonflower (specifically lpomoea
alba), morning glory, cardinal climber, Spanish
flag, cypress vine, and nasturtium.

Perennials: Clematis, miniature climbing roses,
and Engl ish ivy.

Tender vines: Mandevil la, passionflower, black-
eyed Susan, and jasmine.

81

Place the side assembly facedown on
scrap boards. Using a fine-tooth saw,
trim the rails' ends even with the legs.

the vertical trim (G). Face-join the sh'ips
to-gether r.rsing a few pieces of double-
faced tape. Make two copies of the vertical
trim pattern on the WOOD PATTERNSa
insert. Adhere the patterns to the ends of
a strip, and draw lines to connect them,
where shown on Drawing 2. Bandsaw
the strips to shape, and sand the curved
ed-ees smooth. Carefully separate the
strips, and remove the tape.

lf Gtue a vertical trim strip (G) to the
I  s ide assemblv .  where shown on
Drawings 1 and 3. Center it side-to-side
in the assembly with an equal overhan-e
above rail F and below rail D. Note that
the trim fits behind rail E and in front of
rai ls D and F.

Q Repeat the process to assemble the
|[Jopposin-e side.

Add the tuteur
to the planter
For a winning combination, con-
sider mounting the tuteur on the
planter featured in the previous
issue (May 2003, page 94), as
shown at right. First, trim the
tuteur's legs (A) flush with the
bottom edge of the rails B.
Then, cut two mounting blocks
(K) to the size l isted in the
Materials List. Glue the blocks
to the inside face of two oppos-
ing rails B, where shown on
Drawing 3. With the tuteur
placed on the planter, dri l l  a
countersunk shank hole in each
mounting block, and screw the
blocks to the planter's top trim.

www.woodonline.corn

l[roe RAIL DETATL

E sroe ASSEMBLY

#18 x s/+" galvanized nai l

\

Trim ends^
flush with Q)

after attachino.

4"

w7
/ ) " , "



chamfer

7sz" shank hole. countersunk and
centered on bottom with
7/a+" pilol hole 1" deep in part

i--:9#B x 1rl2" staintess-steel

Clamp the spacer between the assemblies'
legs at one end. Attach the rail blanks,
aligning them with the adjoining rails.

Using a sanding block with 8O-grit sand-
paper, flatten the top edges of the rails
(C) to receive the top assembly.

Assemble the sides. and
top off the tuteur
I Position the two side assemblies
I upright and opposite each other. As

shown in Photo B, clamp the sPacer
between the assemblies, and attach the
rail blanks (B through F) to the legs in
the same order as before. (An air nail-
er is ideal for this.) Repeat the process
on the opposite side. Trim the rails'
ends, and install the remaining verti-
cal trim (G).
f) From a 3Ax5t/zxl2" cedar board
A planed to t/2" thick, cut the base

%" chamfers

fl rxeloDED vtEW

#8 x 1tl2" stainless-steel
F.H. wood screw

(H) and cap (I) to the sizes listed.
Chamfer their edges, where shown on
Drawing 3.
O Cut the finial (J) to the dimensions
t)UsteO. Make two copies of the finial
pattern on the insert. Adhere one pattern
to the finial. Bandsaw to the pattern
lines. Adhere the other pattern to one of
the curved sides, and bandsaw again.
Sand the finial smooth.

lllCenter and glue the finial to the top
'f 

of the cap (I). Drill a pilot and coun-
tersunk shank hole through the bottom
of the cap, where shown, and drive the

Trim ends flush with bottom
ot@it mounting to planter.

screw. Center and glue this assembly to
the base (H).

f Sand the top of the tuteur flat, as
rJshown in Photo G. Then center, glue,
and clamp the top assembly H/I/J to the
rails (C).|F

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: Kevin Boyle
lllustrations: Mike Mittermeier

B- rail blanks 1" 22',
C. rail blanks t/4

D- rail blanks v4 1"  18 ' ,

E- rail blanks 1/tu 1u 14',

F- rail blanks f4 1 "  10 '

G verticaltrim 1/e' 11/z' 32'

H base Vz' 33/4' 33/4'

I cap I/zn 21/2, 21/2, c

J finial 11/2', 11/2" 6u c

K mounting blocks Vq' 3/q' 31/2' C
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Material key: C-cedar.

Supplies: #18x%" galvanized nails, #8x1%"
stainless-steel flathead wood screws (3), spray
adhesive, exterior-type adhesive.

WOOD rnagazine June/JulY 2003

Trim ends r
flush with $)

after attaching.

47"legs

1

11/z x 51/z x 48" Cedar (2x6)

*Plane or resaw to the thickness
listed in the Materials List.

-$-:.= .(p ' ' , l, Cd .

11/2x31/z x 32" Cedar (2x4)

.@ 
l.e

33/q'

7sz" shank h"l)
countersunk. I

11/z x 51/z x 24" Cedar (2x6)

82

3hx51/z  x  12"  Cedar  (1x6)
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I A supporting player among
today's cast of hardwoods

$n_rFportant player
behinil the sc-enes

Sapwood

Fleartweod

onrnar-cc l  to  thc  u  c l l -k t tou t t
Anrcrican Itat 'clvnoocls. I 'c l l t tvt
lrolrlar' ( Liriotlcrttlron tul ipi ltra)

c locsn ' t  gc t  nrL tch rc \ l lcc t .  I t  d t tcs t l ' t  h l t r  e

s t r ik ing gra in  to  i tuc  t l rc  cve.  t tor  is  i t

lauclccl as a f inc f iu'nitLtrc * ' t t t tcl .  Ir t  thc

shop. thor"rgh. 1-roplar l l ro\ cs ecortor.t t i -
ca l .  r 'c rsut i le .  anc l  r  e  t ' \  work l t r le .  Scc
"Poplar  u t  a  g lancc"  l i r t '  I lo l 'c  c lc ta i ls .

Thc t rcc  isn ' t  ac tL [ i l lY  u  " t t 'L tc"  
1- l t l1 l l l t l ' .

I t ' s  a  nrenrbcr  o l '  the Tu l ip t rec l 'a r t t i l r ' .
But  i f  r ,ou hcat '  a  u  ooc lu  o l -kcr  s l tcak thc

nanrL ' .  knou th l t  hc  is  rc lc l ' r ' ing t t t  . iL ts t
onc s l . rcc ics :  thc  rc l lou l top lar ' .

A towerinq tree that
yields loa1s of lumber
Pop la r  i s  na t i r e  t o  t nuch  o l ' t hc  e l t s t c r l l

Un i t c r l  S ta t cs .  as  s l t on t t  o t t  t l t c  g r t t u th -

rangc nral l .  ancl I 'al tks i l l t tol tg Ntt l ' t l r

Anre- r ' ic r . r 's  ta l lcs t  harc lu  ooc ls .  rcacht t tc

l -50 '  or  t i t l le r  u , i th  t r t " tnk  c l iunte ters  cor t t -

r . r - r on l \ , n r cas l t r i ng  ( r ' t o  8 ' .  A  l t t a l L t l ' c
poplar  ; l roc luces astounc l ing c ;L tant i t ic 's

o l '  h i gh -c l L ra l i t t '  l u rnbc r .
Poplars ol len lreat '  I to branchcs l i t t '  t tr  e' l '

hu l l ' thc i r 'he ight .  nrcat t ing no k t t t t ts  to  cL l t

aro l rnc l .  A th ick  luver  o l 'sapuooc l - thc
prclcrrccl ;rart of thc log-1' ' ic lcls creatttv-
uhitc r,r 'oocl w' i th sLrbtlc -train. ubrtrt '  l t ' . f t .

Thc hcartu'oocl cxl i ibrts ntctrc ctt lor-a

-grcenish cast  sontet i l t tes  lacec l  w ' i t l l

t inges o1 'purp lc .  b lack.  b lL te .  a t tc l  br t tu  t l .

Poplar makes a perfect chotce for unseen
furniture parts. l t  machines cleanly to
produce t ight-f i t t ing joinery.

Poplar  c locsn ' t  t ' ce  c i t  c  t t i t tch  l ' cc( )g l ' t t -

t i on .  bu t  i s  L r scc l  co r t t t t t t l t t l r  l i r l  r t t ak i r rS

L-\ 'cr\rc[ i .r \ ,  i tcnts. sttcl t  l ts 1ot s. ki tchcrt
r . r tcns i ls .  in rp lcntcnt  h l tnc l lcs .  l t t tc l  borcs.

Whcn Lrscc l  in  f iu 'n i tL t rc  l tnc l  c l tb i r te t t ' r .

thoLrgh.  i t ' s  L tsLra l l r  h i t lc lcn or  t l i sgLr iscc l .

so thc  uooc l  t ' c ln l i ins  lcss kr tout i  t l t l t r l

othcr hl irclu oocls.
Honrcbui ldcrs .  thoLrg l t .  l . . l to \ \ '  l to l l l l t t '

r cn ' u ' c l l .  l - hc r ,  l t t r c  c l i se t l r c t ' c t l  t h l t  t hc

n 'oor l  produccs h igh-c lua l i t r  n t i l l t ro t 'k  l t t

a  conr l . rc t i t i r  c  pr icc .

A workable wood
at a popular price
ThoLrch so l ' te t '  th l tn  the lu t t ' t luoot ls  t i i t l l

u  h ich i t ' s  o l ' tcn  p l t i rcc l .  l t t t l t l l t t '  t t t t t l c rsocs

s inr i la r  seasonl t i  Inovct t tc l t t .  u  I l i ch  ! I i r  e  s

i t  grcat  s tab i I i tv  anc l . fo in t -hoIc l i I rg  po\ \ 'c l ' .

A t  l f i  l . roLrnc ls  pcr  cub ic  l i r t t t  c l r r ' .  i t ' s . i t rs t

orcr  ha l l '  thc  uc ic l t t  o l '  t ' ' : c l  o i tk .  Thcsc

at t r ibLt tes  su i t  the uooc l  e  r t t ' c t t le  lv  uc l l

l i rr-  r-rsc on suclt  l 'Ltr-t t i tr . trc pit l ' ts i . ts i l l tcl ' l l l t l

f l i t rnes. carcl lsL's. iurcl clntrt  cr-s.
You can cx l lcc t  cxcc l lcnt  rcs l t l ts  thc l l

nrachinirtg 1'roplar ' .  l t  r i l ts attcl  ct ' t tsscLtts

c lcan l l ' .  anc l  ho lc ls . jo i r tcn '  a l tc l  c lccot ' l t t t r  c

c lc ta i ls  u ,e l l .  Usc o l '  c lLr l l  b i ts  t t t i t l '  c i . tL tsc

thc w oocl 's st-t t ' f i tcc to " l ' t  tzz." l ts r i  i l l

roLrgh sancl ing. btt t  vor,t  calt  ktt t tck i t

clorru'n to a snroolh l ' inish lrv kcclt i l tg tott ls

honec l  anc!  sanc l ing throLruh 220 gr . i l .

Mil l r i 'ork trakcrs lovc the tuar'  l .r t t l t lar
takcs pa in t .  iu . tc l  so u  i l l  voLr .  Thc u ooc l 's

cons is tc t i t .  Lutobt t 'L ts i rc  g t 'L t i t l  c locst l ' t
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lf, Fid-size routers-those that
I It I draw from l0 to 12 amps-

- V -pack enough punch to
knock off all but the most daunting
duties in your shop, such as full-depth
cuts with big panel-raising bits. Add
plunging capability for making field
cuts (see "7 Reasons to Take the Plunge,"
on the next page), and you wind up with
the ultimate wood-machining tool with-
out busting the budget.

In preparation for this article, we
gathered up a raft of mid-size plunge
routers with prices ranging from $100
to $250, and put them through a
battery of tests. A11 offer variable-
speed, soft-start motors, and most
accept both Vc"- and Vz"-shank bits in
self-releasing collets (with these, an
extra turn of the collet pops the bit
loose, preventing both stuck and
free-falling bits). But that's where the
similarities end, as you'll soon see
when we separate the best from the rest.

Kev comparisons
of perforftrance
r Gontrols. When you have a razor-
sharp bit spinning at 23,000 rpm, you
want total control of the router at all
times, which means keeping your hands
on its handles. On almost all of the test-
ed routers, we could reach the critical
controls-the power switch and plunge
lock-without letting go of the tool.
Makita's switch, though, located on top
of the motor, proved unreachable with-
out removing one hand from a handle.

The DeWalt DW621's conffols are a
mixed bag: We like the location of the
power switch (it's a trigger on the right
handle, typical of these tools), but we
found cumbersome the sequence of
events required to lock the switch "on."
On the other hand, DeWalt's unique
plunge lock is the easiest to engage. A
twist of the left handle locks and unlocks
the plunge motion-you needn't lift
even a finger to use it.

r Depth-setting ease. Here's where
these routers differ the most, and the photos
below show three depth-setting systems
we like. Use them as a reference while we
refresh yourmemory on setting the cutting
depth with a plunge router.

With the bit in the router and the motor
off, lower the motor gently until the bit
just touches the work surface. Unlock the
stop rod and lower it until it touches the
stop (usually, but not always, a turret with
a series of steps for making progressively
deeper cuts), then slide the movable cursor
to"zaro" on the depth scale. Finally, raise
the stop rod so that the cursor overlays
your intended cuning depth, lock the stop
rod in place, and raise the motor.

All are accurate as far as their scales
go, but we prefer depth-setting systems
with a microadjust feature for fine-tuning
the depth. Our least favorite system is
found on the Skil 1845-02: It lacks
microadjustability, and its fixed cursor
can't be "zeroed," so you have to add

GOOD BETTER BEST

Ryobib engineers one-upped the othor mod€ls having simplo stop rods by adding a micrcadjust mechanism on th6 stop its€ff (b:n). Each
quarter hrrn ol the stop clicks in a 144" adiu8tn€nt. Dewaltb rack-€nd-pinion system (cenq l€quiles two steps to set the cutting depth:
Tuming the coarseadjustmont knob gets you to lh€ n€af6t 1.f0"; the micrcadjust knob thGads the tip ot the.stop rcd in or or4 and its
scale is marked in 1t5." increments tor making sup6rfin6 changG in depth. W€ llke the depth-€etfng system on the Bosdr 1613AA/S
(dght) best for a couple ol reasons. FiFt, the microadjust knob worl(s €vEn with the plungo lock €ngaged, ard, like the Dewdt shows
.004' (14!G) incEmenta. Second, the tunet stop ofiers eight i/6" stepe-the most ot arry rcut€r in th€ t€at,
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your cutting depth to the reading shown
on the scale when the bit is bottomed
out. (Quick-add Vz" tos/to"t)
r Plunge action. Overly stiff return
springs on a plunge router only increase
the difficulty of already challenging field
cuts. To learn how much pressure it takes
to plunge each router, see the "Pressure
Required to Plunge" chart, above. We
found that routers requiring 12-15 pounds
of pressure gave us the best control.

Also, a sloppy fit between the plunge
posts and the motor housing contributes
to inaccurate cuts if the bit doesn't come
down in the exact same spot every time.
Although some routers felt looser than
others, the best strayed y64" at most
(Bosch and DeWalt), while the worst
were off V32" (Skil and Ryobi).
Remember, these numbers are the
extremes: You can minimize the effect
by always plunging with equal pressure
on both handles.
I Power. To measure the mettle of the
tested routers, we plowed 3'-long V2"

PRESSURE REQUIRED TO PLUNGE
t3 12

grooves Vz" deep in red oak in a single
pass, pushing the motor as hard as we
could. After timing the cuts and averag-
ing the results, we discovered only a few
seconds' difference in the time it took
each tool to complete the cut, proving
that even the lowest-priced routers in this
category are up for tough tasks, if only
occasionally.
r Dust extraction. Once considered a
luxury, four of the tested routers now
include dust-collection ports as standard
equipment; one manufacturer sells it as
an accessory; and two make no provi-
sion at all. By far, the most effective is
the through-the-post collection system
on the DeWalt: When connected to a
shop vacuum, it gatHered a spectacular
93 percent of the debris from a Vz"-wide,
Vz"-deep,3'-long groove (see photos at
right). That high number leaves the 70
percent rate of the Bosch and the 40-ish
percentages of the Black & Decker
RP400K, Makita RP1101, and Porter-
Cable 8529 in its (ahem) dust.

Waffling between a
plunge and fixed-base
router for your next

portable power-tool purchase? lt's
true that a fixed-base router costs
and weighs less.than the same size
plunge router, and will handle at
least 80 percent of your routing

. chores. But for only a little more
money, a plunge router can do
everything a fixed-base machine
can do and morc.
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A plunge rcuter is worth the extra
money if you want to:
I Make stopped flutes and dadoes.
? Cut mortises with a router.
3 Use keyhole slots in your projects.
,l Routinely rout deep slots requiring

several progressively deeper cuts.
5 Create signs with rccessed letters.
6 nOO an inexpensive through-the-table

lift to your router. (See "Table tenants"
on page 90.)

7 Buy only one router.

You'll spend less time cleaning up after cuts
made with the DeWalt DW621 hooked up to
a vacuum (top photo). Compare that to the
mess left after making the same cut (bottom
photo) with a router that lacks a dust-
extraction port.
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We tested the ease of plunging each router by gradually adding sand to a container attached to the top of each router. When the
motor dropped 1", we removed the container and weighed it. This chart shows the weight required.



High poilrils
I Low price-about half fiat of tre "premium" routers

in this categofincludes carrying case.
I l-arge pistol-grip handles.

Low poirils
? Requires 221b,s. of force to plunge 1"-tre most

in fie tesl
? Accepb only %"-shank bib, and collet runout (wobble)

measured */-.008",he highest of fte tools we tested.
? The chip shield is difficuttto remove for changihg bib,

discouraging ib use.

? Dust-collection port doesn'tft snugly to router and fell
off repeatedly, especially when connected to a
vac hose.

? No self-releasing collet.
? In a router hble, tre only height-adjustnent' mechanism is fte plunge ibelf, which is dfficult

to set accurately.

Morc points
) Large 3" subbase opening allows excellent view

of bit, but won't accept guide bushings and
offers reduced support on ccjmers of workpieces.

) Easyto-use rack-and-pinion depft scale, but no
microadjustment system.

High points
l Spring-loaded plunge lock retums automatically to

locked position, so you always know where to find it.
I Satin-smooth plunge action.
I Ourfavorite depfi-setting system wift micro-

adjustability toYzn",and functionality even wifir tre
plunge lock engaged.

I Hinged chip guard flips ont of fte way for bit changes.

low points
? Dust-exFaction port mounb on fie flat side of fie

D-shaped base, so you'll need to remount it for
fence-guided cub (or use a fence lower ftan %"),

? Plunge lock can't be defeated for router-hble use.

More poinls
I Guide-bushing adapter comes wift he route[ but

accepb only Bosch quick-release guide bushings (or
Poder-Cable bushings-tre industry sbndard-witl
an optionalaccessory).

High poirtts
i Best in fte testfor dust exfaction witr a shop

vacuum athched.
I Rack-and-pinion deptr-setting system witr

microadjust worK well and is adjushble h l/zn" .
I Left handle rchtes to engage and disengage plunge

lock, so hands remain in full grip of router at alltimes.
I Very smootr plunge action.
I The quietest router in fte test, at 88dB.

low poinb
? Locking power switch requires a clumsy firee-step

process fiat takes some getting used to, and is
dfficult to engage wift router hble-mounted,

I Mushroom-shaped handles are less comforhble to our
hands ftan pistol-grip style.

? The clear plastic dust hood tends to cloud wifrr dust,
even when used witr a vacuum, limiting view of
fie bit. You can easily remove it.

Morc poinb
) lf you tum off fie moto[ and fien st]t it again before

it stops fuming, it won't restart until it slows to a low
rpm. This feature may add life to fie motor but we
found it annoying; especially when combined wifi fie
already awkward power switch.

) This router runs a close second b fte Bosch for
Top Tool.

High poinb
I All-mehl constuction (exceptfor cap on motor) makes

fiis a durable tool.
i Spring-loaded plunge lock retums automatically to

locked position, so you always know where to find it.
I Very smootr plunge action.
i Extemally replaceable motor brushes for

easy maintenance,

low poilrts
I Threaded stop rod is microadjustable, but fte micro-

scale and zero point bofi tum wih each adjustment,
s0 you can't tell how much you've changed.

I The quick-release buthn for fte stop rod requires 1
tum to release, but witr 1llz tums, itfalls off.

? Painted, mushroom-shaped handles are less

comforhble to our hands fian pistol-grip style, and
confibute to ilris router feeling top-heavy.

? Round base lacK a llat edge for guiding along a fence.
I Plunge lock can't be defeated for router-hble use.

Morc poinb
I Requires two wrenches for changing bib.
I Toggle power switch on top of motor can't be

reached wiilr bofrr hands on fie router's handles, but
worK well wift fie router hble-mounted.

) Small subbase opening fits P-C guide bushings, but
resbicb view of bit.

) Dust hood is an optionalaccessory.
) Mobr also fib in Makih's accessory fixed-base and D-

handle bases. This interchangeability leads b many of
fte RP1101's shortcomings as a dedicated plunge mubr.
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High poinb
l Spring-loaded plunge lock returns automatically to

locked position, s0 you always know where to find it.
It also can be defeated for router-table use.

I Toggle-style power switch works well both handheld
and with router table-mounted. Though not on the
handle, it's within an easy thumb's reach.

I Externally replaceable motor brushes for easy
maintenance.

I When used with the optional router-table accessory kit
(shown bottom right),you can adjust cutting height
from above the table, making this router uniquely
suited for router-table use.

Low points
I Although this router has a microadjust system, it

requires a lot of knob furning and is so confusing that
the six steps to use it are written on the router.

{l lt takes 20 lbs. of pressure to plunge the bit 1"-the
second most in the test.

I The clear plastic dust hood tends to cloud with dust,
even when used with a vacuum, limiting view of
the bit. You can easily remove it,

Morc points
) Instead of a rotating turret stop, the stop rod rotates to

select which of the three stops you'll use. The knob for
turning the stop is so snug to the router body that we
found it easier to rotate it using the "foot" on the
bottom of fte rod.

) The features that make this a good router for table
mounting seem to work against it in handheld mode.
lf you'll primari$ use your router in a table, this is
the best in the test.

High points
I At $100, this is the leastexpensive router in the test

that accepts 72"-shank bits.
I Microadjustable stop changes cutting depth 7on" for

euery %turn. lts full range is %".
I Externally replaceable motor brushes for

easy maintenance.

Low poinb
I 15,000 rpm low speed is significantly faster than the

other tested routers.

I No dust extraction or self-releasing collet.
I Slop in plunge action can cause bit to be off its mark

by as much aslu".
I In a router table, the only height-adjustment

mechanism is the plunge itself, which is difficult to
set accurately.

Morc points
) Large 3" subbase opening allows excellent view of bit,

but won't accept guide bushings and offers reduced
support on corners of workpieces.

) Plunge lock and power switch are both activated by
the right hand, which may cause confusion in
an emergency.

) Instead of 7+" collet, Ryobi provides an adapter sleeve
to accommodate 7+" bits.

Table tenants
So, how well does this class of machine work when
hanging upside down in a router table? Frankly, the

answer in many cases is a qualified "not very well."
One major factor prevents most plunge routers from

working as well in a router table as fixed-base
machines: the ability to accurately adiust cutting
depth. In fact, on four of the seven tools in our test,
the only height adjustment you have when table-
mounted is the plunge action itself.

Of the three models that do allow for fine height
adjustments when table-mounted, Porter-Cable's
system (shown at rightl is arguably the best, with its
through-the-table adjuster. (Bosch and Skil require
fiddling beneath the table with a small knob;
DeWalt's below-table adjuster is optional.) You can
also add through-the-table adjustability to two of the

Porter-Cable's
router-table
accessory kit
(part no.75301, $30)
includes a height-
adjustment knob
for through-the-table
settings, and an
otfset wrench that
permits bit changes
through the table's
bit opening. (One
of the two otfset
wrenches shown
comes with the
router.)

tested routers-DeWalt and Makita-with a relatively
inexpensive router-lifting accessory called RouterRaizer
($gO, 51 51 266-1 293 or www. routerraizer.com).
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High points
+ $100 price tag includes a carrying case and an

adapter that fits Porter-Cable-style guide bushings.
i Large pistol-grip handles.
l 0nboard storage for bit-changing wrench.

Low points
I No dust extraction.
I Collet accepts only %"-shank bits and is not self-

releasing.
I Slop in plunge action can cause bit to be off its mark

by as much asln".
t Depfi scale can't be "zeroed," s0 you have to add your

cutting depft to the fraction shown on the fixed scale.
? The "fine-adjustment knob" cited in the 1845-02's

owner's manual ovenides the ability to plunge the
router, effectively making it a fixed-base router with

microadjustability. And the knob itself crowds the
router body, making it difficult to adjust with the tool
table-mounted.

Morc points
) Although it requires the least amount of weight to

plunge 1", the plunge action felt a little too loose to us.
Just placing our hands on fie unlocked router caused
it to plunge.

) Just before we went to press, we learned of a new
line of routers slated to be in stores by early this fall,
one of which will replace the 1845-02. According to
Skil product manager Marcus Buzynski, the new
1820 plunge router will add a tunet stop, "zeroing"
capability on the depth stop, and a work light, and will
sell for around $80. However, it will only be offered in
a fixed-speed version.
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BOSCH 1613AEVS12 1 l+,1 lz 11,000-22,00021lq 8 21lz

B

B 93 C , D , Glc, cG, E I 1 U 10.4 200

DEWALT DW621 10 1lq ,1 lz8,000-24,00021le 3 21lz 21lz D 88 C , D , G BT, E 8 1 E 9.1 200

MAKITA RP1 101 1 1 1 l + , 1 1 28,000-24,00021slsz3 11lq I I D 92 c D, E, SB 31lt 1 U 10.3 250

PORTER.CABLE 8529 12 1 It,1 lz 10,000-23,00021lz 4 31lz 31/z I B+ 94 C , D , G E, AT 1 0 1 U 0.8 220

RYOBI RElSOPL1 0 't2 ' 15,000-23,0002 1 3 3 B+ N/A B D r00 S 1 0 2 U 8.6 100

SKIL 1845-02 1 0 1 l q 8,000-25,0002 1 31lz 31lz D  l e N/A B 98 cc, G E 6 2 U 7.9 100

NOTES:

1. (.) Adapter sleeve provided
for 1/c"-shank bits.

2. Without guide-bushing adapters
if so equipped.

(.) Tested with optional dust hood.

Measured 2'above and 1'behind
router running at top speed.

(C) China
(E) England
(U) United States

Prices current at time of article's
production and do not include
shipping, where applicable.

(AT) Through-the-table height adjuster
(BT) Below-the-table height adjuster
(C) 1/+" collet

(CC) Carrying case
(CG) Circle-cutting guide

(D) Dust-collection port
(E) Edge guide
(G) Guide-bushing adapter
(S) Adapter sleeve for 1/+" bits

(SB) Clear subbase
(X) Extra 1/a" collet

s . l
E
I
E

M
4.

5.

Excellent

Good

Average

Below average

Feature not available
on this router.

7.

It was neck and neck between the Bosch 1613AEVS and DeWalt DW62l, but in
the end, Bosch wins by a nose. Although DeWalt's dust collection proved superi-
or, the 1613AEVS is easier to use in a router table, so we ultimately named it our
Top Tool. If you're buying a mid-size router specifically for table-mounting, opt
instead for the Porter-CabLe 8529 and its optional router-table accessory kit.

The Top Value award goes to the $100 Ryobi RE180PL. Good power, microad-
justability, replaceable motor brushes, and the Vz" collet are features typically
found only on routers costing twice as much.i

rrvrw.rrYoodonline. corn

Share your opinion
of these tools in

our Plunge Routers
furum at
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Written by Dave Campbellwith Phillip Goodwin
lllustration: Tim Cahill
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Come along with
me and learn
the simple
timesaving techniques / use in the WOODo
magazine shop every day. I guarantee they'll
make you more productive and help you build
every project better. ,

Cil^,,cK [\tDLurrb
hether you spend an hour a week or every waking
hour in the shop, chances are you feel like it's never
enoush time. While I can't create more time for vou.

I can maximize your woodworking time. You won't need fancy
tools or complicated jigs. As you'll see, you just need to effec-
tively set up your shop, and approach projects with a plan.
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I my out your shop for effective workflow.
.l This 12x20' shop makes the most of every square foot

with logically located workstations and tuck-away tool storage.
Machines are positioned with infeed and outfeed room,
and can be moved to
accommodate work-
ing with long boards.

Mount machines on
mobile bases to sim-
plify adding a new
tool or temporarily
relocating equipment
while working on a
big project. You can
build your own bases,
or buy models to fit
most any tool.
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) Cet organized and stay that way. Few things
IJ cause more frustration than being unable to find a partic-
ular tool or bit when you need it. Router bits, as an example,
seem to sneak away easily, so I give them dedicated storage.
This holder (found in issue 139) mounts to the wall near your
router table to cradle bits safely within easy reach.

Not alltools and accessories need to be in plain view allthe
time. To prevent losing track of those you store behind cabi-
net doors or in drawers, apply labels for instant recognition.

Cleaning isn't a chore most of us enjoy, but you'll reap great
rewards if you spend just 10 or 15 minutes tidying up at the
end of each shop session. lt lets you collect your thoughts as
you organize your tools, and gives you a head start when you
return to the shop.

2Cottect dust at
rJits source. A
dust collector removes
most, if not all, of the
dust and chips, mean-
ing you don't have to.
This results in huge
time savings by drasti-
cally reducing the time
you spend cleaning up.
You can create a cen-
tralized dust-collection
system with ducts to
every machine, or just
move a collector from
tool to tool as needed.

lllfaXetime to fune. Don't wait until you cut into your'f 
precious project stock to find out your tablesaw blade is

misaligned. Check all your machines before you get under
way. Also check the condition of your chisels, blades, and
bits, and sharpen any that need it.

Rn"y another router. tf
lJthere's any tool you can justify
two of, it's a router. With two routers,
you won't have to undo setups
or waste time swapping parts. For
maximum versatility,
get both a

?b

fixed-base model
and plunge router.

lf you have a
router table, you
can dedicate
one machine
to it. A fixed-
base model
works great in most tables.
This leaves the plunge router
available for freehand work.
Some manufacturers offer an
extra base, which you can mount
to the table, then simply swap the motor.

ftStoay the plan before you start. Even if you're
lJproficient at allthe operations involved in a project, read
through any plan com-
pletely, and take notes
as you read. Doing this
helps you to translate
someone else's plans
into the way you work.

Record and locate all
of the tools, lumber,
and suppl ies you' l l
need. Study the mate-
rials l ist (where the
sizes of all the individ-
ual parts are stated)
and jot down the com-
mon measurements
for quick reference
when it comes time to
set up your machines.

7H..re vour lumber on hand
I when you begin. Go

through the plan's materials list,
or make one up for projects
you design, and add every-
thing up to determine your
lumber needs. Then, get all
of your lumbe6 plus at least
20 percent extra, at one time.
Doing this allows you to
match grain and color.

Don't think of the extra
you buy as waste. I don't
discard any decent-size
cut-offs unti l all the
parts of a project are cut
and assembled. This
wood is perfect for testing
setups and techniques, and
trying out finishes. Plus, having identical
stock on hand can save a project if you need to
re-create a spoiled piece or make an inconspicuous patch.
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flCo with what you know. You need to experiment in
lJorder to learn new skil ls. But if you're working with a
deadline, it may not be the time to try something new. Go with
techniques you know, such as simple biscuit joinery instead
of making this the time you learn how to hand-cut dovetails.

Have your hardware when you start. The last
thing you want is to cut all your project parts based on

specific hardware, only to find it unavailable. You may have
to substitute if you can't f ind the exact item specified. lf so,
expect to alter dimensions accordingly.

| flft"n your steps before each session. Before
Ilf you head for the shop, plan what you want to accom-

plish. This reduces errors by focusing your concentration on
specific tasks, and reduces setup changes by grouping similar
operations (more on this later). Plus, planning eliminates time
wasters, such as finding out one piece isn't sanded to final grit
when you have wet finish on everything else.

I I Build a prototype. lf the project includes new
I t techniques or a modified plan, or if you need to get a

glimpse at a new design of your own creation, prototype it,
as I did with the candle lantern in issue 148. You'l l keep the
mistakes off your real project. Your cut-off bin is a great
place to find prototype stock, but if you need to buy wood,
try poplar. lt's inexpensive and easy to work.

lrMinimize setups on similar operations.
EWhen you begin a project, start by thicknessing all

your stock at the same time to make sure your parts match
exactly. Then determine which parts require similar joinery.

Tenons, for example, often share the same dimensions
throughout a project, even if the pieces they're cut into are of
different sizes. Pefform those cuts at one time so you're not
constantly redoing the same setup.

Even with careful planning, duplicating setups is inevitable
on some projects. Make it easier on yourself by taking notes
and keeping your test pieces to use as templates. These
approaches don't only save time, they ncrease accuracy.

I ?Cut lumber to size early. Doubte-check mea-
llJsurements (and whether any parts need to start out

oversize), and then precut all the parts you can. This saves
you from tripping
over long boards
whi le you work.
While you're at it,
cut an extra of any
piece that requires
testing tool setups.

Mark each paft
wi th i ts name or
letter using chalk.
It shows well, yet
sands away easily
without staining.

lf pads wil l sit for
a long time before
being used, bind
them with plastic
stretch wrap, found
in about any office-
supply store. This
organizes the parts
and inhibits wood
movement caused
by changing mois-
ture content. Q



the iudges have spoken ',

I1{TRODUGIl{G THE

2003

Best Overall Birdhouse/
Bird Feeder
tDs,ooo Grand Prize Winner
John Styga of Elmhurst, N.Y., wowed
the judges with "Mother Hubbard's
Boot," a2'-tall masterpiece of bird-

house fun and function. "l'm an
artist and have illustrated a lot for
children," John says. 'To me, the
theme was a natural." The realistic
boot features three separate

dwellings under its arched, shingled
roof. Latched doors hinge open for
cleaning. More impressive details
include the partially laced front, with
the tongue hanging out to serue as a
perch. The carued brick chimney, and
'Windows" with hand-painted curtains
complete the design.

Best Original Outdoor
Species-Specific Birdhouse
A $425 Frcud router setup
Mike Jagielo of Almond, Wis. created his'Wren
Castle" from recycled old-growth redwood, and
finished it to a satiny luster using spar urethane
over tung oil. To complete the theme, each tower
is topped by a brass flagpole and copper flag.
Several windows feature vents to keep the residing
birds comfortable, and an opening in the bottom
makes cleaning the birdhouse a breeze.

*FORTHE BIRDS''
bildhouse/bitd feeder
GI|ilTE$Wil]IERS

Readers let their woodworking
talents soar in a contest that
helps our fine feathered friends.

ew things spark a woodworker's
creativity as much as being
issued a challenge. And chal-

lenge we did when we asked our readers
to build the best birdhouses and bird
feeders in America for the WOODa
magazrnelChevy Silverado 2003 "For
the Birds" contest.

Sure, we expected a big response.
There were, after all, $8,000 worth of
cash and prizes on the line. But the
contest also offered participants a way
to help out birds and other wildlife.
How so? After the contest ended, we
auctioned off all 27L atnazing entries
and turned the proceeds (more than
$8,000) over to the National Wildlife
Federation' s "Backyard Wildlife Habitat
Program." (Visit www.nwf.org to learn
more about the program.)

We were overwhelmed by the variety
and creativity exhibited in the birdhouses
and bird feeders we received. Our judges
(see the sidebar, opposite page) praised
the workmanship displayed. " I just wish
we had about 50 more prizes to give
away," said Editor-in-Chief Bill Krier,
as they sorted through the field.

Now, in honor of the best of the best,
we give you the winners.
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Best Original
Outdoor Birdhouse
$7OO worth of Gampbell-
Hausfeld air tools
The "Purple Martin Hotel,"
made by Michael Sosebee

of Newton, N.C., provides
first-class accommoda-

tions for eight martin
families. The main case.

made from redwood staves,
is impeccably finished with
high-gloss enamel.
A painted finial tops the
cedar-shingle roof, while
decorative brackets
underneath grip a 4x4
mounting post. A removable

base allows the
interior dividers to be
removed for easy cleaning.

Best Original I\rrned Outdoor
Birdhouse/Bird Feeder
A S650 14'r Delta lathe

It's easy to see the beauty of the
turned acorn house crafted
by J. Stan Johnson of
Lexington, S.C. lts spalted
maple body and walnut cap

(with realistic texture courtesy
of a chatter tool) display fault-
less quality, Even the stem
(made from a r/2" bolt) is ham-
mered and colored to look real.
But what pushed this entry to

the top was the clever threaded
cap that allows for cleaning and

the vent holes under the cap and at
the bottom to provide climate control for
the home's lucky residents.

Best Bird feeder from
Existing Plans
$3OO worth of Gorilla Glue
and Lutz Tools

Best Outdoor Birdhouse
from Existing Plans
A $330 DeWalt router fiom Woodcraft

Donald Hopkins of Salem, Ore.,
likes his "Pyramid Canopy"
feeder so much that he built
eight of them. 'Two hang
in my yard," says Donald.
'The others went to
grandchildren and
friends." This one fea-
tures a cedar roof with
compound-angle-cut pan-
els suspended over a
handcrafted copper tray.

Picking a few winners from all
the great entries wasn't easy,
but our judges proved up
to the task. Editor-In-Chief
Bill Krier and Senior Design
Editor Kevin Boyle were
joined by another seasoned
woodworker: Scott Phillips,
the host of "The American
Woodshop" on PBS. Joe
Wilkinson, President of the
Iowa affrliate of the National
Wildlife Federation, brought
his insight into what birds like.

www.uroodonline.com

Donald Berard of Mission Viejo, Calif., worked
about 100 hours to craft his award-winning
entry. His effort and unique skills appear
everywhere, but especially in the copper roof.

"'l sandwiched each copper sheet between
blocks shaped like the shingles, and then
carefully pounded the edges with a polished
ball-peen hammer. Then I glued each to
a wooden shingle," Donald says. The
results are a study in perfection.
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Scott Phillips, and Kevin Boyle are allsmiles as they pose with
the eight winning entries after a long day of judging.

The 271 entries filled this room and another
to overflowing with every imaginable type of
birdhouse and bird feeder.
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Best Oriqinal Bird Feeder
A $52O t "fiammer drill from Makita

Best Originat Indoor
(decorated/painted)
Birdhouse
$gOO worth of Rust-Oleum
paint prcducts
Johnny Johnson of Lindale,

. Texas, used old cast-iron
parts left over from his
days in the fencing
business, cut nails,
and even a door-knob
perch to lend a distinc-
tive thematic look to his
church birdhouse. With its
towering spire and
patinaed shingles, this
entry has the look and
charm of an antique
right out of the box.

Russ Deiter of Omer, Mich., incorporated loads of
convenience features into his beautiful, functional
"Rusty Bridge" bird feeder. Most notable-the easy-loading bin accessed
by removing tne top of the roof. Seeds pour into both sides at once and
spread below for access from either outside or within the bridge. 'The

best feature is the copper-screen base, which allows snow and rain to
run otf without causing rot," Russ says.

There's no way to show you every cre-
ative, well-crafted entry in this contest.
While only eight could win prizes, many
more thoroughly impressed the judges.
Here are just a few:

Jaime Fusko of Canton, Ohio, made
and assembled 1,358 wooden bricks,
343 stone-look blocks, and 380 cedar
shingles, and then added 1,450
shrubs and flowers to create his vision
of a bird's dream cottage.

William
Fischer of

Norfolk, Va.,
made a big hit,

literally, with this
hammer birdhouse. lt
features two separate
homes. One has a clean-
out door. Access to the
other comes by releasing
a spring-loaded retainer
and removing the head
from the handle.

Bill Oakley of Rancho
Santa Margarita,
Calif., threw a vari-
ety of woodworking
skills into the pot
to create this stun-
ning birdhouse.
The teapot body
is a hollow turning
made up of stacked
rings and painted to
resemble an old-style enameled finish.

Richard Starr of
Burton, Mich.,

crafted this whimsi-
cal entry almost
entirely from scraps.
The roof is glued up
from pieces of floor
joist, the worm-holed
trunk was cut from a
2x12 header, and

the bases are from
cedar trim boards.

The message over
the door of this
charming bird-
house reads
"home sweet
home" in
Japanese char-
acters. Charles
Chaplin of
Waynesboro, Miss.,
created it by gluing up small pieces
of mahogany, fir, and sPanish
cedar, and then turning the assem-
blies to create the body and roof.

Three uniquely- A
styled houses
perch on
a "grass"
base in this
birdhouse
colony
entered by
Lawrence
Jenkins of
Shellsburg, lowa.
He formed the lap siding using a dado
blade tilted to 10o, and cut each cedar
roof shingle. All three houses feature
vents and removable roofs.

Howard Clements of Knox, Pa., created this Noah's Ark that springs to life with a
battery-driven homemade works that raises and lowers the giratfes' heads, moves the
rooftob owl up and down, and makes Noah and his wife wave. i
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develop your shoP skills

dead-on
drilling
Get accurate, trouble-free results
from lrour drill press by following
these simple guidelines.

JJlh. drill press seems simple compared to a
- 

I 
-*orkshop's 

other stationary machines. But
I when it comes to setup and use, many of the

same operating principles apply: You need to align
it properly; add some basic accessories; and stick
with safe, sensible procedures.

To help you along, we've collected six surefire
tips and techniques to guarantee your drill-press
success. They're simple, quick, and require only
items that you already have in your workshop.

D Call for backup
6 Wotut your bits whilJexpanding your work surface with a 3A" plywood auxil-
iary table clamped or bolted to the metal table, as shown in the photo at the top of
this page. When you need to drill several through holes, go one step further-place
a backer board on top of the auxiliary table. Use any handy scrap, such as the parti-

cleboard shown at right. The backer board prevents tear-out on the bottom of your

workpiece by supporting wood fibers around the hole, while keeping your auxiliary
table intact. Move the backer board to place solid material beneath the next hole.

I Line it up at 90o
I B"ruur" *r tllt drill-press tables for angled drilling from time to time, or

because they may not be perfectly set at 90o when purchased, we sometimes must

reset the table for perfect right-angle boring.
To do this, get hold of a L0" piece of heavy wire like that found in a coat hanger.

Bend each end into a right angle, and chuck one end in the drill press. Set the height

of the table so that the free end of the wire contacts the surface. Turn the chuck by

hand, keeping an eye on the wire to make sure it maintains consistent contact with

the table without flexing. If so, the table sits at 90o to the chuck. If you find that one

side is lower than the other, adjust it as shown in your owner's manual.

j

i
I

I
I

I

I
I

t. ;,-*-"
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Q Set the depth
lf After you mount the bit and adjust the table height, set the depth stop to control
the depth of the hole. On the typical depth-adjustment assembly shown here (your
drill press might have a different stop design), lower the bit alongside your work-
piece to the chosen depth, hold it there, turn the depth-stop nut until it contacts the
top of the bracket, and then tighten the jam nut against it.

If the depth-stop rod is calibrated, like the one shown here, you have another
choice. Lower the bit until it contacts the workpiece, note the location on the
gauge, and then move the depth-stop nut up the desired distance and hold it in
place by turning the jam nut against it.

f, Get a grip
tf Twist bits can drift off course when drilling into irregu-
lar grain, especially small-diameter bits like the Vro" bit
shown here. Limit this tendency by inserting the bit well into
the drill-press chuck when you mount it. Leave enough of
the bit exposed to bore the hole to the desired depth-and
make sure that it's centered in the chuck, not trapped
between just two of the three jaws. You also can improve
your accuracy by using brad-point bits.

fi Drill a dowel end
lf One of the trickiest drill-press tasks
is boring a centered hole into the end of a
dowel. Try this quick and neat solution.

Clamp a2x3" scrap of 3/q" wood to
your drill-press table, and bore halfway
into it with a Forstner bit that's the same
diameter as your dowel. l,eave the scrap
in place, replace the Forstner with a bit
the size of the hole you want to drill in
the dowel, and drill the rest of the way
through to make the centering guide
shown atlefi. Place the larger hole on the

A trdda dust-relieving fence
tt 

n simple fence comes in handy when you need to drill more than one hole at
the same distance from the edge of the workpiece. Make a fence by cutting two
straight pieces of 3/c" stock to a length that matches the width of your auxiliary table.
Use your tablesaw to cut a r/sxvl" dust-relief channel at the edge of one piece. This
channel preserves accuacy by keeping sawdust and wood chips from lodging
between fence and workpiece. Screw the pieces together at a right angle, as shown,
and you have a fence that's easily clamped to the table.

TWIST BIT

I  t - L  I
I  t -  i l  |

l l l € r  I
I E{f 'lil| 

|

BRAD-POINT BIT

end of the dowel, and clamp the dowel onto a holding jig, such as the V-groove ver-
sion shown. Lower the bit to align it with the smaller hole. Clamp the holding jig to
your drill-press table, and carefully drill your hole, as shown above. Q
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wares passed our shop trials

$3ZS bandsaw delirrcrs big-time
After testing a whole bunch of bandsaws
priced from $500 to $9ffi for a recent
issue of WOODamagazine (issue lM),|
didn't expect too much out of a stationary
saw costing only $375. But the GizzIy
G0555 isn't some stripped-down, under-
powered, ugly machine. In fact, it's quite
the opposite.

Standard features include ball-bearing
blade guides, 4" dust port, a quick-release
tensioner that allowed me to change
blades in about 8 minutes, a miter gauge,
and a really good rip fence. You'd have
to spend hundreds of dollars more to find
another bandsaw with this many standard
accessories.

The fence is probably the best I've seen
on a 14" bandsaw. It adjusts to compensate
for blade drift, and features a magnified
cursor for easy reading. And, unlike many
other bandsaws, it lifts right off the rail
without having to partially disassemble
the saw.

As for power, the G0555's 1-hp dual-
voltage motor packs enough punch to
resaw 6"-wide red oak boards easily. If
I'd had this saw for the test a few months
ago, it would have finished about in the
middle of the pack for resawing power.

You can run92-93V2" blades from /s"
to 3/q" wide on the G0555. Its 6" resaw
capacity bumps up to 12" with the addi-
tion of a riser block ($SO;. Add that and
an optional mobile base for $70, and
you're still paying less-a lot less-than I
paid for a 14" bandsaw just two years ago
with none of the features. Is it too late to
get my money back?

-Tested by Jeff Hall

Grizzly G0555 14" bandsaw
Performance * * * * * ?

Call Grizzly lndustrial al8001523-4777, or visit
www.grizzly.com.

These woodworking

Rout dadoes that fit first time, e\rcry time
As the years go by, I've noticed that I
keep getting fatter while plywood keeps
getting thinner. That means that routing
dadoes to ffi3/q" plywood (actually about
23/tz" thick) requires a Vz" bit and two
passes for each dado. And if you don't
measure, calculate, or clamp your fence
correctly for the cleanup cut, you can

wind up with ill-fitting joints. But with
the Accurate Guide, you can rout perfect-
ly fitting dadoes for Vq-I" materials with
only half as many fence setups (and no
lousy math!).

Let's say you're building a bookcase
with t/+" -thick plywood shelves. After
installing the Accurate Guide in your

router's edge-guide
mounting holes, lay
out the shelf location
and clamp on a fence
to guide the router.
With the two halves
of the Accurate
Guide closed and
held against the
fence, make your
first cut using a Vz"
straight (or downcut
spiral) bit. For Vz" or
thinner stock use a
Vq" bit.

Next, spread the two halves of the
Accurate Guide and insert a couple of
scraps of shelf stock between the two
halves, as shown at left. Without moving
the fence, make the cleanup cut. The shelf
scraps index the guide precisely for a
dead-on dado.

The Accurate Guide works equally well
and in the same manner for routing slots
for perfectly fitting sliding dovetails. If
you have a Makita 1100- or 1lOl-series,
or Porter-Cable 100- or 690-series router
(except for the D-handle base), order
model no. P2001. The B1001 model fits
all Bosch routers and DeWalt's 600-series
routers.

-Tested by Garry Smith
Accurate Guide
Performance * * * * *

* * * * *

Call Accurate Woodworking Tools at 920/589-
401 0, or visit www,accuratewoodtools.com.
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Caster set puts wheels
where you want them
No matter how large or small your
shop, you'll benefit from
the flexibility of having
heavy stationary tools
on mobile bases. But
some mobile bases
are a pain to
assemble (can
you say "bag
of bolts"?). More important, you
can't change the wheel locations to best
serye the tool they'll hold.

If you own closed-base stationary tools,
there may be an answer. Jet's Clamp-on
Castors mount individually to such tools
so you can place them anywhere around
the base. The installation insfructions
make several suggestions about where to
best place the wheels for tools with differ-
ent centers of gravity, whether low (oinf
er), high (bandsaw), or off-center (cabinet
saw or shaper).

The Clamp-on Castors installed easily
on both my bandsaw and jointer, especial-
ly because I only needed to tilt those
heavy tools slightly during installation,
rather than muscle them onto a mobile
base. The casters' magnetic faces held
them in place while I tightened the J-
shaped clamps that grip the wrap-under
flange on most closed-base tools. (Oddly,
my Jet 14" bandsaw lacks that flange, but
the casters held fast anyway, although the
cabinet flexed more than on my jointea
which has a flange.)

In use, the casters locked and rolled
easily, even over broken concrete. Clamp-
on Castor sets come in trvo configurations:
Model JMB-CTR includes two fixed and
two swivel casters; the JMB-CTM set
comes with four swivel casters. Neither
set works with open-stand tools.

-Tested by Dave Stone

Jet Glamp-on Gastors
Penormance *****

$611, modelJlrlB€IR;
$70, modelJI|B-CTR2

V a l u e  * * * * *

CallJet Equipment & Tools at 800/274-6848, or
visit wwwjettools.com.

Continued on page 104
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lf you're tired of ointments ancl creams that are messy, hard
to apply and, worst of all, don't get results, then you owe it
to yourself to try Acadia Skln Care.o Acadia will help relieve
the lrritation and embarrassment of Psorlasis, Eczema,
seborrheic Dermatitis, rough, dry skln and Danclruff.

No burning, no prescriptions, no sterolds, no alcohol and best
of all, it's easy to applv even in those hard to reach areas.

Call now ancl put Acadia Skin Care to work for you.

Acaclia Skin Care's active ingredients are FDA approved
and dermatologist recommended, so you know it's safe,
and it works. Don't suffer any longer. Acadla skln Care is
odorless, easy to apply and very effective.

tsnt lt flme you looked and felt your best? All lt takes ls a phon€ callt

call ]uow For Your 30-Day Risk-Free T?ial!

f -8OO-84O-8O20 Ext. 5-6578
Menfion this ad and receive a FREE bottle of our therapeutlc body wash wlth

your purchase. ncflve hgredlent FDA Approvecl)

ACADIA ALSO OFFERS REYOLTMOilARY T{ET PRODUCTS FOR BOil ACflE AIID ROEACEI" WOOD magazlne June/July 2003

shop-proven products

Spiff up your hardwood floor in a day
If you've ever wished you could put a new face on your light$
worn hardwoo{ floor, but didn't want to endure the hassle and
expense of sanding and recoating, here's another option: the
Renewal system from Varathane.

To start the process, I scrubbed the surface of my 75-year-old
oak dining-room floor with a woven-abrasive pad dipped in
Renewal's "no-sanding formula." The manufacturer says this liq-
uid removes wix and "chemically etches" the existing flooring.
This step was easy enough, but mopping up with rags pnd clean
water gave me about an hour on my hands and knees. After let-
ting the floor air dry for about half an hour, I applied Renewal's
"interloc bonding formula," in the same manner as step one.
After 30 minutes of scrubbing, another hour of mopping, and 30
minutes of drying, I applied the top coat.

Using the lambs-wool applicator that comes with the product
left me with a lot of bubbles in the water-based finish, even after
following the manufacturer's stir-and-1et-settle instructions to the
letter. I ended up sanding the entire floor with a random-orbit
sander<nly about a 20-minute chore in my l2xl2'room-and
reapplying the finish. This time, I used my own painter's pad,
and reduced the number of bubbles to an acceptable level.
Besides the bubbling problem, the larnbs-wool applicator isn't
very precise. Fortunately, I had masked off all of the base mold-
ing around the room to protect it from steps one and two, and
that saved me from slopping fresh finish on the old molding.

Eight hours later, I could walk on the floor in stocking-feet, but
we'waited 72 hours before replacing the heavy furniture or walk-
ing on it with hard-soled shoes.

Renewal isn't designed for use on floors with stains, deep
scratches, or gouges that go all the way through the finish: You'll
still need to sand and refinish those floors. But, armed with a
painter's pad and a full
day, you can rejuvenate
your gently worn hard-
wood floor for about
what it costs to rent a
floor sander.

-Tested by BillKrier

Varathane Renewal
Per formance *****

V a l u e  * * * * *

Call Varathane at 800/635-3286, or visit
www.varathane.com.



Slash knife-changing time by 70 percent
Nothing cuts like a new blade, but few things frustrate like
changing knives in a jointer or stationary planer. I've long been
a fan of Esta-USA's Dispoz-A-Blade system that brings the
convenience of quick-change, self-indexing knives to stationary
planers and jointers. But, unless your tool's cutterhead came
equipped with jackscrews (screws in each blade pocket that you
raise or lower to adjust the knife height), you couldn't really take
advantage of the system until now.

For jackscrew-less jointers and planers, Esta-USA now offers
Posi-Set magnets-rare-earth magnets, custom-sized for your
tool-that rest in the bottom of the cutterhead's knife pocket to
fix the height of the Dispoz-A-Blade blade holder. You simply
measure the depths of your knife pockets and give the measure-
ments to the manufacturer. (Or, Esta-USA will send you a free
measuring card if you call.) Then, they'll send the right magnets.

Once installed, the knives drop in at the perfect height every
time. Using the Dispoz-A-Blade system with Posi-Sets, I
swapped the three knives in our Jet 8" jointer in less than 10
minutes-a job that previously required nearly an hour and a
few unprintable expletives.

At about $150 to equip a 6" jointer with the Dispoz-A-Blade
system, plus another $45 for the Posi-Set magnets, the startup
cost isn't for the faint of heart. Once you bite the bullet, though,
it costs about the same to
replace the double-edged
knives as it would to
have conventional knives
sharpened twice. But how
much is your time-and
sanity-worth?

-Tested by Chuck Hedlund

Posi-Sets and Dispoz-A-Blade
Performance * * * * *

Price Posi-Set, $7.50 per magnet;
Dispoz-A-Blade system: $153 for 6" joint-
er, $180 for 8" jointer, $223 for 15" planer

V a l u e  * * * i i i i

Call 800/557-8092 or visit www.estausa.com.

Continued on page 106
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Rockler's new web site has everything
for your router needst including router
tables, bits, accessories and more.

Exclusive
Router Table
Package
ffinly $$#S.##

Includesr
o Porter Cable 2 H.P.

Plunge Router with
Micro- He ightAdj ustme nt

. Table & Fence System

. Aluminum Router Plate

Legs & occessories sold seporote. Price Expires 713 I 103

Visit www.Ro uterlvlania.com now!

@Ilres

Hann gou di*ant:d t|;ie
fucMHoIeAfrnnage?

Visi| I{flEETOOL.EIIM
today to learn how the speed,
strength and simplicity of
pocket hole joinery can
greatly enhance your wood-
working experience. Our
"Virtual Trade Show" features a
FREE video demonstration of our
tools and techniques in action!
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Powermatic 544: A longer,
stronger 6rr iointer
As a rule of thumb, you can successful-
ly straighten a board up to twice the
length of your jointer's bed (the com-
bined infeed and outfeed tables). With the
Powermatic Model 54A, its 66"-long
bed-the longest of any 6" jointer on the
market today-allows you to work stock
up to I I' in length. I rarely joint stock that
long, but welcome the extra support it pro-
vides shorter workpieces.

While bed length is important, it means
little if the jointer lacks sufficient power.
That's not a problem with the Model 54A.
After edge-jointing some stock at a Vs"
cutting depth, I face-jointed some 5"-wide
cherry, forgetting to reset the cutting depth
to a more reasonable %t".The l-hp, dual-
voltage motor slowed when making this
brutal cut, but didn't stall.

Speaking of cutting depth, the Model
54A has a unique system that combines
the quick-and-dirty action of a lever with

1 0 6
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the fine control of a
handwheel. Raise or
lower the lever to set
the rough cutting depth,
then push the lever's
handle in and twist i t  to
fine-tune the depth.

In my tests, the
Model 54A's fence
proved both flat (with-
in .004" from end to end) and
rigid, with a massive center trunnion. And
the t i l t  stops at 45o,90o. and 135'angles
are positive, accurate. and repeatable: I
switched from one to the other and back
with complete confidence.

-Tested by Gany Smith

Powermatic Model 54A 6" iointer
Performance * * * * *

V a l u e  * * * r i i ^ i

Call Powermatic at 800/248-0144, or visit
www.powermatic.com.
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We offer mani' builcl-it-;'ourself kiLs:
buckboard bench, irish mail handcar,
wheelbarrows, halltree, sleigh, bakers cart,
garclen cart, & park bench. All liits comc
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1901 Buckboard Wagon
I\lersures 36 r16"rlB" Trll
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r'vhich are veq' sturdv and look greirt

Buckboard Bench
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Authentic reprodnction seats t\\'r) acllllts
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Antique Wheelbarrow
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Br-rr lcl this nostalgic Antique Wheclbirrror,r',
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For over 2 decades we've been providing

boatbuitders with the highest quatity

epoxy resins & spar varnishes for their
"furniture qual,ity'i ctear-fi n jshed

watercraft. These wooden boats continue
to Look great after several years of
extreme outdoor exoosure.

Eet il right. Eet the hrschure.
The same technioues can be used to
finish many other outdoor wood projects.

Your wooden furniture can be exposed
to the etements for months without fear

of the finjsh failing. Get an info-packed

brochure ati www. sy st e nt h re e. c o m/o utd o o r
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These circle jigs cut no corners
When it comes to cutting perfect circles in wood, I've resorted to
shop-made router jigs with mixed success. (Frankly, I usually
spend more time building the jig than using it.) That's why I was
intrigued with the Jasper Circle Jigs that boast accuracy through a
wide range of circle sizes.

The concept isn't new: Replace your router's subbase with an
oversized auxiliary plate and put a pivot pin in the center of your
workpiece. Mark the radius of the circle on the auxilizuy plate,
drill a hole there for the pivot pin, and start cutting.

Instead of a one-offjig, though, each Jasperjig has a series of
pivot-pin holes at precise increments from the router-bit hole. For
example, the Model 200 jig allowed me to rout any diameter cir-
cle from 2t/q-l83Ao" rn t/r6" increments. That's 256 different
sizes, and every hole I cut was right on the money.

Because many of the Model 200's pivot holes are for diameters
smaller than the router's base, all of the increments are marked
on the bottom of the jig. That makes it more difficult to locate the
pin for any diameter. But Bill Jasper of Jasper Audio, the maker
of the jigs, suggests putting the pivot pin into the jig first, then
using it to find the center hole in the workpiece.

For cutting circular tabletops, or other large arcs, the Model
300 jig provides the same accuracy in Vq" increments from
7-5234" .In such cases, you also will want Jasper's Model 350
pivot pin. It's a shorl pin on a thin plate that attaches with
double-faced tape, so you needn't drill a hole in your workpiece.

Model 600 (shown below, and the best value in the bunch at
$31) cuts circles from 7-183/+" in /+" steps, and the smaller
Model 400 provides t/ta" increments ranging from l-7V2". Each
Jaspcr Circle Jig comes pre- Jasper Circle Jigs
drilled with countersunk
holes for mounting virtually
every major brand of plunge 300; $36, Model 400; $31, Model 600

(all prices include shipping)router, so within a minute or
so of opening the package, I
was ready to make circles.

-Tested by Kirk Hesse

Value * * * * *

Call Jasper Audio toll{ree atB771229-
7285, or visit www.jasperaudio.com,

Corttinuecl on page 108
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FinaIIy...fl, EOMPI'NTN
Pooket-HoleJig l{it!
OUR COMPLETE
KIT INCLUDES:

. Pocket Jig with Clamp

. 3/8" Step Drill Bit

. Stop Collar for Dril l

. Hex Wrench for Collar

. Square Drive Screws

. 6" Square Drive Bit

ALL THIS
FOR ONLY

$39.95 suss.ret
SEND FOR
DEALER LIST

USE THIS POCKET JIG KIT TO MAKE:

ffiilw
Face frames, table leg braces, flush joints

plus corner and angle joints.

SIMP'L PRODUCTS lnc,
21 Bertel Avenue, Mount Vernon, NY 10550

Web Site: woodjigs.com E-Mail: info@woodjigs.com
Available through most fine woodworking outlets.

Shown here
in our kit, are
allthe pieces
(with your drill)
that you'll need
to execute
pelect joinery.

Heavy-duty aluminum
extrusion with hardened
steel dril l bushings.

Shown here in use. the

holds the wood
firmly in place for
accurate dril l ing.

Circle No. 2085

ffet Rid of the [ust!
L$n[to20m$$tsms

lelus design you cotnilsle
duslcollecliolt syslstn.

]RII Duct llesisn
with $50 Order

2hp
Gomponent
External
Filter

-One idag
Buy Dirccl und $uve!
1.800.132.40s5

'0rder Oltline!
rtl|l|tlt|.0ngid0{it com

%Rs

Wfi':"d;,l
Oneida Air Systems, Inc. 1001 W. Fayette St. Syracuse, NY {3204



shop-proven products

Meet the self-centered
pen-boring clamp
If you're a pen turner, chances are
you've let a few choice words slip
after blowing through the side of a
pen blank while accidentally drilling
the center hole offcenter. The
Drilling Center Vise helps eliminate
the heartbreak of bungled blanks.

Before using the vise, I first cen-
tered it under the drill-press chuck,
and clamped it to the drill-press
table. (A larger wooden base would
have made the job a little easier.)
Once secured, all I had to do was
drop in a piece of pen-blank stock,
and turn the crank to center and
clamp. Both jaws open or close
simultaneously, automatically center-
ing the blank beneath the bit.

I used the Drilling Center Vise to hold
various size blanks while boring 7mm and
lOmm holes. I even bored holes in odd-
shaped blanks, such as 3/qxl", all without
fail and without repositioning the vise.

1 0 8

The money saved from botched boring
(and from being able to salvage marginal-
size scraps of exotic woods and burls) will
help this accessory pay for itself in no
time flat.

-Tested by Rich Bright

Drilling Genter Uise
Performance * * * * *

V a l u e  * * * * *

Call Penn State Industries at 800/377-7297, or
visit www,pennstateind.com.

WOOD magazine June/July 2003
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Now, turn a $5 rough board
into $75 worth of straight or
curued molding in just minutes!
Make over 500 standard mold
ings, tongue & groove, picture

frame stock, any custom
design. Quickly Converts

from Planer/Molder to
Drum Sander or

Power-Feed
Multi-Blade

Saw!

Variable Feed Rate!
Just a twist of the dial adjusts the

Woodmaster from 70 to over 1,000 cuts per inch.
Produces a glass- smooth finish on tricky grain patterns no other plan-
er can handle. Plenty of American-made "muscle" to handle low-cost,
"straight-from-the-sawmill" lumber. S-Year Warranty, MADE lN USA!

Call Today for Free Facts

1-800-821 -6651 ext. P302
www.wood mastertools.com

Woodmaster Tools, Inc. 1431 N. Topping Ave. Dept. P302, Kansas City, MO 5{120

\ , - - "
g r
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No-dust chalk line is on the level
Chalk lines don't always mark well on uneven surfaces and
sometimes require a helper to hold the other end, not to mention
the dusty mess they leave behind. Strairline's Laser Line
Generator (LLG) gives you a temporary line, even on rough sur-
faces, for hanging cabinets or pictures, or laying out floor tile.

Rather than creating a single dot like a laser level, the LLG
casts an actual line from the center of its height, allowing it to
"look" around many objects in its path, such as a window casing,
a wave in the wall, or my finger, as shown in the photo below.

Although the %"-wide beam generated by the Laser Line
Generator is clearly visible indoors, full daylight easily over-
whelms it. I measured the width of the beam 10' away from the
unit, and found it had spread to t/t", at 30', the beam was /+"
wide. Even at those distances, the beam was clearly defined, and
still accurate as long as I remembered to mark in the center of
the beam.

Spirirlevel vials mounted on the case show both level and
plumb, and their tight markings make it easy to assure a dead-
level line. A pair of steel pins pop out the bottom of the LLG's
case to affix it to
drywall. flooring,
or a wooden wall
stud for hands-

Strait-Line Laser Line Generator

Price
Value * * * * *

$45

free operation' call American Tool company at g00/g3g-7845,
-Tested by Kirk Hesse or vrsit www.strait-line.com.

We test hundreds of tools and accessories, but only those that earn at least three
stars for pedormance andvalue make the final cut and appear in this section,
Our testers this issue include: high-school industrial afis and woodworking
teachers Rich Bright, Jeff Hall, and Kirk Hesse; machinist Garry Smith; and
W00Da magazine staff members Chuck Hedlund (master craftsman), Bill Krier
(editor-in-chief) and Dave Stone (features editor). All are avid woodworkers.i
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Greut dgurs ot Fomous sovings since | 939!
No motter whol you poy for i1 o fine cigor is woilh every penny. But finding
o cigor ftol suils your fosle con gel expensive! From the mild Moconudo
fo lhe sovory Sonrho Ponzo lo fte heorty (ohibo, fiere! o cigor for every
preference.0rder l{ow...Offer good through July 31, 2003.

Ilinious'
Si'CDI(E SHCDP

f-800-656-2101
0ffer limired to one per household/rustomer.

Pleose use key code ZMA08l0 when ordering.-

Yes! Pleose rush my 9 premium 0gon for only 51 9.95 (plus Sa.95 S&Hl, o sovings of
538.05 off suggesled retoil ond send me informolion on greof Fomous Smoke Shop volues.

(PA residenls odd 6% soles tox.)

Itkdlro: FAfll0US Sill0KE SHOP - PA" ll{C
| 100 (onroy Plore, [ostoq PA 18040

Nome
(ompony Nome (if oppliroble)

tr 524.90 tndosed (tr 526.39 PA residents) U Jusf send fiee cotolog
Chorge: tr Viso tr Mo$er [ord tr Amex tr Distover (ord

Signolure
(redit (ord No. Exp. Dote

0nly good in fte USA. No gifiees. Originols only-no photocopies.
Offer limiled l0 one per household /cuslomer. Not ovoiloble b minors. key c<de ZilA08l0



When I
ffiinfi about
ownWny ownftsfite$$...

Bring your woodworking ski l l ,  your love of
tools, and your expert ise and we' l l  show you how
you can turn your passion for woodworking into
your l i fe's work.

...1 lhinft of Wnofuratt

@DCRAFT'
8OO 344-3348 ore-mait:

r*rz Rosemar Road 
bill carroll@woodcraft'com

P.O. Box 1686
Parkersburg, Ml/ 26102-1686 Dept.F03Wl06Q

Circle No. 924

All lhe QUAIIIY ol premium
ttstand.alone" shop machines
in IESS FLOOR SPACE,..
and at IOWER COSft !
. [quolor BEIIER QUAIITY

thon one-funcfion shop equipmenl.
. C03IS 1ESS thon buying

severol oneJunclion molhines.
r l0 ftl0ST-USED I001S lll l:

. Stote-olfie-orl ELECIROIIIC
SPEED confiok, powerful D( motor.

. Perfect for both HOftlE & PR0IESSI0]|A1 woodworkers.

. 30.Doy RISK lREE Buy-Botk Offer & lndustry-Leoding Wononlies.

l-800',476-4849
0r fiis Moil to:Supe$hof Dept. W00D, P.0. Box 1517, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106-1517

E YfSt RUStt hr oll rhedetoils on the HIGH QUALITY, AFIORI)ABLE olternotive for IIGHT SPA([ wood shops!

Stote _ Zip
r - - - - - - -

Circle No. 1766

woodrrvords

A quick guide to must-tarqw terms
used throughout WOOD' magazine.
Auxiliary fence: A temporary (some-
times sacrificial) fence attached to a table-
saw rip fence or miter gauge, or to some
other machine table, to protect a cutter or
bit while providing full workpiece support.

Blade runout: Runout in circular-saw
blades is measured by the amount of side-
to-side movement in the blade body.

Gollet runout: The amount of deviation
from center (wobble) in a router collet,
measured in thousandths of an inch.

Climb cut: A routing operation during
which the router moves in the same direc-
tion as the bit's rotation, rather than against
the rotation, as is normal. The result is a
cleaner, but harder-to-control, cut. Always
make light cuts when climb-cutting.

FAS: An abbreviation used in hardwood-
lumber grading for Firsts-and-Seconds:
the best boards cut from a log. An FAS
board measures at least 6" wide by 8' long,
and yields a minimum of 83 percent clear
cuttings (areas free of knots and defects).
These areas must be at least 4"x5'or 3"x7'.

.T

Mullion: A vertical member of a cabinet
or door frame that forms a division
between two units, such as panels.

Rail: A horizontal member, most typical-
ly in a cabinet's face frame or door, and
running between two vertical pieces.

Stile: A vertical member of a cabinet or
door frame.

1 1 0

BasicYield for FA.S
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rrvhatts ahead
Your preview of the September issue of W00Do magazine on sale July 22
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Turned box with lid
Fast and fun{o-make describes the turning of this
little beauty. Enjoy!

F f,
r l

Heirloom curio cabinet
It's all here: classic design, ample room for
collectibles, and two-level lighting. Plus, its
full-view glass front s/ides open for easy access.

Wwsmffim* *ffwqx emm#ffiw,s,,$r.ffis ffi
Tune-up tools
for your
woodworking
machines
We cut through
the myriad of
choices to let you

know which
gauges you really
need to adjust
your tablesaw,
mitersaw, jointer,

and planer for
top-notch results.

Cookbook holder
Delight your favorite chef with this functional
kitchen accessory. After the meal's prepared,

the holder folds up for easy storage.

A stylish cherry base and smooth-as-glass bird's-eye
maple top make a woodworking statement wherever
you place this stunning piece.

How to deal with
wood movement
It's a fact: Wood expands
and contracts with
seasonal changes in
humidity. Discover the
keys to building furni-
ture that allows for that
inevitable movement.

Dado sets
Find out which give
you the cleanest cuts

without emptying
your wallet,

ffii*m,,gm'ffi: q"m ;#' $ffi *#

William H. Macy: Actor, woodturner
Visit the work-
shop of one of
Hollywood's
finest and star
of Fargo,
Pleasantville,
and Jurassic
Park lll.We
guarantee you'll

learn a thing or
two about
lathe{ool
sharpening and
bowlturning.

WOOD magazine June/July 2003
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